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Abstract
This qualitative multiple case study explored human-elephant conflict-coexistence
relationships and issues of conservation in Namibia (Damaraland) and Sri Lanka
(Wasgamuwa) from a Posthumanist, multispecies perspective. Within each region,
conflict between humans and elephants is considered high, elephants are considered
endangered and are of high conservation priority, the human population has grown
significantly, and community-based organizations are implementing holistic approaches
to increase positive relations between humans and elephants. This study was guided by
research questions that explored the current landscape of the human-elephantconservation nexus within each region, the shared histories between humans and
elephants over time, and the value in utilizing more-than-human theoretical and
methodological frameworks to enhance human-elephant relationships and support
conservation efforts. Data collection methods included participant observation,
naturalistic observation, interviews, visual data, and documents. Data was triangulated
and analyzed within each case, as well as across cases. Major themes were identified
within each case that describe unique contexts, cultures, and shared histories. These
findings were then analyzed comparatively. Emergent themes across cases identified
ways that a more-than-human framework may be useful in fostering coexistence between
humans and elephants and supporting conservation efforts. This study contributes to the
evolving scholarship on multispecies approaches to inquiry and methodology from the
position of conflict resolution scholar, supports a more inclusive framework for analyzing
human-wildlife conflicts, discusses theoretical and methodological implications in
multispecies research, and provides recommendations for future research.

viii
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Study
This qualitative multiple-case study explores the human-elephant-conservation
nexus in Namibia and Sri Lanka from a more-than-human perspective, grounded in
posthumanist thought. The purpose of this study was to explore human-elephant
relationships across the conflict-coexistence continuum, explore how community-based
conservation projects are taking both the human and elephant subjective and
intersubjective experiences into consideration in their work, and contribute to the
evolving scholarship on multispecies approaches of inquiry and methodology. Each
individual case was selected based on a set of predetermined criteria: (a) conflict between
humans and elephants is considered high, (b) elephants are considered endangered and
are of high conservation priority, (c) the human population has grown significantly, and
(d) community-based organizations are utilizing holistic approaches to increase positive
relations between humans and elephants. Cases were bound within the regions served by
two community-based organizations – Elephant Human Relations Aid (EHRA) and the
Sri Lanka Wildlife Conservation Society (SLWCS) – that were instrumental in this study.
Research questions focused on the current landscape of the human-elephant-conservation
nexus within each region, the shared histories between humans and elephants over time,
and the value in utilizing more-than-human theoretical and methodological frameworks
to enhance human-elephant relationships and support conservation efforts. Data collected
included participants observations, naturalistic observations, interviews, visual data, and
documents. Data sources were triangulated and analyzed within and across cases,
painting a picture of the unique human-elephant story in each region as well as the
similarities and differences across cases.
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The following subsections describe the background of the problem, theoretical
and methodological orientation, the problem being explored, the purpose of the study,
research questions, the scope of the study, and research contributions to the field of
conflict resolution and beyond.
Background of the Problem
Earth’s biodiversity – which all life forms contribute to and depend on for
survival – is vanishing at an alarming rate (Chivian & Bernstein, 2008). There are
currently more than 24,000 plant and animal species classified as vulnerable to extinction
in the wild on the International Union for Conservation of Nature’s (IUCN) Red List, half
of which are animal species (IUCN, 2017). The rate of species extinction is exceptionally
high. Scientists have estimated that the rate of extinction is one thousand to ten thousand
times more than what it should naturally be at this point in time, and that we have entered
the “sixth great extinction event” – the last being the mass extinction of dinosaurs and
other species more than 65 million years ago (Bekoff, 2014; Chivian & Bernstein, 2008,
p. xi). The major difference between the two events is that human activities have
contributed to the current crisis, whereas the former was due to natural occurrences
(Chivian & Bernstein, 2008).
While nonhuman species are becoming increasingly vulnerable to endangerment
and extinction, the human population has seen exponential growth by an increase of more
than one percent per year. Today, there are approximately 7.7 billion people across the
globe, with Africa and Asia experiencing the biggest boom (United Nations, 2017).
Human population growth is linked to a greater loss of biodiversity (Bekoff, 2007a).
There is a higher rate of species extinction due to human encroachment into other
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species’ habitats because of their own elevated livelihood needs (Bekoff, 2007a;
Population Action International, 2011). Naturally, human and nonhuman animals are
coming into conflict more than ever before over things like space, food, and water.
However, due to the interdependent relationship of humans, flora, and fauna, a threat to
one is a potential threat to all (Hurn, 2012). All species within an ecosystem depend on
one another for survival. To ensure the survival of vulnerable and endangered species,
they need human support and cooperation. They also need understanding. On the flip
side, humans’ survival is intertwined with the protection of other species that are part of
their livelihood and shared histories. As a response to the current ecological crisis,
conservation efforts have been thrust to the forefront of international, national, and local
agendas.
Transnational conservation, grounded in Western colonial thought with a ‘top
down’ approach, has largely been limited to the natural/ecological sciences (Adams &
Mulligan, 2003; Münster, 2016; Neumann, 1998). It has also created a division between
human and non-human worlds through “fortress” conservation efforts – placing wildlife
in protected areas and keeping humans out (Dowie, 2009; Münster, 2016). To a great
extent, such efforts have failed both humans (such as those who have been pushed from
their native lands and livelihoods) and wildlife (whose range may far exceed protected
reach), alike (Benson, 1998; Dowie, 2009; Hurn, 2012; Neumann, 1998; Santiapillai &
Wijeyamohan, 2016). Researchers and practitioners are increasingly recognizing the
importance of implementing holistic conservation efforts that include meeting both the
needs of humans and wildlife and exploring pathways to coexistence through
participatory approaches. While this is a positive direction in conservation, there is still
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much to learn about the ways human and nonhuman animals co-constitute their shared
worlds and how this influences the potential for peaceful coexistence.
In the emerging interdisciplinary fields of multispecies studies and human-animal
studies, researchers are beginning to explore these pathways from a “more-than-human”
perspective that considers the social, historical, ecological, psychological, political, and
cultural lives shared by humans and nonhumans (DeMello, 2012; Locke & Münster,
2015; van Dooren, Kirksey, & Münster, 2016). They are also experimenting with new
methodological approaches that cross disciplinary boundaries. Multispecies ethnography,
which seeks to extend ethnographic inquiry beyond the human dimension, inspired the
interdisciplinary framework of ethnoelephantology that specifically looks at the humanelephant relationship (Kirksey, S.E. & Helmreich, S., 2010; Locke, 2013; Locke, 2016a;
Locke & Münster, 2015). These approaches to inquiry decenter the human and recognize
the need to de-compartmentalize disciplines and combine areas of expertise to understand
interspecies relations over time and space (Locke, 2013). Wilkie (2015) suggested that
viewing life through a multispecies lens allows the opportunity for innovative
scholarship. A multispecies perspective on relationships embedded in conflict and
coexistence can help inform conservation and conflict mitigation efforts.
Elephants have been scientifically studied to a great extent and found to be
socially, emotionally, and cognitively complex beings – much like humans (Bekoff,
2007b; Bekoff, 2010; Bradshaw, 2009; Locke, 2013; Masson & McCarthy, 1995;
Münster, 2016; Safina, 2015). These sorts of scientific findings have challenged the
humanistic worldview that places emphasis on human exceptionalism and
anthropocentricity. The post-humanist position “brings in” the animal and “has enabled
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us to see that humans are just one species among many whose lives are inextricably
linked and mutually dependent” (Hurn, 2012, p. 205). Humans and elephants are species
whose lives have been intertwined in regions around the world; who have long and
complex shared histories and whose relationships have experienced elevated levels of
conflict over the past several decades. This conflict has led to the vulnerability or
endangerment of elephant species – such as African and Asian elephants – particularly as
human populations expand and land patterns change (Santiapillai & Wijeyamohan,
2016). Addressing the complex issues around human-elephant conflict and coexistence,
and what it means for conservation, requires a “more-than-human,” interdisciplinary
approach. It requires mending the culture versus nature, human versus nonhuman divide
by understanding continuities and interdependencies between species in conflict and
bringing the nonhuman into consideration as a subject rather than object of inquiry
(DeMello, 2012; Hurn, 2012; Locke, 2017; Locke & Münster, 2015; Wilkie, 2015).
Namibia
Namibia, a country in sub-Saharan Africa, is situated along the Atlantic coast
above South Africa. It is home to the Namib Desert to the west and Kalahari Desert to the
southeast. Namibia gained independence in 1990 after a long, violent, and painful
struggle. It now possesses a democratic government with a strong, protective Constitution
and governing bodies. Economically, it favors free-market principles (Snively, 2012). It
is sparsely populated and rich in biodiversity. The climate is arid and the nearly untainted
landscapes are divergent and bountiful – ranging from lush mountains to dry deserts to
blue coastal waters.
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Namibia is rich in natural resources. The mining, fishing, farming, and tourism
industries are the biggest contributors to the country’s economy (Ministry of
Environment and Tourism, 2019; Snively, 2012). From copper, zinc, tungsten, granite,
and diamonds to its array of elephants, giraffes, rhinoceroses, lions, cheetahs, baboons,
and birds amongst others, it is no wonder why Namibia has adopted some of the most
progressive environmental protection and conservancy laws in the world (Snively, 2012).
It was the first country in Africa to include an article in its Constitution that enforces
protection of wildlife and preserves natural spaces (Snively, 2012). It boasts extensive
conservation areas consisting of National Parks, communal and freehold conservancies,
community forests, and transfrontier conservation areas covering 46.8% of the country
(Namibian Association of Community Based Natural Resource Management (CBNRM)
Support Organizations (NACSO), 2017a). These conservation areas and their efforts are
complemented by many non-governmental organizations throughout the country.
Namibia is home to one of only two populations of savannah elephants
(Loxodonta africana) who are uniquely adapted to desert conditions. The majority of
them, along with other wildlife, live on communal land called conservancies (Snively,
2012). Naturally, elephants and community members come into conflict at times. Given
the arid environment, subsistence farmers and elephants typically come into conflict over
scarce water and food. Illegal poaching and wildlife trafficking are also continuous
problems, enhanced locally when the region experiences drought (NACSO, 2017a).
The Nature Conservation Amendment Act of 1996 transferred wildlife
management responsibility from the government (whose previous attempts were
ineffective due to cost, staffing issues, and agendas) to conservancies developed and
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operated by local residents (Snively, 2012). According to NACSO (2017b), there are
currently eighty-six conservancies registered by the Ministry of Environment and
Tourism that cover 20% of the country. In a study by Bandyopadhyay, Humavindu,
Shyamsundar, and Wang (2009), it was found that households participating in Namibian
conservancies reported overall higher levels of welfare than those that did not. In their
2016 report on conservancies, NACSO (2016) found that human-elephant conflict
continues to decrease despite their population tripling from about 7,500 in 1995 to 22,800
in 2016. As financially self-sustaining entities, profits earned through conservancies are
not only disbursed to resident members but also pay for social, educational, and healthrelated programs important to the communities (Snively, 2012). In essence,
conservancies are not only promoting coexistence between species, but they are greatly
benefiting both humans and elephants alike.
Elephant-Human Relations Aid (EHRA). Elephant-Human Relations Aid
(EHRA) is a non-governmental organization (NGO) focused on desert elephant
conservation through mitigation of human-elephant conflict in the Southern Kunene
Region of Damaraland. They work directly with the local community using a
multipronged approach: collecting ongoing data on elephant identification and
movement, implementing a water point protection program, and educating community
members through their PEACE (People and Elephants Amicably Co-Existing) Project
while also supporting the needs of local schools. To support their projects, EHRA utilizes
volunteers to perform a variety of tasks including conducting research on elephant
movement using GPS positions and tracking (see Figure 1), building walls around
vulnerable water structures to prevent elephant damage, and assisting with community
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education and school support projects as needed. I spent time volunteering hands-on with
EHRA, while exploring the complex human-elephant-conservation nexus in the Southern
Kunene Region as part of this study.
Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka is a small tropical island nation in Asia, located just southeast of India
in the Indian Ocean. Formally known as the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka,
it has a rich cultural history and boasts diverse ecosystems from coastal and marine to
agricultural and rainforest environments. It has been dubbed one of thirty-five
“biodiversity hotspots”’ in the world due to its high level of concentrated endemism
(indigenous species unique to the region), but critically elevated habitat loss
(Conservation International, 2017; Critical Ecosystem Partnership Fund, 2017; Myers,
1988; Myers, 1990). Conservation efforts are urgently important in hotspots, as species
are largely irreplaceable (Conservation International, 2017). Sri Lanka’s Department of
Wildlife Conservation (DWC) was established in 1949 to enforce the Fauna and Flora
Protection Ordinance, preserve biodiversity, and ensure the protection of wildlife –
especially wild elephants (DWC, 2017). Today, the DWC is responsible for establishing
and managing Wildlife Protected Areas (WLPAs) such as nature reserves, national parks,
jungle corridors, intermediate zones, and sanctuaries. Currently, these areas cover 13% of
Sri Lanka’s land area (DWC, 2017).
The Sri Lankan elephant (Elephas maximus maximus), a subspecies of the Asian
elephant, is native to the island. While their population is difficult to estimate and past
methodology has been flawed (Santiapillai, 2013), the Sri Lankan elephant is listed as
endangered on the IUCN Red List (2017). Recent estimates range from 2,500-4,000
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(World Wildlife Fund, 2013) to 5,879 (Santiapillai & Wijeyamohan, 2013) left in the
wild. In pre-colonial times, however, their population was believed to be somewhere in
the 12,000 (McKay, 1973) to 20,000 (Jayewardene, 1994) range. Although the DWC has
made great strides to protect land for these wild creatures, “almost 70% of the elephant’s
range lies outside the system of protected areas” (Santiapillai & Wijeyamohan, 2016, p.
236). To complement the DWC’s work, local conservation organizations work with
communities to enhance their efforts.
Sri Lanka has a long-documented history of independent governance as well as
colonial rule. In its earliest recorded history, the cultural and religious beliefs of the
people of Sri Lanka favored the protection of fauna and flora, respecting all forms of life
– a premise embedded in Buddhism and Hinduism (Fernando, Jayewardene, Prasad,
Hendavitharana, & Pastorini, 2011; Ministry of Mahaweli Development and
Environment, 1999). The elephant, especially, is very important to Sri Lankan culture –
“a symbol of physical and mental strength, intelligence, responsibility, good luck, and
prosperity” – even to this day (Fernando et al., 2011, p. 93).
Under colonial rule by the Portuguese, Dutch, and then British, the socio-political
landscape changed and so did cultural perceptions. Colonial powers were initially
attracted to Sri Lanka due to its spices and elephants (Santiapillai & Wijeyamohan,
2016). Elephants were captured and exploited in a variety of ways during each ruling
period – in war, as commercial exports for profit, as laborers, and later in hunting for
sport (Fernando, 2000; Santiapillai & Wijeyamohan, 2016). Large-scale deforestation
occurred with the development of plantations, prompting the beginning of the country’s
environmental destruction and loss of biodiversity (Santiapillai & Wijeyamohan, 2016;
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Vidyaratne, 2015). This trend continued even when Sri Lanka gained independence again
in 1948, as the human population continued to soar and so did the need to produce more
food (Ministry of Mahaweli Development and Environment, 1999; Santiapillai &
Wijeyamohan, 2016). In addition to population growth, Sri Lanka entered a violent
twenty-six year civil war (1983-2009) that only recently came to an end. The negative
social, economic, and ecological impacts of the armed conflict were damaging (Dudley,
Ginsberg, Plumptre, Hart, & Campos, 2002; Gaynor et al., 2016). Further, it has been
argued that a growing trend toward secularism among civil society has contributed to the
erosion of cultural/religious values that historically held biodiversity conservation in high
esteem (Ministry of Mahaweli Development and Environment, 1999).
Today, human-elephant conflict (HEC) in Sri Lanka is high. Land clearing for
agricultural purposes continues to threaten elephant habitats. Searching for food,
elephants raid farmers’ crops, who in turn retaliate (United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP), 2012). Both elephant and human deaths and property destruction
have steadily increased each year (UNDP, 2012). This has critically hindered
conservation efforts despite growth in favorable attitudes toward environmental
protection and conservation of endangered elephants (UNDP, 2012). Fernando (2000),
noted, “the origin of the present high level of human-elephant conflict (HEC) in Sri
Lanka can be attributed to the attempt at pursuing these two fundamentally incompatible
objectives [agricultural development and conservation]” (p.39).
Sri Lanka Wildlife Conservation Society (SLWCS). Sri Lanka Wildlife
Conservation Society (SLWCS) is a community-based organization that has focused on
research, conservation, and protection of Sri Lanka’s wildlife, environment, and
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communities for more than twenty years. SLWCS’s work focuses on efforts aimed at
balancing the need to protect biodiversity and secure the livelihoods of human inhabitants
in a sustainable way, with special attention given to the prevention and mitigation of
HEC (UNDP, 2012). Their conservation projects are the result of continuous
environmental and socioeconomic data collection, observation and assessment of HEC,
and engagement of community members in identifying problems and solutions. Some of
their current projects include helping children get to school safely through the
EleFriendly Bus Project, the use of multi-lingual HEC field guides to educate community
members on how to live peacefully with wild elephants, planting citrus trees around crops
as a deterrent through Project Orange Elephant, among others (SLWCS, 2017). SLWCS
also runs a volunteer program that provides individuals the opportunity to work alongside
scientists, conservationists, educators, and villagers to support research and conservation
work (SLWCS, 2017). Figure 2 depicts SLWCS staff guiding volunteers on an electric
fence monitoring activity. I volunteered hands-on with SLWCS, while exploring the
complex human-elephant-conservation nexus in the areas surrounding Wasgamuwa
National Park as part of this study.
Theoretical and Methodological Foundation
The aim of this research was not only to understand the nature of the humanelephant-conservation landscape in each region as it is today, but also to dig deeper into
the continuities and interdependencies of humans and wild elephants that have defined
their mutual existence over time. The shared social, psychological, cultural, political, and
ecological histories between humans and wildlife are rarely ever studied – yet
understanding these indivisible “naturecultures” can help inform response to conflict and
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assess the potential for peaceful coexistence (Haraway, 2007; Malone & Ovenden, 2017).
Considering the dynamic relationship between two cognitively and socially complex
species, who have shaped each other’s lives and shared worlds in profound ways, can
provide insight to support holistic conservation efforts that seek to promote a positive
path to human-elephant coexistence. It can break down nature/culture, animal/human
dichotomies that fail to consider interspecies influence. Further, it has implications in a
global context where conflict between human advancement and environmental
sustainability has led to rapid biodiversity loss, threatening the existence of all living
beings inhabiting Earth.
More-than-human theoretical and methodological frameworks are evolving within
the humanities and social sciences, disciplines that have traditionally maintained
humanistic epistemologies and ontologies. In multispecies research, inquiry transcends
dualities – from a theoretical position. Multispecies methodologies that “bring in” the
nonhuman animal (in this case, the elephant) are new and ever evolving. While
researchers are experimenting with multispecies methodologies that may be considered
radical to some, most are simply extending and enhancing traditional qualitative methods
in order to accommodate our nonhuman animal counterparts deliberately in research
designs and analyses. This study sought to suspend the nature/culture, animal/human,
object/subject polarities that have dominated the humanities and social sciences and
contribute to the evolving literature on the human-elephant-conservation nexus by
exploring conflict and coexistence through a “more-than-human” lens.
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Problem Statement
Many studies have looked at the broad, but complicated issue of human-elephant
conflict (HEC) around the world from a variety of perspectives. Frank (2016) suggested
that much focus has been spent on “reducing negative interactions, rather than on
increasing positive relations between humans and wildlife” (p. 738), in both research and
practice. Similarly, Peterson, Birckhead, Leong, Peterson, & Peterson (2010) proposed
that “conflict” framing is disadvantageous to exploring the potential for coexistence.
Human-elephant relationships have been no exception. Not only have studies most often
referred to the negative interactions, oppositions, and responses associated with HEC, but
also rarely ever utilize a framework that ascribes agency and subjectivity to humans and
elephants who have shared histories and current concerns (Locke, 2017). This is
especially true in the social sciences generally, and conflict studies specifically. Scholars
have attempted to determine conflict baselines (Pozo, Coulson, McCulloch, Stronza, &
Songhurst, 2017); quantify the problem of HEC through spatial analysis (Hoare, 1999;
Sitati, Walpole, Smith & Leader-Williams, 2003) and loss to humans (Gubbi, 2012;
Santiapillai et al., 2010; Sutton, Larson, & Jarvis, 2004); explored management and
mitigation strategies and viability (Evans & Adams, 2016; Gunaratne & Premarathne,
2006; Jones, 2001; King et al., 2018; Martin, 2009; Nelson, Bidwell, & Sillero-Zubiri,
2003; Neupane, Kunwar, Bohara, Risch, & Johnson, 2017; O’Connell-Rodwell, Rodwell,
Rice, & Hart, 2000); attempted to understand the human physical and mental health
consequences of HEC (Jadhav & Barua, 2012); analyzed underlying human-human
conflict (DeMotts & Hoon, 2012; Rust, Tzanopolous, Humle, & MacMillan, 2016); and
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examined perceptions of risk related to human actions such as poaching (Kahler & Gore,
2015).
HEC research linked specifically to conservation efforts is also vast. However, it
generally keeps the human-nonhuman divide front and center even when evaluating
projects focused on addressing the intersection of human welfare and wild elephant
conservation. Research includes the study of local attitudes and values toward
conservation (Bandara & Tisdell, 2002b; Browne-Nunez & Jonker, 2008; Poufoun,
Abildtrup, Sonwa, & Delacote, 2016); community-based resource management policy
effects on pastoralists (Schnegg & Kiaka, 2018); assessment of local community benefits
from community-based conservation efforts (Bandyopadhyay et al., 2009; Benson, 1998;
Naidoo et al., 2016); evaluation of joint community development-elephant conservation
projects from human perspectives (Zhang & Wang, 2003); and multi-stakeholder
conservation conflict transformation models to address negative relationships within
human social systems (Madden & McQuinn, 2014).
Rationale for the Study
There is a gap in the literature regarding human-wild elephant continuity and
intertwined social, historical, psychological, and ecological relationships that could prove
useful to understanding complex conflict-coexistence relationships and implications for
conservation efforts. Further, while there are many individual case studies on HEC and
conservation impacts and outcomes, there are very few multi-case studies and even less
cross-cultural analyses. It has been suggested in the literature that cross-cultural research
on human-wildlife conflict is needed to advance our understanding of the complex
phenomenon and address it more effectively (Manfredo & Dayer, 2004). Given the
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widespread role of HEC in hindering conservation efforts aimed at preserving
biodiversity around the world for the sake of our future, it is important to understand the
subjective and intersubjective lives of humans and wild elephants within and across
contexts.
Finally, Posthumanism and multispecies inquiry both in terms of theory and
methodology are new and evolving. Traditionally, social science research has excluded
the subjective lives of animals even when their stories greatly impact understanding of
the problem at hand. Nonhuman animals cannot participate in traditional research
methods (e.g. interviews, focus groups, surveys), but to truly understand the problem of
HEC we must begin to “bring in the animal” in alternative ways (Hamilton & Taylor,
2017; Kirksey, 2014). Working within traditional social science methodological
frameworks, while drawing on methodology used in the natural sciences, is a start.
Expanding on traditional methods creatively – in terms of how we conduct fieldwork and
how we analyze and write the story (e.g. experiential learning, visual data gathering,
decentering the human narratively) – takes it a step further. As Hamilton and Taylor
(2017) noted, “From a posthumanist perspective, research that is not wholly reliant upon
the spoken or written word has added potential for revealing subtle interactions which do
not occur through language” (p. 92). Research designs that deliberately include, for
example, visual and sensory data collection focused on the nonhuman as a subjective
being in the research (even if it requires human interpretation), are a few ways to tune
into these subtle interactions that cannot be captured by human language. By examining
the individual lived experiences and interconnections of humans and wild elephants and
reducing polarities between human/culture/subject and elephant/nature/object, it opens up
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new possibilities for understanding the potential for peaceful coexistence and sustainable
impacts. Ultimately, this understanding can help contribute to a more protected, tolerable,
and peaceful world for future generations.
Statement of Research Purpose
The purpose of this multiple site case study was to (a) explore human-wild
elephant relationships across the conflict-coexistence continuum from a posthumanist,
multispecies perspective; (b) explore how grassroots conservation projects are taking
both the human and elephant subjective and intersubjective experiences into
consideration; and (c) contribute to the evolving scholarship on multispecies approaches
of inquiry and methodology, from the position of conflict resolution scholar. Two cases
were chosen for this research after taking several regional characteristics into account: (a)
conflict between humans and wild elephants is high (or has historically been high), (b)
elephants are listed as endangered or vulnerable to endangerment and are of high
conservation priority, (c) human population has grown significantly, and (d) communitybased conservation agencies exist and are taking holistic approaches to increase positive
relations between humans and free-roaming elephants in the region.
In both Namibia and Sri Lanka, HEC is (or has been) high, elephants are in
danger, human populations are steadily increasing, and community-based agencies are
implementing holistic approaches to address conflict between the species. In Namibia,
recent research has shown that while both human and elephant populations are
increasing, HEC is decreasing (NACSO, 2016). This trend suggests that there has been
some level of success in mending relations between the species. This is despite the
African elephants’ general decline by approximately 8% per year across the entire
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continent – mostly due to poaching (Chase et al., 2016). On the other hand, in Sri Lanka
elephant populations are decreasing and HEC is increasing (Santiapillai, 2013) which is a
cause for concern. SLWCS is an award-winning organization dedicated to holistic
conservation efforts in Sri Lanka and is showing promising results in their endeavors to
transform HEC (UNDP, 2012).
The research questions that guided this study include:
1. What is the current landscape of the human-elephant-conservation nexus in
Namibia (Damaraland) & Sri Lanka (Wasgamuwa)?
2. What are the shared histories between humans and elephants that have defined
their mutual existence over time?
3. What value is there in utilizing more-than-human theoretical and methodological
frameworks to enhance human-elephant relationships and support conservation
efforts?
Scope of the Study
The specific cases chosen for this study are the Southern Kunene Region of
Namibia in an area also known as Damaraland, where desert-dwelling African elephants
clash with subsistence farmers, and the North, Central, and Eastern Provinces of Sri
Lanka surrounding Wasgamuwa National Park where Asian elephants contend with
residents of the rural countryside. Both regions not only fit the criteria set forth in the
previous subsection, but they allowed me to explore human-wild elephant relationships in
different cultural contexts. Using the medium of reputable community-based
conservation organizations in each region, I was able to immerse myself in the work
being done to improve human-elephant relations while gaining a deeper understanding of
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the human-wild elephant relationships that have historically and currently exist. I spent
four weeks in each region, working alongside conservationists and local community
members in their day-to-day work and collecting data as part of this study. This study is a
first step in exploring HEC and issues of conservation from a more-than-human
perspective and attempting to utilize multispecies methodologies, but there is still more
work that needs to be done in the future.
Summary
In this introductory chapter, I described (a) the background of the study, (b) the
theoretical and methodological foundation of the study, (c) the statement of the problem,
(d) the rationale for the study, (e) the purpose of the study including research questions
being explored, and (f) the scope of the study. Chapter 2 provides the theoretical
perspectives and conceptual frameworks considered in this study, as well as a review of
relevant literature related to the human-wild elephant-conservation nexus. Chapter 3
describes the methodology for this study including the research design, case selection,
data collection, and data analysis. Chapter 4 delves into the findings, painting a story of
each unique case and drawing out thematic similarities. Finally, in Chapter 5, a
discussion based on the findings, including a cross-case analysis, and future research
directions are presented.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Introduction
“They taught me that all life forms are important to each other in our common quest for
happiness and survival. That there is more to life than just yourself, your own family, or
your own kind.” – Lawrence Anthony, The Elephant Whisperer (Anthony & Spence,
2009, p. 4)
I begin this section with a quote by the late internationally acclaimed
conservationist and environmentalist, Lawrence Anthony, who devoted his life to the
protection of endangered and threatened species until his passing in 2012. In 1999,
against his better judgment, Anthony agreed to take in a herd of “rogue” elephants onto
his newly acquired game reserve, Thula Thula in Zululand, South Africa after they were
at risk of being killed. In spite of the fear that overcame him and the challenges he faced
once they arrived, Anthony acknowledged the deeply profound lessons he eventually
learned from them that greatly impacted him physically, emotionally, and spiritually. He
noted, “it was only self-imposed human limitations that impeded [his] understanding [of
the lessons about life, freedom, and loyalty the elephants taught him]” (Anthony &
Spence, 2009, p. 2). Despite the “family bond” he came to form with the herd, he
eventually broke off contact so that they could genuinely be wild. The elephants stopped
coming to look for him after some time. On the day Anthony died, the herd led by
matriarch Nana, traveled a great distance to his house where they seemingly engaged in a
mournful vigil in the same way elephants do for their own kind when one passes over
(Anthony & Spence, 2009; Masson & McCarthy, 1995; Poole & Moss, 2008).
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The significance of this story as it pertains to this study is multi-dimensional.
First, it acknowledges that interconnections between species are important to happiness
and survival for all – something that transcends our typical humanistic perspectives on
worldly problems and solutions. It considers the misperceptions we often develop based
on our limited understanding of other species as subjective beings, which could prevent
us from responding to conflict in positive and meaningful ways. Second, it recounts
personal experiences between species that could never be gained from traditional
scientific methods alone but have shown to be invaluable to personal and interpersonal
growth. Third, it demonstrates that although different in kind, we are not as different
from other species in awareness, intelligence, and emotion as we once thought. Lastly, it
gives hope to the possibility of peaceful coexistence between species that were once
thought to be incompatible.
This chapter provides theoretical perspectives and conceptual frameworks that
were used to guide this multiple case study, as well as a critical review of relevant
literature related to the human-wild elephant-conservation nexus. The overarching
theoretical perspective grounding this study is Posthumanism; however, other
philosophical and pragmatic ideas and complementary fields of inquiry that can enhance
our understanding of interspecies relationships are explored as well. Understanding
humans and wild elephants co-constituting a more-than-human world, and what it means
for peaceful coexistence and conservation, are at the heart of this research.
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More-Than-Human Paradigm: Theoretical Perspectives, Conceptual Frameworks,
Methodological Considerations
Posthumanism
Posthumanism puts humanity and animality on a continuum and recognizes biases
in humanist thought, although it does not fully reject the importance of humanist inquiry
when used in appropriate contexts (Smart & Smart, 2017; Wolfe, 2010). Posthumanism
scholars contend that researchers in the humanities and social sciences have placed too
much emphasis on the human without regard for the co-evolutionary and co-constitutive
nature of our relationships with nonhuman others; therefore, overlooking the importance
of the dynamic communications and dependencies that shape the human and non-human
conditions (Smart & Smart, 2017; Wolfe, 2010). Even in research concerned with the
well-being of nonhuman animals, Wolfe (2010) criticizes scholars for not paying enough
attention to how the nonhuman is being studied. He purports that anthropocentrism (often
used interchangeably with human exceptionalism, meaning the superiority of humankind
in the world), a position rejected by Posthumanists, can flow into studies of humananimal relationships despite the seemingly relevant content.
Posthumanism has been brought into emerging interdisciplinary fields of
research/inquiry that examine human and nonhuman interactions and relationships, and
has triggered innovative scholarship and methodology. Some of these fields, such as
multispecies studies and human-animal studies, have struggled to define themselves and
their practices in a cohesive manner but are nevertheless producing fruitful work focused
on addressing important problems by decentering the human and bringing the nonhuman
into consideration. At least partially, the researcher’s goal for this study was to bring
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posthumanist principles into research on the human-elephant-conservation nexus and
experiment with some of the methodologies multispecies scholars have brought forth. It
is this researcher’s hope that a new way of examining these relationships will shed light
on new ways of thinking about conflict and coexistence between species living in an
entangled social, ecological, and political world.
Multispecies Research
Social scientists concerned with interspecies relations have traditionally applied
humanist methodologies to explore problems of interest. However, researchers have
progressively challenged the notions of human exceptionalism and anthropocentrism that
have dominated traditional approaches to understanding complex social worlds.
Posthumanist theory has triggered new ways of thinking about and doing research. New
fields of study, methods of inquiry, and ways of writing have been explored by those
engaging in posthumanist thought. The emerging field of multispecies studies is no
exception. It recognizes that all kinds of nonhuman species – such as animals, plants, and
microorganisms – are entangled in human social worlds and deserve consideration
(Kirksey & Helmreich, 2010; van Dooren et al., 2016).
While the practice of multispecies research is not necessarily new, especially in
the natural sciences, it has only recently been treated as earnest in the social sciences.
Hamilton and Taylor (2013, 2017) realized after extensive fieldwork exploring humananimal laboring relationships that the animal voice was essentially cut out of their final
monograph – greatly unsettling them. They indicate, “…we became convinced that the
reality is that the animals themselves tend to be written out of the story by humans,
particularly if one uses traditional, human-centered methods to try and understand
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human-animal relations” (Hamilton & Taylor, 2017, p. 2). Similar “a-ha” moments
among social scientists have redirected their attention to the relevance of the subjective
and intersubjective lived experiences of species sharing a biophysical world and how
humans emerge through relations with other species. With this awareness, scholars have
recognized the benefit of drawing on other disciplines, and engaging collaborators from
other fields, to enhance their research – for instance, animal sciences, animal welfare,
biology, ecology, history, anthropology, psychology, philosophy, geography, and so forth
(Hamilton & Taylor, 2017; Kirksey, 2014; Locke, 2013, 2017; Ogden, Hall, & Tanita,
2013).
While theorizing the significance of this more-than-human turn has not
necessarily been difficult, applying it in the field has its challenges (Hamilton & Taylor,
2017; Pacini-Ketchabaw, Taylor, & Blaise, 2016). Hamilton and Taylor (2017) suggested
that the greatest strength and weakness of posthumanist/multispecies research is that they
“paradoxically both resist and embrace method” (p. 168). They challenged traditional
methods that are humanocentric (although they did not reject them entirely) yet embolden
researchers to push the envelope and experiment with new methods that acknowledge the
agency of nonhuman actors in an entangled world. Multispecies inquiry requires
decentering the human as the unit of analysis and undoing the human/culture/subject
versus nonhuman/nature/object divide – something that disciplinary traditions have not
favored. Further, the interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary nature of multispecies research
makes it difficult to pinpoint paradigms and methodologies that all scholars agree on.
Some researchers have begun to explore new ways of doing qualitative research with
nonhuman species rather than about them, such as multispecies ethnography (Hamilton &
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Taylor, 2017; Kirksey & Helmreich, 2010; Ogden et al., 2013) and more-than-human
participatory research (Bastian, Jones, Moore, & Roe, 2017). Yet, there is no
straightforward way to carry out multispecies/posthuman research, only general tools and
guidelines (Hamilton & Taylor, 2017; Taylor & Hamilton, 2014). Hamilton and Taylor
(2017) even go as far as to say that a one-size-fits-all approach is undesirable.
That being said, methods and tools for effectively including nonhuman species
meaningfully in research are still evolving. One thing all multispecies scholars can agree
on is the necessity of selecting appropriate research site(s). In order to carry out
multispecies research, one must identify sites that foster multispecies engagement (Ogden
et al., 2013). Haraway (2007) referred to such sites as “contact zones” and can range from
places that include human-animal encounters (e.g., zoos, farms, sanctuaries) to humanenvironmental encounters (e.g., oceans, forests, deserts) (Ogden et al., 2013). There is
also a general consensus that there is a need to cross discipline boundaries when it comes
to methodological techniques. For example, Buller (2012) indicated, “The
methodological techniques of ethnography and ethno-methodology, coupled with
ethology and behavioral observation have proved to be a potent mix to this new morethan-human social science” (p. 65). In their work on engaging more-than-human
communities in the research process, Bastian et al. (2017), suggested the use of a “morethan-human participatory research” (MtH-PR) model, which they admittedly stated is still
in an experimental stage and may never become a unified approach given the copious
different contexts and species it would need to accommodate. Some scholars have
suggested ways of relating to the nonhuman being studied. For instance, Shapiro (1990,
2008b) suggested that the researcher develop “kinesthetic empathy” for the nonhuman
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under study through learning (e.g., how the nonhuman has been socially constructed and
what their biographical history looks like), observing/engaging, and reflecting.
Methodological approaches that enhance and build upon traditional methods are
often favored in multispecies research. Hamilton and Taylor (2017) refer to the “creative
adaptation of existing [traditional] approaches for the multispecies setting” (p. 13) as an
ecology of methods. For example, as was briefly mentioned, posthumanist/multispecies
scholars have often favored ethnography due to its focus on thick description of social
and cultural worlds. They recognize that research questions seeking to understand the
entanglements of naturecultures cannot rely on data collection methods solely focused on
human inquiry and that is dependent on oral and written language alone. Further actions
deliberately need to be taken to include nonhumans as relevant actors in social/cultural
research – to the extent possible. Multispecies ethnography (one type of methodological
expansion) was born out of this notion. It is defined as “ethnographic research and
writing that is attuned to life’s emergence within a shifting assemblage of agentive
beings” (Ogden et al., 2013, p. 6). This type of ethnography understands the “becoming”
or existence of humans as emerging from relations with nonhuman others, and vice versa,
over time and space. “Becomings” are “relations emerging from nonhierarchical
alliances, symbiotic attachments, and the mingling of creative agents” (Kirksey &
Helmreich, 2010, p. 546) – it is becoming with others (Haraway, 2007; Kirksey &
Helmreich, 2010). These ideas of assemblages and becomings force
posthumanist/multispecies scholars to radically rethink the ingrained dualisms that have
colonized our relationships with other beings and accept that multiple ontologies exist
(Kirksey & Helmreich, 2010; Larsen & Johnson, 2017).
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To date, there is not a clear and concise method of nonhuman inclusion. Though,
multispecies researchers have drawn on scholarship that thrusts the inclusivity of “the
other” to the forefront of research such as that guided by (eco)feminism, postcolonialism,
and (eco)critical theories (Hamilton & Taylor, 2017). Visual, sensory, and arts-based
methods are currently being advocated for and explored in multispecies research,
including multispecies ethnography (Hamilton & Taylor, 2017). While these types of
data may naturally come up during qualitative inquiry (e.g., pictures shown to the
researcher during interviews with humans), multispecies scholars recommend purposely
including these methods within the research design with the explicit goal of “bringing
animals [or other nonhuman others] in (or at the very least not editing them out)”
(Hamilton & Taylor, 2017, p. 92) of the research. There are many ways researchers are
exploring the use of these methods in multispecies research, although not without their
limitations. For example, naturalistic inquiry using photoethnographic techniques –
combining photography and narrative – can be useful in capturing the organic and subtle
interactions between and among species and does not require the solicitation of language
from the subjects (Hamilton & Taylor, 2017). However, there is still human interpretation
that is required to analyze the photos and write the narrative.
The broad field of multispecies studies allows for productive and creative inquiry,
particularly due to its interdisciplinary nature. It challenges dualisms and inspires
researchers to not only explore methods for giving voice, agency, and subjectivity to
nonhuman beings, but to also rethink our analysis of social and cultural settings that
extend beyond the human world (Kalof & Montgomery, 2011; Kirksey & Helmreich,
2010). It allows researchers to engage with a wide range of subjects and explore complex
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problems in more inclusive ways. Some fields of study/inquiry that parallel multispecies
research are human-animal studies and ethnoelephantology, discussed in more detail
below.
Human-Animal Interaction Research
Human-animal studies (HAS), also known as anthrozoology and animal studies, is
“the study of the interactions and relationships between human and nonhuman animals”
(DeMello, 2012, p. 5). It is also referred to by other names such as human-animal
interaction (HAI) research (Wilson & Barker, 2003). Similar to multispecies studies,
HAS is multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary in that it is comprised of many different
disciplines and its research crosses disciplinary boundaries (DeMello, 2012). For this
reason, methodology is varied, and traditional methods can pose challenges as it relates to
the nonhuman animal as described previously. Also, like multispecies studies, it holds an
anti-anthropocentric worldview seeing humans and nonhuman animals as co-evolving in
shared spaces (ecological, social, political, etc.). One of the key ways it differs is in its
narrower focus on human-nonhuman animal relationships as opposed to the relationship
between all living things occupying a shared world.
HAS research has been criticized by posthumanist scholars as being too humanist;
hence some of the alternative labels such as HAI research. Wolfe (2009) argued that the
division between human and animal is often ever-present (especially in terms of
methodology). This, he argued, goes against the anti-anthropocentric agenda of the
posthumanist worldview even when thematically, HAS research places emphasis on the
nonhuman being. Shapiro (2008a), a HAS scholar himself, agrees with this sentiment –
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this emerging field might contribute to anthropocentrism [and] the more general
problem is that historically we have come to use ‘animal’ to refer to all animals
except humans…[like other classifications such as man/woman, black/white, etc.]
perpetuate other us/them and in-group/outsider divisions. (Shapiro, 2008a, pp. 45)
In this sense, even the name “human-animal” studies can seemingly contribute to the
perceived inferiority of species other than human since humans are in fact animals
themselves but are presented with a clear distinction.
Despite its criticisms, HAS is one of the few fields that take the human-nonhuman
animal relationship seriously. Studies focus on all different types of human-nonhuman
animal interactions whether found in domestic or wild or laboratory or farm settings,
while also considering information derived from disciplines such as ethology (DeMello,
2012). HAS scholars have begun engaging the posthumanist framework and exploring
more-than-human methodologies such as multispecies ethnography, increasingly over the
past several years. At times, it can seem the lines are blurred between multispecies
studies and human-animal studies, calling into question what this field or type of inquiry
should be called. Nevertheless, both multispecies and human-nonhuman fields of inquiry
are generating important knowledge as it relates to the entanglements between species,
and asking even more important questions about how we can study these entanglements
effectively and what they mean for our “becoming.” This type of inquiry is especially
relevant to understanding complex human-nonhuman conflicts.
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Ethnoelephantology
Influenced by Posthumanism, multispecies ethnography, and biocultural studies,
as well as his own ethnographic fieldwork with captive elephants and mahouts (elephant
handlers) in Nepal, Piers Locke conceptualized ethnoelephantology – an interdisciplinary
approach to exploring the human-elephant relationship. In doing so, he hopes to provide
the first integrated approach to studying human-elephant relationships by considering
each as subjective and intersubjective beings (Locke, 2016b). Ethnoelephantology is
defined by three principles: (a) both humans and elephants possess subjective agency; (b)
social, historical, and ecological entanglements of humans and elephants are a reality; and
(c) combining natural disciplinary approaches to exploring human-elephant relationships
is important (Locke, 2013). Locke (2013) argued that posthumanist thought has paved the
way for ethnoelephantology in that it has allowed natural and social science researchers
to traverse boundaries and share “discursive space of cross-disciplinary borrowings and
engagement” (Locke, 2013, pp. 92-93).
Locke (2016b) released the first compilation of essays focused on advancing the
ethnoelephantology agenda – Conflict, Negotiation, and Coexistence: Rethinking HumanElephant Relations in South Asia. Within these essays, scholars looked at the social,
historical, and ecological entanglements of human-elephant relations in countries of
South Asia drawing on a variety of disciplines and methodologies. The essays
demonstrate the complexity of human-Asian elephant conflict-coexistence relationships
that have ebbed and flowed and changed over time. Locke (2016b) challenges scholars to
rethink and reframe human-elephant relationships in a way that acknowledges the
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relationship as a unit of analysis that methodologically crosses interdisciplinary
boundaries.
More-than-Human Considerations in Conflict Studies
While there has been an abundance of research done on human-wildlife conflict
broadly, and human-wild elephant conflict specifically, very little has paid attention to
the value of applying more-than-human theoretical and methodological frameworks.
Blyth (2017) wrote,
It would appear that we do not just occupy the world; we are the world both in its
resonance and dissonance with itself, in its never-ending and ever-changing
patterning of differing, difference-in-the-making, patterns of darkness and
light…we emerge from entanglements past and future. (Blyth, 2017, p. 50)
This idea, the entanglement between human-nature across time and space, provides a
foundation for understanding the essence of conflict phenomena. The most prominent and
recognized conflict theories, models, and practices, while incredibly valuable and
pragmatic, are generally geared toward human-human conflict and/or are human-centered
in cases of conflict involving nature. Yet, there is so much potential for “bringing in” the
nonhuman in productive and relevant ways.
In conflict studies literature, definitions and conceptualizations generally centered
on human agency can be extended to include nonhumans as well. Wilmot and Hocker
(2007) defined conflict generally as, “an expressed struggle between at least two
interdependent parties who perceive incompatible goals, scarce resources, and
interference from others in achieving their goals” (p. 9). While they attributed this
definition to humans, it is very clear from studies exploring the subjective and
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intersubjective lived experiences of humans and nonhumans sharing space over time that
they have co-constituted and co-evolved, co-constructing their current situations of
conflict or coexistence. For example, co-habitating human and elephant communities
have experienced effects of colonialism, post-colonialism, war, capitalism, migration, and
so forth that have adaptively shaped their “becoming” (Bradshaw, 2009; Haraway, 2007;
Münster, 2016; Willett, 2014). Bradshaw (2009) and Willett (2014) both drew on the
work of Dr. Evelyn Lawino Abe, ethologist and conservationist, who explored the
interconnected lives and traumas of humans and elephants in Uganda. Abe, a Ugandan
refugee herself, describes in her work the entanglements of the Acholi people and
elephants from historical, cultural, political, and ecological perspectives. She chronicles
the warfare that terrorized and traumatized the human and elephant communities of
Uganda, laying out the stark physical, social, emotional, and behavioral similarities of the
species in response to their plight as well as demonstrating how it has shaped their
present. Münster (2016) argued that in order “to understand the complexities of humanelephant conflict, elephants, like humans, need to be taken seriously in social, historical,
and psychological terms” (p. 274). Like Abe’s work, and that of many others who
recognized the interdependencies between species using a multispecies lens, Münster
agreed that both humans and nonhumans sharing the same environment evolve together,
play active roles in shaping their shared worlds, and are both givers and receivers of
consequence. That being said, both can also be presumably be the givers and receivers of
tolerance and peace.
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Human-Wild Elephant-Conservation Nexus
Reframing the Human-Elephant Relationship
“Conflict” framing can pose serious challenges to building a pathway toward
coexistence. While the phrase “human-wildlife conflict” (HWC) has become the norm
when discussing clashes between species, or about species, it is arguably disadvantageous
to resolve. Peterson et al. (2010) suggested that it puts humans and wildlife in opposition,
assuming wildlife are human antagonists. Additionally, they argued that the term has
become a “catch-all” after a content analysis of the literature revealed researchers mostly
referred to animal destruction and its effects on humans (>95% ) and human-human
conflict about wildlife (<4%); not humans in direct conflict with wildlife as
subjective/intersubjective beings (<1%). Frank (2016) purported that practitioners too
often focus on “reducing negative interactions, rather than increasing positive relations
between humans and wildlife” (p. 738) and that “it is necessary to include positive
interactions, coexistence, and attitudes of tolerance” (p. 738) in order to make
conservation efforts more successful.
Much of the research on HWC broadly, and HEC specifically, illustrated
anthropocentric perspectives concerned with wildlife “management” or “mitigation”
strategies to deter wildlife, and more recently on the “human dimensions” of conflict.
Assessing HEC to inform management and mitigation strategies is common, focusing on
problems caused by elephants. For instance, spatial analysis to determine elephant cropraiding behaviors (Graham, Notter, Adams, Lee, & Ochieng, 2012) and exploring
compensation as a means to reducing retaliatory attacks by humans on elephants (Sifuna,
2005). Other studies related to “human dimensions” include topics such as the mental
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health and well-being of humans who experience HEC (Jadhav & Barua, 2012), local
attitudes toward elephants and conservation (Granados & Weladji, 2012), and effects of
crop raiding on food security (Barirega, Buyinza, Kansiime, & Basuta-Isabirye, 2010),
amongst many other human-centered analyses. Very few studies actually consider
humans and wildlife as co-evolutionary and co-constitutive actors that have shaped their
shared worlds, possess their own concerns, and can each have a role in constructing a
more peaceful coexistence. This is especially true within the conflict studies field where
literature searches have turned up virtually nothing in this realm. Nevertheless, there is so
much potential. It is not outrageous to consider humans and elephants as subjective and
intersubjective beings in situations of conflict and coexistence. There are vast amounts of
scientific studies and anecdotal experiences that have demonstrated that the intelligence,
emotions, self-awareness, and social/familial structures of elephants mirror that of
humans (Anthony & Spence, 2017; Bekoff, 2007b; Bradshaw, 2009; Masson &
McCarthy, 1995).
Anthropocentric-Ecocentric Conservation
Scholars have grappled with the ethical and moral concerns driving conservation
efforts. In a similar way that human-nonhuman animal dichotomies exist, so do
anthropocentric-ecocentric viewpoints on conservation. Anthropocentrism, as described
previously, places higher value on human life than nonhuman life – thus, conservation
efforts are motivated by benefits to the human (e.g., capitalist production, livelihood
resources). Ecocentrism on the other hand, rejects hierarchical divisions between humans
and nature, placing all living beings and their right to life on an equal playing field
(Shoreman-Ouimet & Kopnina, 2016). Some scholars believe an anthropocentric
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worldview is problematic when attempting to address conservation issues. ShoremanOuimet and Kopnina (2016) explained that to some, “human-nature dualism creates a
false dichotomy between humans and nature that is not helpful to modern wildlife
conservation, which should aim to balance the needs of people with the conservation of
nature” (p. 25). The fact of the matter is that both human and wildlife [nature] are
interdependent, the needs of all are significant, and all should be considered if
conservation efforts are to be successful. As Aldo Leopold declared, “conservation is a
state of harmony between men and land” (p. 243). It would seem that exploring a
pathway to harmonious coexistence from a more-than-human perspective would be
warranted to advance the conservation agenda.
Aside from moral and ethical considerations in conservation, there are differences
in practice. Transnational conservation, grounded in colonial Western thought with a “top
down” approach, gave birth to “fortress” conservation efforts (Adams & Mulligan, 2003;
Münster, 2016; Neumann, 1998). While intended to protect land and wildlife from harm
(e.g., from extractive industries, poaching), these efforts have been increasingly criticized
for contributing to conflict by pushing indigenous communities off their land and taking
away their livelihoods. To a great extent, such efforts have not only failed humans, but
also the wildlife they seek to protect (e.g., range far exceeds protected area, increased
levels of poaching by indigenous peoples to support their survival) (Benson, 1998;
Dowie, 2009; Hurn, 2012; Neumann, 1998; Santiapillai & Wijeyamohan, 2016). Dowie
(2009) explained the consequences in more detail, “Evictees are driven to desperate
survival actions denounced as ‘criminal’ by conservationists…Once accustomed to
harvesting game with traditional weapons, expelled natives often buy rifles, reenter their
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former hunting grounds, and begin poaching larger numbers for bush meat” (p. xxvi).
When the conservation agenda is in direct opposition to the needs of the people, there can
be no room for harmony and thus, no room for conservation.
To a greater extent, conservationists have moved toward more holistic and
participatory conservation models that address wildlife protection needs and human
livelihood needs in more proactive ways. While these community-based efforts have been
shown to be successful and beneficial in many regards, there remains quite a bit of
criticism and skepticism. These efforts have been touted as more equitable and
democratic than traditional fortress approaches; however, research has also found that
there are disparate gender and socioeconomic divisions across regions that impact equal
participation (Ayra, 2007; Future Generations Graduate School of Applied Community
Change and Conservation, 2008). Magome and Murombedzi (2003) stated that political
elitism and corruption have undermined these efforts at times. Meanwhile, Woodroffe,
Thirgood, and Rabinowitz (2005) pointed out that the many community-based
conservation efforts around the world have not been rigorously evaluated. Overall,
however, the literature in support of community-based conservation efforts is
overwhelming (Future Generations Graduate School of Applied Community Change and
Conservation, 2008). Researchers like Benson (1998) found that partnerships between
local communities, governments, nonprofit organization, and businesses are important to
conservation strategy. Brooks, Waylen, and Mulder (2013), in their systematic review of
community-based conservation programs, found that community capacity building,
tenure, and supportive cultural beliefs and institutions were important characteristics to
successful efforts. This researcher would also add that understanding the complexity of
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the human-elephant relationship from a more-than-human perspective would enhance
such programs.
Moving the Needle: Conflict to Coexistence
The historical, social, cultural, and ecological entanglements of human and
elephant lives should be given consideration when assessing conflict and determining
possibilities for coexistence. It is not until both humans and elephants have their needs
met that the needle on the conflict-coexistence continuum will lean more toward
coexistence. Until relationships are restored, in a sense, conservation efforts will remain
sluggish. If conservation efforts remain stagnant or are ineffective, then everyone suffers
locally. Ultimately, that suffering will extend globally.
One fairly established model of conflict resolution addressing HWC is
Conservation Conflict Transformation (CCT), founded by Francine Madden of the Center
for Conservation Peacebuilding or CPeace (formerly the Human-Wildlife Conflict
Collaboration). CCT adopts an adaptive conflict transformation/peacebuilding framework
to assess and address underlying human-human conflict in HWC situations. It is geared
toward conservationists and other stakeholders, enabling “the development of innovative,
durable solutions through analyses and processes that simultaneously help reconcile
negative relationships and transform the political, social, or economic structures and
systems – the enabling environment – impacting conservation efforts” (Madden &
McQuinn, 2014, p. 104). While very useful in addressing human-human conflict about
wildlife that Peterson et al. (2010) referred to in their content analysis of conflicts
addressed under the “umbrella” of HWC, it does not consider the elephant as a
subjective/intersubjective being whose “voice” matters. To complement a model like
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CCT, it would be useful to apply a more-than-human/multispecies perspective to conflict
transformation, particularly as it relates to the interdependent lives of people and
elephants that have strong and complex shared histories.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Research Design
This research used a qualitative multi-case study design, integrating ethnographic
techniques with multispecies consideration, to explore the research questions. Each case
has been analyzed individually given that each case has its “own story to tell,” as well as
comparatively in order to help understand the phenomenon of the human-elephantconservation nexus as a whole – referred to as a “quintain” by Stake (2006, p. vi). This
approach allows “the investigator to explore … multiple bounded systems over time,
through detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple sources of information (e.g.
observations, interviews, visual data, and documents)” (Creswell, 2007, p. 73). The cases
under investigation were analyzed using a posthumanist, or “more-than-human” lens –
meaning that humans and wild elephants within each context have been examined as both
subjective beings and intersubjective “neighbors” co-constituting a broader shared space.
This framework is especially important in exploring the potential for peaceful
coexistence and advancing conservation efforts. Aisher & Damodaran (2016) urged
scholars to explore “multispecies assemblages” via shared landscapes where human and
animal lives intersect “biologically, culturally, and politically” (p. 294). This type of
inquiry requires decentering the human as the sole unit of analysis and undoing the
human/culture/subject versus nonhuman/nature/object divide. It does not necessarily
mean attempting to understand the lived experiences of elephants from their direct
perspective per se, but it does require researchers to transcend dualisms and power
imbalances between species through the use of an ecology of methods that creatively
adapt traditional methods to multispecies settings (Hamilton & Taylor, 2017).
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A qualitative approach was chosen for several reasons. First, qualitative studies
seek to describe complex interrelationships and becomings within a variety of contexts
including the “temporal and spatial, historical, political, economic, cultural, social, and
personal” (Stake, 1995, p. 43). They treat cases as unique. In contrast, quantitative studies
are concerned with cause and effect relationships, treating “unique” cases as outliers
(Stake, 1995). Given the complexity of human-elephant conflict-coexistence
relationships, tailored approaches to conservation in response to the current climate, and
the uniqueness of each case given cultural, social, political, historical, and ecological
factors, it would not be suitable to try and quantify or generalize findings. It would be
more appropriate to ponder these cases acutely, providing thick descriptions and
interpretations of what is seen, heard, felt, and generally experienced. Second, qualitative
studies are interpretive (Creswell, 2007). They do not make assumptions about what they
will find, are open to new directions and multiple realities, and incorporate subjective
reflections while remaining conscious of researcher biases (Guest, Namey, & Mitchell,
2013; Stake, 1995). Quantitative studies are essentially the opposite – hypotheses and
assumptions are formulated, they generally stick to the research questions as outlined,
and refrain from any use of subjectivity in analysis (Stake, 1995). Research that includes
the exploration of human-nonhuman relationships that transcends exclusive humancentered inquiry requires researchers to “engage physically, discursively, and emotionally
with those under investigation” to produce thick descriptions of the entanglements of
beings by adapting traditional methods creatively” (Hamilton & Taylor, 2017, p. 10).
This can only be achieved using a qualitative research methodology. Finally, a qualitative
approach is empirical. Stake (1995) described this approach as field-oriented,
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observational, and naturalistic/noninterventionist. All of this is important to exploring
multispecies interrelationships and conservation efforts within bounded systems.
While etic inquiries in the form of research questions (outlined in the next
section) guided by personal interests and gaps in the literature were created as part of the
research design, I remained open to emergent emic issues brought forth by the individuals
(both human and non-human) encountered in the field (Stake, 1995). This is strongly
needed when chartering new territory physically, theoretically, and methodologically, and
when crossing disciplinary boundaries. Since a more-than-human framework embedded
in Posthumanist thought is new and evolving, and literature utilizing this framework
within the context of the human-elephant-conservation nexus is essentially non-existent, I
was prepared to shift focus on the ways that interrelationships between humans and wild
elephants should be explored within the specific cases included in the study. As Taylor
and Hamilton (2014) pointed out, “despite the growing interest in ‘others,’ the realities of
our lived entanglements with different species have yet to be adequately documented in
academic accounts” (p. 254).
Research Questions
The research questions that guided this study include:
1. What is the current landscape of the human-elephant-conservation nexus in
Namibia (Damaraland) & Sri Lanka (Wasgamuwa)?
2. What are the shared histories between humans and elephants that have defined
their mutual existence over time?
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3. What value is there in utilizing more-than-human theoretical and methodological
frameworks to enhance human-elephant relationships and support conservation
efforts?
Case Selection
Stake (2006) proposed three questions to help guide the selection of cases in a
multiple case study: “(1) Is the case relevant to the quintain? (2) Do the cases provide
diversity across contexts? (3) Do the cases provide good opportunities to learn about
complexity and contexts?” (p. 23). Specific regional characteristics were used in
conjunction with initial questions posed, to get closer to case selection. I initially chose
the continents of Africa and Asia to focus on. On both continents, wild elephants roam
freely in certain areas and interact with humans who cohabitate the land. Differences lie
in the environment, species of elephants, and cultural contexts – allowing for diversity.
To narrow down regional selections further, I determined a set of criteria that cases
would need to satisfy in order to be suitable in exploring the research questions. Cases
must have: (a) a high level of conflict between humans and wild elephants, (b) an
elephant population listed as endangered or vulnerable to endangerment and are of high
conservation priority, (c) significant growth in the human population over the past few
decades, and (d) community-based, non-profit conservation agencies that exist and are
taking a holistic approach to increasing positive relations between humans and free
roaming elephants in the region. Using this as a starting point, I selected two countries –
Namibia in Africa and Sri Lanka in Asia.
Given the differences and similarities between the selected regions, it provided an
opportunity to analyze each singularly as well as comparatively. In both Namibia and Sri
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Lanka, HEC is (or has historically been) high, elephants are in danger, human
populations are steadily increasing, and community-based agencies are implementing
holistic approaches to address conflict between the species. In Namibia, recent research
has shown that while both human and elephant populations are increasing, HEC is
decreasing (NACSO, 2016). Whether this trend applies to all communities in Namibia is
up for debate, but it at least suggests that there has been some level of success in mending
relations between the species. This is despite the African elephants’ general decline by
approximately 8% per year across the entire continent – mostly due to poaching (Chase et
al., 2016). On the other hand, in Sri Lanka elephant populations are decreasing and HEC
is increasing (Santiapillai, 2013). Again, some communities may experience this more so
than others, but as a whole this trend continues despite award-winning conservation
programs and local culture that greatly values the elephant (Bandara & Tisdell, 2005;
Santiapillai, 2013; UNDP, 2012).
In order to have the most immersive experience possible, I sought out
organizations in each respective region that focus on holistically addressing humanelephant conflict and issues of conservation. There were several reasons for taking this
approach. First, I was interested in gaining hands-on knowledge and experience of the
human-elephant-conservation landscape in each region through volunteering my time.
Second, I thought it would be most meaningful to address the research questions by
utilizing the expertise of those directly mitigating HEC and applying conservation
strategies in their respective regions, speaking with local community members about their
experiences to the extent possible, and observing elephants and human-elephant
interactions in their natural environments. Two organizations, Elephant-Human Relations
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Aid (EHRA) and the Sri Lanka Wildlife Conservation Society (SLWCS), agreed to host
me as a volunteer-researcher and wrote site support letters to Nova Southeastern
University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB).
This multiple case study’s scope was further narrowed by the specific regions
EHRA and SLWCS serve. Figure 1 provides a map of the general research locations.
More detailed maps can be found in Appendix A. The cases are described below:
•

Namibia Case: EHRA serves the Southern Kunene and Northern Erongo Regions
of Namibia where desert-dwelling African elephants (Loxodonta africana) clash
with subsistence farmers. The focus of this research was in the Southern Kunene
Region in an area known as Damaraland. It is situated between the Huab and
Ugab Rivers.

•

Sri Lanka Case: SLWCS serves the Central, North Central, and Eastern Provinces
of Sri Lanka surrounding Wasgamuwa National Park where Asian elephants
(Elephas maximus maximus) contend with residents of the rural countryside. The
focus of this research was in the Central-North Central Provinces, in and around
Wasgamuwa National Park.
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Figure 1. Map of research sites
Data Collection
Data collection commenced after approval was granted by Nova Southeastern
University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) on August 14, 2018. I first traveled to
Namibia, departing on August 31, 2018 and returning on October 1, 2018. I then traveled
to Sri Lanka, departing on November 2, 2018 and returning on December 1, 2018.
Traditional qualitative methods consistent with ethnographic case study research were
utilized including participant observation, naturalistic observation, semi-structured
interviews, visual material, and other relevant documents and resources. Table 1 provides
an overview of the data sources used in this study.
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Table 1
Number of data sources by type for each case
Data Source
Interviews
Participant Observations/Field Notes
Naturalistic Observations
Photographs
Videos
Documents
Total Sources

# for Namibia
4
29
16
945
189
60
1,242

# for Sri Lanka
10
26
16
575
162
20
809

To the extent possible, traditional data collection methods were enhanced to bring
thoughtful consideration to nonhuman subjects in the research and advance the
posthumanist agenda. Hamilton and Taylor (2017) suggested that non-language-based
data collection methods should be consciously integrated into the research design to
explicitly “bring in” the nonhuman animal as part of the research. While I did not seek to
engage elephants as active research participants who can provide verbal or written insight
into their own experiences, I did make a conscious effort to consider them as subjective
and intersubjective beings who share social, psychological, cultural, political, and
ecological “becomings” with their human counterparts in my data collection and analysis.
These “becomings” acknowledge mutual existence and connections among species –
whether in a state of conflict or coexistence – over time and space. Data triangulation –
that is, collecting data from multiple sources – was used to increase validity of this
research (Stake, 2006).
Sampling, Gaining Access, and Recruitment
Purposeful sampling was used to select sites, engage participants in interviews,
and identify opportunities for observation (i.e. participant and naturalistic observations).
Creswell (2007) indicated that with this sampling method, “the inquirer selects
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individuals and sites for study because they can purposefully inform an understanding of
the research problem and central phenomenon in the study” (p. 125). I knew early on that
I wanted to select sites based on a set of criteria, that I needed to speak with individuals
who were actively engaged in HEC and conservation work, and that I needed
opportunities to observe humans and elephants in shared landscapes.
Conversations and coordination with EHRA and SLWCS staff began several
months before this research study commenced. Time was spent getting to know one
another, discussing my research interests and needs, and determining how I could best
support their work in a voluntary capacity while carrying out this research study. Both
organizations wrote site support letters to the IRB, which were submitted with my
application. Once initial plans were in place with each organization and approval was
granted from the IRB to proceed, I traveled to Namibia and Sri Lanka to work alongside
both organizations as a volunteer and researcher-observer. Select staff members at each
organization were directly engaged in the data collection process as research participants
(e.g., interviewees) and gatekeepers (e.g., connecting me with research participants).
They were also involved indirectly as part of my participant and naturalistic observations,
particularly when out in the field engaging in day-to-day HEC mitigation and
conservation activities. Staff members facilitated introductions to other members of the
community – both human and nonhuman (e.g., through activities such as building walls
around water structures and weeding orange trees at farms, as well as time spent tracking
and observing wild elephants).
Given the nature of the work these organizations engage in, and the needs of the
local communities, every day was different in terms of interactions and actions. At times,
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planned activities were changed based on new information, local needs, or unexpected
obstacles. Similarly, going out into the field to track and observe elephants did not
necessarily equate to sightings – the wild elephants in these communities are free
roaming and uncollared, after all. This required a level of flexibility and adaptability
throughout the research process, as there was not often a clear understanding of what
would be encountered in the field or what would bring organizational staff away from
their time with me. To the extent possible, I engaged in day-to-day activities alongside
key staff members, and consciously sought out opportunities for data collection in the
field.
Participant Observation
Participation observation was the primary data collection method used in this
study. Participant observers are essentially human research instruments – consciously
aware and introspective observers who actively engage with people and the environment
under study and participate in the activities being observed (Erlandson, Harris, Skipper,
& Allen, 1993; Spradley, 1980). There is a dual purpose for engaging in participant
observation: “(1) to engage in activities appropriate to the situation, and (2) to observe
the activities, people, and physical aspects of the situation” (Spradley, 1980, p. 54).
As a participant observer, I immersed myself in the local communities that EHRA
and SLWCS operate in and actively participated in the work they do to enhance
relationships between rural farmers and wild elephants in their respective shared
landscapes. Through complete immersion, I was able to explore human and nonhuman
experiences and interactions (Guest et al., 2013). For example, I was provided an
opportunity to work alongside EHRA staff and volunteers to rebuild a damaged wall
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around a water point at a desolate farm frequented by elephants and other wildlife.
Through this, I interacted not only with organizational staff but engaged in casual
conversations with the farmer who was experiencing conflict with local wildlife over a
lack of water. Several mornings when we arrived at the farm to begin work, I observed
signs of elephants seeking water at this source – fresh tracks and dung leading a pathway
directly to the water point. Both the farmer and elephants were experiencing the same
need for water. This is also true for the farmer’s livestock and other wildlife in the area
such as lions. Through conversations, I learned that the farmer’s livestock frequented a
local spring to drink water because of their broken water point, and in turn, lions preyed
on many in their own search for food and water. The connections among all who inhabit
the land may go unnoticed by the passive observer, but they are strong if you pay
attention to the evidence and local knowledge that surrounds you.
The staff, being naturalists, professional trackers, conservationists, ecologists, and
so forth, were able to enhance my participant observer experiences with their knowledge
of the local wildlife and environments. Locke (2013) suggested that collaborating across
natural and social sciences disciplines and combining areas of expertise is essential to
understanding interspecies relations over time and space. Similarly, Hamilton and Taylor
(2017) implied that dabbling in other disciplines’ theories, literature, and methods is often
necessary when considering multispecies relations research.
As a participant observer, particularly as it relates to nonhuman species, I was
consciously aware to engage all my senses. Visual methods, based on sight and discussed
in more detail later, were enhanced not only through thick description generated from
participant observations, but also through hearing, smelling, and touch. Drawing on
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Hamilton and Taylor’s (2017) discussion of multisensory experiences in research with
multispecies, I attempted to overcome the “tendency to watch animals from a distance
without getting intimate in the sights, smells, and feelings of being wild” (p. 118). In
order to overcome nature-culture dichotomies in research, sensory experiences help us
connect with nature and nonhuman beings on a different level – in a way that human
language alone fails to do (Hamilton & Taylor, 2017). For example, I participated in
dung analysis activities in Sri Lanka. This required trekking through the landscape in
search of fresh elephant dung – which is done to better understand elephant movement,
identify current and potential future conflicts between elephants and farmers, determine
where targeted interventions need to occur, and so forth. On our treks, I paid attention to
sensory information such as elephant tracks and dung that were left behind in paddy
fields, grasslands, and forests; the sounds of elephants and other nearby wildlife that
echoed through the sky; the feel of the land and the dung that we broke apart to examine;
and the smells that radiated the air. These sensory experiences were noted alongside both
the objective and reflective notes I kept during my time as a participant observer.
My experiences as a participant observer provided rich opportunities for
observation and thick description of these more-than-human worlds “in an organic,
naturally emerging way” (Hamilton & Taylor, 2017, p. 28). I followed Spradley’s (1980)
and Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw’s (2011) guidelines for writing field notes throughout my
time in Namibia and Sri Lanka; however, adapted my writing strategies to ensure my
participation in each setting was the priority each day. On busy days in the field, I often
used my phone to capture, or “jot down,” notes. To complement my abbreviated notes,
and document my experiences in a more comprehensive manner, I took pictures and
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videos that were later used to further expand my written field notes and reflect on each
day. Passages in written field notes were linked to corresponding photos and videos for
later analysis. All written notes were typed upon my return home from the field. Once
typed, they were stored and organized by date and case in NVivo – a computer-assisted
qualitative data analysis (CAQDAS) software – with passages directly linked to their
respective photos and videos in the project database.
My field notes included both objective and subjective observations (Spradley,
1980). Emerson et al., (2011) provided three writing strategies that assist the observer in
producing detailed and lively accounts of experiences: (a) description – concrete details
about the setting such as date, time, settings, individuals (human and nonhuman), and
actions; (b) dialogue – reproducing conversations directly had with others or that others
reported having, using direct and indirect quotes; and (c) characterization – descriptions
of how other beings exist in the world that go beyond physical characteristics. I organized
my thought processes and writing using a predetermined template that focused on the
following details: (a) date, time, and place; (b) broad title; (c) the who, what, where,
when, how, and why; (d) sensory impressions such as sights, sounds, touch, and smells;
(e) direct and indirect quotes of conversations, including specific language and
terminology used by locals; (f) reflections on both the observational details and the
research process; and (g) emerging questions and themes. Within my field notes, I
consciously included details and reflections on both human- and nonhuman-focused
activities and experiences to ensure neither was left out of the story.
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Naturalistic Observation
Naturalistic observation and direct observation are terms often used
interchangeably, which is how I consider them in this research. From here on out, I will
refer to this type of observation method as naturalistic. Essentially, naturalistic
observation is the observation of subjects in their natural, real-life environments with no
intervention (Simmons, 2017). Traditionally used in qualitative research such as
ethnography, naturalistic observation “requires some sort of ordinal data or purely factual
description: how often, how many, how intensely, who was there, and the like” (Guest et
al., 2013, p. 79). I combined factual descriptions with reflective descriptions for each
naturalistic observation conducted. These observations differed from participant
observations in that they were systematic and non-interventionist; that is, without
manipulating the environment, describing counts (e.g., number of elephants), movements,
behaviors, and so forth in five-minute intervals. The focus of these observations was on
elephants – and humans if they were present. In all, I had the opportunity to observe
individual elephants and herds in Namibia and Sri Lanka sixteen times each. Naturalistic
observations, similar to participant observations, were linked to visual data (e.g., photos
and videos) in order to make the “story” come to life.
For the purposes of this study, and when appropriate, naturalistic observation was
used to describe human and nonhuman subjective and intersubjective interactions. This
type of observation is important when seeking to advance a posthumanist agenda, as it
takes reliance on language out of the equation (Hamilton & Taylor, 2017). Yes, I wrote
the details of my observations using language that interprets what was being observed –
but it also allowed me to deliberately “bring in” the elephant as a meaningful actor in a
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more-than-human world. This was not without its challenges, however. Since I am not
formally trained in ethology, I am not an expert on animal behavior. This is where the
interdisciplinary nature of posthumanist/multispecies research comes into play, as I was
able to draw upon what is known about elephant behavior from scientific literature and
utilize the expertise of the ecologists, ethologists, and conservationists that work at
EHRA and SLWCS in the same manner that I did as a participant observer.
Even though the language, bodies, and senses of nonhuman animals are very
different from that of humans, and the reality of their experiences may not be what we
project (Bekoff, 2007a), any individual can make fairly good assumptions about the lived
experiences of animals through naturalistic observation if they are willing to take the time
to understand them. In doing so, it can be argued that I was engaging in
anthropomorphism – using human terminology to describe nonhuman animal experiences
that may not align with their reality. However, there is a benefit in doing so according to
Bekoff (2007a). Doing so allows humans to connect with nonhuman counterparts, as it
acknowledges their scientifically proven emotions, feelings, and social complexity
(Bekoff, 2010). Shapiro’s (1990, 2008b) “kinesthetic empathy” as a method for
understanding the nonhuman includes learning, observing/engaging, and reflecting.
Bekoff (2000) posited that the emotional state of animals is generally recognizable even
to those who are not formally trained in animal behavior/science. He suggested that facial
expressions, eyes, body language, posture, odor, and vocalization provide insight into
animal feelings/emotions whether formally trained to understand these behaviors or not.
Paying close attention to all sensory information available, coupled with thick description
and reflection of the observed experience, can enhance the understanding of nonhuman
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others such as elephants. To enhance my naturalistic observations, descriptions, and
reflections, I utilized the knowledge of local experts in each location to better understand
the behaviors and interactions of elephants encountered.
Interviews and Informed Consent
Semi-structured interviews were carried out as part of this research. This data
collection method, of course, focused on the human experience. However, interviewees
were encouraged to tell stories that brought the elephant in as a relevant actor. Semistructured interviews provide a general set of questions and probes as a framework, but
natural evolution of the conversation may bring the interview in a different direction.
This type of interview ordinarily provides relevant information to address the research
questions (Guest et al., 2013). While informal conversations were naturally captured in
field notes in my role as a participant observer, they did not always pertain to the research
questions and were more impromptu discussions in the field. Semi-structured interviews
were deliberately sought out, recorded, and transcribed.
In total, fourteen individuals in Namibia (n=4) and Sri Lanka (n=10) were
formally interviewed. There was a disparity in the number of interviews across sites, as
well as the role of interviewees in their respective communities. A combination of
purposive and convenience sampling techniques was used, and recruitment happened in
place with no formal outreach to interviewees prior to arriving. This combined with
limited time spent in the field at each site to build trust and rapport contributed to the
variation. In Namibia, the interviews focused on those working in human-elephant
conflict mitigation and conservation, although some interviewees were community
members as well. In Sri Lanka, six interviews were conducted with those working in
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human-elephant conflict mitigation and conservation and four were villagers from the
surrounding communities. Two of those working in the field are also villagers in
Wasgamuwa, while four others live and work in Wasgamuwa most of the time but are not
originally from there.
An informed consent form was developed and approved by the IRB prior to data
collection. The consent form provided information to potential participants about who is
conducting the study, what the study is about, why they are being asked to participate,
what they are being asked to do, potential risks and benefits, privacy and confidentiality,
their rights as a participant, and acknowledgment that audio and/or video recordings
would be used. In Namibia, English is the official language spoken. In Sri Lanka, it is
Sinhala (at least in the region where I focused my study). Therefore, the consent form
was produced in both English and Sinhala (see Appendices B and C). The English
version of the consent form was translated into Sinhala by a professional translation
service, and the language translation was affirmed by my translator in Sri Lanka.
EHRA and SLWCS staff acted as both informants (i.e., interviewees) and
gatekeepers (i.e., recruiters). In Namibia, interviews were focused on the knowledge and
experiences of EHRA staff given the opportunistic approach taken to engage participants
and due to the remoteness of Damaraland that did not provide ample opportunity to
engage with community members outside of the organization. All four interviews in
Namibia were conducted in English. In Sri Lanka, interviews were focused on the
knowledge and experiences of both SLWCS staff and community members residing in
local villages around Wasgamuwa. Three interviews were conducted in English and
seven were conducted in Sinhala, with the help of a translator. My translator is a member
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of the SLWCS staff and is fluent in both English and Sinhala – verbal and written. See
Table 2 for details around interview language.
Table 2
Number of interviews conducted in English and Sinhala for each case
Interview Language
English
Sinhala
Total Interviews

Namibia
4
0
4

Sri Lanka
3
7
10

Prior to conducting each interview, an informed consent process was carried out
with each participant. According to Guest et al. (2013), “informed consent must be
conceived of as a process, not just a way to get the interview started, or a form that you
get research participants to sign” (p. 325). To begin the process, I introduced myself and
provided a consent form to each participant. I read through each section of the consent
form and asked participants if they had any questions before proceeding. When
participants spoke Sinhala, my spoken words were translated into Sinhala and participant
responses were translated back to me in English. This process was also used while
conducting interviews. Once participants confirmed their understanding and agreement to
participate, they were asked to sign the consent form. The signed copy was retained by
me and a copy provided to the participant.
After the informed consent process, interviews were conducted using a semistructured protocol I developed to guide the conversations (see Appendix D). In Sri
Lanka, the protocol was refined slightly after the first interview. It was determined that
some of the language within the protocol needed to be simplified in order to be an
effective tool. Creswell (2007) suggested that questions in a protocol should include
those that align with the central research questions of the study. Further, Guest et al.
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(2013) expanded on this notion by also encouraging researchers to identify domains, or
subtopics, and the types of data needed (e.g., experiences, feelings, opinions, etc.). On
average, interviews lasted just over fifty-seven minutes (see Table 3 for more details
regarding interview times).
Table 3
Interview times by case

Minimum (mm:ss)
Maximum (mm:ss)
Average (mm:ss)
Average across cases (mm:ss)

Namibia (n=4)
31:00
62:40
52:41

Sri Lanka (n=10)
31:41
97:14
59:04
57:15

Visual Data
Visual research tools, namely photography and videography, were used in this
study. The focus of these methods was primarily on elephants, landscapes, elements of
human-elephant contention and coexistence, and personal documentation of experiences
to complement textual data collection methods. Visual data can “quickly convey depth
and detail that words cannot match” (Guest et al., 2013, p. 239). This is important when
researching more-than-human worlds where reliance on human language alone is not
enough to capture the nonhuman side of the story. Hamilton and Taylor (2017) suggested
that it is important to explicitly set out to include nonhuman actors in visual data
collection in order to “enrich our human methods of data collection by generating useful
starting points for discussion about animals” (p. 93). Photos and videos can be used to
enhance and/or generate narrative about human-elephant relationships (i.e., through
photoethnography), as well as make connections between human methods and methods
that are inclusive of nonhuman others. That being said, visual methods do require human
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interpretation. Nevertheless, “the inclusion of images [and videos] does, at least, ensure
that animals are not entirely invisible” (Hamilton & Taylor, 2017). Figure 2 depicts a
mother-daughter image that brings textual observational data to life.
Using a Nikon D750, iPhone 8 Plus, and GoPro action camera, I recorded
sightings, occurrences, and experiences that would enhance the traditional languagefocused methods used in this research and bring visibility to the elephant. Further,
photography and video provided the researcher with archival data significant to mapping
event timelines, i.e., date and time stamps, and stimulating recall memory. Basil (2011)
identified several strengths of using visual data in observational research including
helping us to overcome the typically fleeting nature of observation; allowing us to
record behavior in its situational context that allows for illustration and reflection;
providing opportunities for analysis of both behaviors and environments; and
providing opportunities for naturalistic, descriptive, and ‘rich’ data. (p. 246)
After reviewing all visual data collected, ultimately nine-hundred and forty-five photos
and one-hundred and eighty-nine videos were included in the analysis for Namibia. Fivehundred and seventy-five photos and one-hundred and sixty-two videos were included for
Sri Lanka.
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Figure 2. Deliwe and daughter, Hanna, of Mama Afrika’s herd watching intently – but
peacefully – as they feast on lush vegetation just outside the dusty, dry Ugab riverbed.
Documents
Documents such as blog posts, articles, and materials developed by EHRA and
SLWCS were collected and analyzed. Blog posts and articles are regularly emailed by
SLWCS via a listserv, as well as posted on their website and social media pages.
Similarly, EHRA shares blog posts/e-journal entries on their website and on social media,
along with relevant articles on human-elephant relations in the region. EHRA also
provided materials they use as part of their PEACE Project education program including
a brochure, student and community handbooks, mitigation methods handouts, elephant
sighting and ID forms, and a safety poster.
Using a purposive sampling method, news articles and blog posts obtained from
the internet that were written by others in each region were also included in the analysis.
Often, stories that were told during interviews, or observations that took place in the
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field, called for further research to better understand contexts and perspectives. I limited
the inclusion of these types of documents to those that were relevant to other data sources
(e.g., searched for articles about trophy hunting of specific elephants mentioned in
interviews). Evernote – an application that helps researchers gather and organize
information – was instrumental in collecting and organizing documents for analysis. I
used the “Web Clipper” feature to save online resources and integrated Evernote with
NVivo to store documents in the project database. In total, fifty-nine documents were
collected and analyzed about human-elephant relationships in Namibia, and twenty about
Sri Lanka.
Ethical Considerations and Researcher Reflexivity
Ethics in research are guided by three principles, as defined by the Council for
International Organizations of Medical Sciences and the World Health Organization:
respect for persons, beneficence, and justice (Guest et al., 2013). The research design was
reviewed by the IRB, which was the first step in ensuring minimum ethical requirements
were in place to carry out the research. Given this study included human subjects, an
informed consent form explaining participants’ rights, burdens and benefits, and the
voluntary and confidential nature of the study was reviewed prior to all interviews – in
the participants’ preferred or native language. To guard the privacy and protection of
human subjects in this research, only identification numbers were used in the collection
and storage of data. International research follows the basic guidelines mentioned
previously, but also requires additional considerations when it comes to ethics. For
example, interpretations and implementations of the guiding ethical principles are not
necessarily universal even though they are internationally recognized (Guest et al., 2013).
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Particularly in Sri Lanka, my translator was instrumental in further explaining and
clarifying the study and what it means to participate based on the cultural context. This
translator is native to Sri Lanka, is fluent in both Sinhala and English, and has extensive
experience in both conducting research in multiple languages and translating for research
partners and students conducting work in the region.
Researcher reflexivity is a critical reflection of “our own interpretations based on
the cultural, social, gender, class, and personal politics that we bring to the research,”
(Creswell, 2007, p. 179) in addition to an ethical commitment we make to our
participants and readers (Creswell, 2007; Mauthner, Birch, Jessop, & Miller, 2002). I
came into this research as a woman from the West, with a strong passion for fostering
coexistence among species in a more-than-human world. I recognize these characteristics
and embodiments as shaping my experiences and interpretations in both my interactions
and writing. In the spirit of accountability, honesty, and transparency, those I interacted
with as part of this research were aware of my position, my research goals, and objectives
(Doucet & Mauthner, 2002). That being said, I remained committed to objectively
listening to my human participants’ stories and experiences, and thoughts and feelings,
while also acknowledging my personal position in the research. I also remained
committed to objectively observing my nonhuman subjects and doing the best I could to
include their “voices” – or at least presence – in the research, when it would have been
much easier to just focus on the human voice alone. As a reflexive researcher, it was
important to co-construct the story through the voices of the participants and I, as well as
by making a conscious effort to consider nonhuman subjects as beings who share social,
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psychological, cultural, political, and ecological “becomings” with their human
counterparts in their respective regions.
Data storage
All confidential data collected has been kept securely in a locked drawer in my
personal office (i.e., hardcopies such as consent forms) or electronically encrypted on a
secure drive. All confidential data, specifically interviews, were de-identified.
Identification numbers were used in place of names to keep information collected private.
Hand-written observational data and field notes were typed up and electronically filed by
case and date. Interviews were transcribed using a combination of automatic transcription
software – NVivo Transcription and Descript – and manual transcription. The
transcriptions were filed electronically by interview ID, case, and date. All photography
and videography captured were uploaded and saved securely, then linked to textual data
collected. Documents were also collected and stored electronically.
In order to store, organize, and analyze data in one unified platform, all electronic
files were imported and catalogued as internal and external data records into a project
database developed in NVivo 12 Plus. One project database was used to store data from
both cases, as doing so allows researchers to “gather together everything known about a
topic, regardless of source, and to make instant comparisons across different sources,
phases, types of data, or cases…you are still able to interrogate just one component”
(Bazeley & Jackson, 2013, p. 28). Having all data and memos about both cases in one
database allowed for within- and across-case analyses.
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Data Analysis
Data analysis began during data collection and continued thereafter, using an
inductive approach. That is, the process of “reading through textual [and in this case,
supporting visual] data, identifying themes in the data, coding those themes, and then
interpreting the structure and content of the themes” (Guest et al., 2013, p. 13). The
research design allowed for time between each case being explored to begin
synthetization and analysis of the data within-cases. Complete within- and cross-case
analyses occurred at the end of data collection.
Analysis included both direct interpretation and coded data weaved together.
Beginning in data collection, I documented interpretations that led to the development of
“assertions;” that is, my interpretation of what was being observed or discussed (Stake,
1995). These interpretations (and reflections) were especially critical when analyzing
observational and visual data and trying to thread together emergent ideas while still in
the field.
Often embedded in field notes, written thoughts, interpretations, reflections, and
ideas were transferred electronically to NVivo and expanded upon later through the use
of a journal within the project database. A journal was used not only to interpret the data
collected, but also to document the research process in general. Bazeley and Jackson
(2013) state that journaling is a way “of keeping an audit trail of actions, reflections,
spontaneous thoughts, and developing ideas relating to the topic of the research as a
whole” (p. 42). Linking evidence within data sources to ideas in the journal is one way to
ensure validity in qualitative research (Bazeley & Jackson, 2013).
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Interpretations and reflections of data was an ongoing process. In the field, I often
asked myself questions such as: (a) How do I make sense of what I am witnessing,
hearing, smelling, etc.?; (b) What happened leading up to the photograph or video
captured, and what happened after they were taken?; (c) What new questions are
emerging from my experiences in the field and how can they be folded into the research
process?; and (d) What future actions need to be taken? I also asked myself questions to
ensure that the elephants cohabitating each region with their human neighbors were
included in a meaningful way: (a) What is known of the behaviors and emotions being
witnessed among these individual elephants and herds, within the contexts observed?; (b)
How do human actions (positive or negative) affect them, and what is the evidence?; (c)
How are these elephants considered as beings in their own right in these regions?; and (d)
How have humans and elephants co-evolved in these shared landscapes? These
researcher-induced questions and subsequent interpretations were tied into the
information being gathered from various sources and what is known of elephant behavior
and emotions from ethologists, conservationists, and animal science experts in the field
and in the literature.
With respect to the interpretation of visual data, Saldaña (2016) posited that
“human participants in photographs call for an analysis of facial expressions, body
language, dress, spatial relationships with others and the environment, and other known
contexts (e.g., the action before and after the photo was taken, the participants’
biographies)” (p. 59) – which I extended to nonhuman actors observed to the extent
possible. Interpretations of these factors, when it came to the nonhuman actor, were based
on experts in the field as well as scientific literature. For example, some observations
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involved young elephant play. EHRA staff explained several things about these
observations that were important to understanding elephant behavior and cognition. In
one instance, a female juvenile and male juvenile of different herds were play-fighting. It
was explained that play is a social interaction similar to what we see among human
children. Both were aware that the “fighting” was not serious as they tussled around with
their tusks and trunks, pushing one another, and then nuzzling at their foreheads. It was
considered a friendly and healthy social interaction. Scientific research exploring
elephant play and identifying different types of play behaviors helped inform such
interpretations (Lee, 1986; Lee & Moss, 2014). Further, simple interpretations of emotion
based on each context were utilized. As Safina (2015) noted,
We recognize hunger and thirst while animals are eating and drinking, exhaustion
when they tire, but deny them joy and happiness as they’re playing … In science,
the simplest interpretation of evidence is often the best. When elephants seem
joyous in joyful contexts, joy is the simplest interpretation of the evidence. (p. 29)
Language-based data was linked to visual data, later coded and analyzed more thoroughly
within NVivo.
NVivo 12 Plus was used to manage, code, and analyze all data sources. The
software supports qualitative research in many ways including the ability to manage data,
manage ideas about the data, query the data, and visualize the data (Bazeley & Jackson,
2013). Early on, I created a project database within NVivo for this research and a
structure that would guide the management and analysis of data. First, I started by
building a filing structure for all data. I created file folders for each data source: field
notes, interview transcriptions, photos, videos, and documents. Subfolders were created
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within each primary folder for each case. All data was internally stored in the project,
except for videos which I linked externally. Next, I considered the unit of analysis. For
this research, I am interested in analyzing each case as a whole (i.e., not individuals
within each case, per say). Therefore, I created my cases – Namibia and Sri Lanka – and
linked data sources to their respective cases. Although the cases were set up separately, it
is easy to compare across cases within NVivo using text mining (e.g., queries) and
visualizations. Then, I created a folder for themes – or nodes, as they are called in NVivo.
I created a few nodes based on my research questions but used an inductive coding
process thereafter. That is, I added and refined nodes as I coded the data. Finally, I set up
a memo to document thoughts, ideas, and the research process as I began my analysis.
Once the project structure was in place and all data imported, I reviewed and coded each
and every source – textual and visual. I “linked” sources together (e.g., passages in field
notes to photos and videos), as well as linked data to emerging thoughts and ideas within
the memo as I went through the analysis process.
Coding was used as a heuristic method of exploring data sources, in conjunction
with writing analytic memos. Coding “in qualitative inquiry is most often a word or short
phrase that symbolically assigns a summative, salient, essence-capturing, and/or
evocative attribute for a portion of language-based or visual data” (Saldaña, 2016, p. 3) –
codes are researcher-generated. While coding essentially places labels on the data,
analytic memos describe the researcher’s thinking about the data and labels (Saldaña,
2016).
Using Saldaña’s (2016) cyclical coding process, the researcher engaged in first
cycle and second cycle elemental coding methods. The researcher employed structural
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and descriptive coding methods in the first cycle. With structural coding, content is coded
based on the research questions. With descriptive coding, topics are coded using a word
or short phrase (Saldaña, 2016). Given the varied data sources, multi-cases, and need to
explore the data considering human and nonhuman experiences and “becomings,”
utilizing a combination of coding methods was preferred. Hence, predetermined research
question-guided codes combined with emergent, descriptive codes were used. I began the
first cycle of coding with several predetermined codes – or nodes – guided by my
research questions as a starting point. Broad codes included conflict, coexistence,
conservation, more-than-human, shared histories, and solutions. While undertaking the
first cycle of coding, additional nodes were created as emergent descriptive themes were
discovered within the data.
Through exploration of the data using structural and descriptive coding methods,
broad themes were unraveled that required expansion, particularly as it related to each
unique case. Subcodes – that is, second-order coding to enrich the primary themes – were
generated (Saldaña, 2016). Bazeley and Jackson (2013) suggested that “a common
approach to coding is to start from general categories and then code in more detail” (p.
71). There was a natural progression from broad to detailed coding within this analysis.
In the second cycle of coding, I focused on linking and refining primary codes
and subcodes, recoding as necessary, and applying overarching themes to the aggregated
data. I looked for themes both within and across cases. Thematic analyses were supported
by word frequency and text search queries, optimized by visualizations generated in
NVivo. Using a matrix coding query within NVivo, I was able to numerically see how
many instances a code was referenced within each case and the prevalence of codes
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across cases. This also allowed for data triangulation, pinpointing codes and themes that
were supported by multiple data sources as opposed to a single source. Further, code
landscaping through the use of word frequency queries were used to both analyze and
visualize the data further. Through this method, I added “clutter” words to a “stop word
list” to ensure the integrity of data being analyzed. Some examples of the words removed
from analyses were “and,” “because,” “of,” “why,” “very,” and so forth. Figure 3
provides an example of how text mining was used, by creating a word cloud generated
from data across cases.

Figure 3. Word cloud generated from documents and references across cases
The process of data triangulation was used to support the validity of data analysis.
It was initiated in data collection and carried out through final analysis. Collecting data
from multiple sources affords a researcher the opportunity to cross-reference information
and ensure accurate interpretations. Stake (1995) suggests that “each important finding
needs to have at least three (often more) confirmations and assurances that key meanings
are not being overlooked” (p. 33). In this analysis, I triangulated data both within and
across cases to ensure interpretations of data were valid.
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Summary
This chapter provided details about the methodology used in this qualitative,
multiple-case study. Specifically, this chapter described the research design, research
questions, case selection, data collection methods (i.e., participant observation,
interviews, naturalistic observation, visual data, and documents), data storage, ethical
considerations and reflexivity, and data analysis procedures including validation of
findings. The methodology was embedded in a more-than-human, or posthumanist,
theoretical framework – meaning that humans and elephants within each case were
considered as both subjective beings and intersubjective “neighbors” co-constituting a
shared landscape.
In the next chapter, I tell the stories of each unique place generated from the data
collected. Both narrative (vignettes and researcher interpretations) and visual (digital
photos) “storytelling” techniques were utilized. Thematic similarities across Namibia and
Sri Lanka were looked at for the third research question that explored the applicability of
a more-than-human framework to transform conflict and support conservation efforts.
The stories are embedded in a more-than-human framework that draws on posthumanist
theory.
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Chapter 4: Findings
Introduction
The purpose of this multiple site case study was to (a) explore human-wild
elephant relationships across the conflict-coexistence continuum from a posthumanist,
multispecies perspective, (b) explore how conservation projects are taking both the
human and elephant subjective and intersubjective experiences into consideration, and (c)
contribute to the evolving scholarship on multispecies approaches of inquiry and
methodology, from the position of conflict resolution scholar. Two cases were chosen for
this research after taking several regional characteristics into account, described
previously: (a) conflict between humans and wild elephants is high (or has historically
been high), (b) elephants are listed as endangered or vulnerable to endangerment and are
of high conservation priority, (c) human population has grown significantly, and (d)
community-based conservation agencies exist and are taking a holistic approach to
increasing positive relations between humans and free-roaming elephants in the region.
The cases for this study are Namibia and Sri Lanka, bounded within the local regions
where the research took place. These sites were purposefully selected based on a set of
eligibility criteria determined in the research design phase, as well as the accessibility of
humans, elephants, and landscapes that could inform the central purpose of the research.
This research study was guided by three research questions. First, what is the
current landscape of the human-elephant-conservation nexus in Namibia (Damaraland) &
Sri Lanka (Wasgamuwa)? Second, what are the shared histories between humans and
elephants that have defined their mutual existence over time? Third, what value is there
in utilizing more-than-human theoretical and methodological frameworks to enhance
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human-elephant relationships and support conservation efforts? The first two questions
were explored within each case, as the experiences of human-elephant relationships and
issues of conservation in each region are unique to the local contexts and cultures. As
Stake (2006) noted, “each case to be studied is a complex entity located in its own
situation” (p. 12). The third question looked at thematic similarities across Namibia and
Sri Lanka, as I was interested in the cross-cutting themes of how applying more-thanhuman theoretical and methodological frameworks may help enhance relationships
between humans and elephants and support conservation efforts. Finally, a cross-case
analysis was conducted to draw out important similarities and differences across cases.
Data was collected from multiple sources to answer the research questions and tell
the stories of each unique case. Field notes from participant observations, interview
transcriptions, naturalistic observations, visual data (photography and video), and
documents were reviewed, coded, and analyzed. To support the thematic analysis and
provide a more cohesive story of each place, relevant literature was embedded into the
findings to provide context. Given the various sources of data, the stories told include
participant voices, my voice, and to the extent possible the “voices” of the elephants
encountered – or at the very least the inclusion of the elephant as a relevant actor in the
research. In the stories, and drawing upon the many voices included, I also attempt to
break down nature/culture, animal/human dichotomies that fail to consider interspecies
relationships as meaningful to conflict transformation and conservation efforts.
Finally, I would like to emphasize that these findings are a starting point – an
initial exploration of some very tough questions pushing the limits of traditional
methodologies, if you will. Stake (2006) declared that, “even when a study is well done,
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the research questions will not be fully answered” (p. 14). Findings are rather a summary
of what was collected that at least partially answers the research questions and include
some level of assertion that can be made confidently, and lead to even more questions to
be explored at a later time (Stake, 2006).
The following sections explore the cases of Namibia and Sri Lanka, drawing on
thematic similarities in the third research question. When I refer to Namibia, I am
specifically speaking to the Southern Kunene Region between the Huab and Ugab Rivers,
in an area known as Damaraland. When I refer to Sri Lanka, I am specifically speaking to
the Wasgamuwa Region – within the Central and North Central Provinces of the country.
Within each case, I tell the story of human-elephant conflict and issues of conservation
and what has been learned about the shared histories of humans and elephants over time.
I also identify cross-cutting themes that speak to how applying more-than-human
theoretical and methodological frameworks may help better understand relationships
between species. Further, I explore how a more-than-human lens may help transform
conflict and support conservation efforts.
Case: Namibia
Many indigenous groups call Namibia home, having lived side by side with
wildlife for hundreds – if not thousands – of years. The San Bushmen, Nama, Damara,
Ovambo, and Herero formed some of the first tribal structures in the country (Ministry of
Environment & Tourism, 2019). Despite the harsh, barren environment, a variety of
fauna and flora – many of which are endemic – reside here. Amazing wildlife roam the
dusty landscape including savanna and desert-adapted species such as elephants, lions,
black rhinos, Hartmann’s mountain zebras, hyenas, cheetahs, giraffes, jackals, kudu,
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oryx, springbok, gemsbok, and steenbok, among many others. Namibia is home to one of
only two populations of savannah elephants (Loxodonta africana) who are uniquely
adapted to desert conditions. Spectacular flora, such as the Welwitschia Mirabilis reside
in the Namib Desert, with some plants estimated to be over one-thousand years old.
Namibia is sparsely populated and exceptionally rich in biodiversity. The climate is arid
and the nearly untainted landscapes are divergent and bountiful – ranging from rugged
mountains to savanna grasslands to dry deserts to blue coastal waters.
Despite its exceptional beauty, Namibia has a long history of colonial rule that has
negatively impacted human and nonhuman inhabitants alike. In 1907, under German
colonial rule, the northwest region of Namibia was part of the largest conservation area in
the world, namely Game Reserve Number 2 – what has now been reduced to Etosha
National Park (Owen-Smith, 2010). At the time, these regions were inhabited by plentiful
populations of wildlife adapted to the unique desert conditions of the country, including
elephants. Colonial conservation efforts, in some regard, helped to protect the
environment. However, their methods were exploitive and used for political control,
restricting indigenous peoples’ use of the land and natural resources. By 1970, after
having been placed under the rule of South Africa, political powers demarcated the
boundaries of the protected area reducing it to nearly a quarter of its original size (OwenSmith, 2010). The once protected land, along with more than two-hundred white-owned
farms, was divided into Kaokoland and Damaraland “bantustans” – tribal homelands set
aside for black inhabitants under apartheid (Owen-Smith, 2010). Damara and Herero
ethnic groups were mostly targeted in these areas, although many other tribes now
occupy these areas due to “forced removals and relocations imposed by successive
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colonial governments” (Jones, 2001, p. 162). With the rise of independence, bantustans
were dissolved. Today, Kaokoland and Damaraland make up the Kunene Region.
By the late 1970s and early 1980s, wildlife populations in the Kunene Region
were decimated. Indigenous families left poor and desperate under apartheid, restricting
their social and economic freedoms, and drought that killed their livestock in large
numbers, led to an increase in illegal hunting (poaching) for survival. Under the South
African mandate, wildlife belonged to the state. Government officials and soldiers killed
wildlife for sport, food, and commercial profit in droves. Devastating drought left not
only human inhabitants and livestock suffering, but also wiped out large numbers of
wildlife populations in their own fight for survival. Years of warfare and revolt on the
road to independence also impacted wildlife who were often killed or fled the violence,
some only to be seen again many years later (Jones, 2001; Owen-Smith, 2010).
With the radical decline in wildlife, specifically from poaching, the first attempts
at establishing proactive conservation efforts in the Kunene Region began. In 1982, Garth
Owen-Smith was hired by a local NGO called the Namibian Wildlife Trust (NWT) as a
conservator. He learned from traditional leaders and residents that they were concerned
about the severity of the situation but felt that their hands were tied because wildlife was
property of the government (Jones, 2001; Owen-Smith, 2010). Eventually, this led to the
development of a system of “community game guards” (CGGs). That is, game guards
who were chosen by and worked for their traditional leaders to patrol their areas, monitor
wildlife and suspicious human activities, and report back to their headmen (Jones, 2001;
Owen-Smith, 2010). Over the next decade, CGGs were instrumental in reducing
poaching and conserving wildlife species that were on the verge of extinction. It also
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“symbolized community commitment to wildlife conservation” (Jones, 2001, p. 163).
Nevertheless, throughout this period, the South African administration actively worked to
discredit and jeopardize the program because of its involvement with black communal
area residents (Jones, 2001). It was not until independence in 1990 that the CGG program
was formally acknowledged and supported by the government as a successful method of
engaging local peoples in conservation and was expanded through a newly formed NGO
called Integrated Rural Development and Nature Conservation (IRDNC) (Jones, 2001).
Since independence, Namibia has adopted some of the most progressive
environmental protection and conservancy laws in the world (Snively, 2012). It was the
first country in Africa to include an article in its Constitution that enforces the protection
of wildlife and preserves natural spaces (Snively, 2012). In 1996, the Nature
Conservation Amendment Act was enacted, sparking the beginning of natural resource
management being transferred to communities through the establishment of communal
conservancies. The first communal conservancies – that is, self-governing entities run by
community members that manage natural resources and actively engage in the
conservation of their lands – were established in 1998. Today, there are eighty-six
(NACSO, 2017a, 2017b). Namibia boasts extensive conservation areas consisting of
communal and freehold conservancies, National Parks, community forests, and
transfrontier conservation areas covering almost half of the country (Namibian
Association of Community Based Natural Resource Management (CBNRM) Support
Organizations (NACSO), 2017a). These conservation areas and efforts are complemented
and supported by many non-governmental organizations throughout the country.
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The Southern Kunene Region, between the Ugab and Huab rivers, is the central
geographical focus of this case study. The area is also known as Damaraland. In this area,
desert-adapted elephants roam and live within communal conservancies. Namely, they
are the Sorris Sorris, Tsiseb, Ohungo, and Otjimbojo conservancies. Within the UgabHuab river systems, at the time of this writing, there are approximately sixty-one
elephants that make up five resident herds (three in the Ugab; two in the Huab), as well as
resident and non-resident bulls. They are being closely tracked and monitored by NGO
Elephant-Human Relations Aid, who also provides water point protection and community
education programs in the region aimed at fostering coexistence between humans and
elephants that call Damaraland home. Due to incessant warfare and poaching throughout
the 1900s, elephants disappeared from the Kunene Region for decades. It was not until
1995 that they made their way back, led by the mighty and iconic bull named
Voortrekker – meaning “pioneer” in Afrikaans. He was the first to arrive during this time,
guiding breeding herds back to the region. The first was Mama Afrika’s herd (ElephantHuman Relations Aid, 2019).
Human knowledge about elephants and how to coexist with the giants of the
desert was either lost or non-existent in the post-war era. Many people had been
forcefully removed or relocated throughout the periods of German and South African
rule. When elephants fled the region, new generations of people were born that had never
bore witness to elephants and generational knowledge was lost. For those that were
relocated to the area, many did not have prior experiences with elephants even
generationally. So, the conflict between the species began in the post-independence era
with the return of the desert elephants that long ago called Damaraland home.
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Today, elephant and human residents continue to come into conflict. Given the
aridity of the environment, subsistence farmers (and their livestock) and elephants
compete over scarce resources such as water and food. This conflict, however, is not
unique to humans and elephants within this shared space. The will to survive is a reality
for all living beings that inhabit the parched, rugged landscape. Environmental conditions
such as drought can exacerbate conflict when all beings are struggling to survive. Yet,
there is promise that coexistence is possible. There are deep and wondrous shared
histories between humans and nonhumans in the Kunene Region waiting to be explored.
Profound shared histories between humans and desert elephants in the region have shaped
their mutual existence over time and space, providing a glimpse into what could be a
useful tool to foster peaceful coexistence between those that call this remarkable land
home.
RQ1: What is the current landscape of the human-elephant-conservation nexus in
the Southern Kunene Region of Namibia?
The human-elephant-conservation nexus in the Southern Kunene Region of
Namibia is highly complex, as one might imagine it to be. You cannot understand the
human-elephant-conservation nexus without first understanding the special desertdwelling elephants that reside in the region and why there is such an immense obligation
to protect them. Not only have they developed physical adaptations to their environment
(e.g., flat, wide feet), but their key to survival has been in their ability to pass down
critical knowledge from generation to generation.
You also cannot discuss human-elephant conflict in Namibia without a
conversation about conservation, and vice versa. The two are inextricably connected. At
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the intersection of human and elephant lives, competition over space and resources is a
fact of existence. The effects on humans and elephants not only cause incredible stress,
but outcomes for both can be devastating if relationships are not managed and mended. It
is important to educate communities on how to live with their elephant neighbors, and
why it is necessary to do so. It is also important to identify points of contention and
consistently (re)assess solutions to enhance coexistence between humans and elephants in
order to aid in desert elephant conservation. Here, I share prominent emergent themes
from an analysis of interviews, observations and fieldnotes, documents, and visual data.
A summary of the major themes and subthemes, as well as a list of codes corresponding
to each theme/subtheme can be found in Table 4.
Table 4
Major themes, subthemes, and codes, RQ1: Namibia
RQ1: What is the current landscape of the human-elephant-conservation nexus in the
southern Kunene Region of Namibia?
Theme 1: The desert-adapted elephant is a
unique being with a distinct cultural heritage

Codes: Desert-adapted elephant as unique
being; elephant adaptation for survival;
elephant shared knowledge

Theme 2: Lack of human knowledge on how to
live with elephants
Subtheme 2-A: Indigenous and generational
knowledge holds a key to coexistence between
humans and elephants
Subtheme 2-B: Practical knowledge about
elephant behaviors and safety are important to
fostering positive relations between humans and
elephants
Theme 3: Human population growth and
increased livestock farming puts pressure on
natural resources, creating competition among
humans, livestock, and elephants

Codes: Lack of human knowledge;
generational or indigenous knowledge;
practical knowledge; past coexistence;
community empowerment through
knowledge; experiential understanding;
local-level, practical solution

Codes: Human encroachment and
development; livestock farming;
competition over scarce resources;
overgrazing and overuse; effects on
broader ecosystem
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Theme 4: Water is the most precious commodity
and greatest source of human-elephant conflict in
Damaraland

Codes: Water; damaged water structures;
competition over scarce resources; water
access; local-level, practical solution

Theme 5: Hunting as a means for resolving
conflicts and promoting conservation is
controversial and potentially detrimental
Subtheme 5-A: Ambiguous problem elephant
declarations in response to conflict threatens the
existence of desert-adapted elephants
Subtheme 5-B: Desert elephants should be
granted exemption from conservancy hunting
quotas

Codes: Trophy hunting; local hunting and
poaching; lack of protected status;
political challenges; defining problem
elephant; inaccurate counts and quotas

Theme 6: Tourism can be both a facilitator and
barrier to conservation
Subtheme 6-A: Tourism as a sustainable
livelihood and support for conservation
Subtheme 6-B: Uncontrolled tourism negatively
impacts conservation of elephants and the broader
ecosystem
Theme 7: Elephants as allies, not just assets to be
managed

Codes: Uncontrolled tourism; benefits of
tourism; effects on broader ecosystem

Codes: Conservancies; benefits of
tourism; desert-adapted elephant as unique
being; shared histories: ecological

Theme 1: The desert-adapted elephant is a unique being with a distinct cultural
heritage. There is much controversy that surrounds the status of Namibian desert-adapted
elephants. On one hand, the desert-dwelling pachyderms are genetically the same as
African savannah elephants – they share the same DNA. Therefore, they are not
scientifically considered a separate species or subspecies. On the other hand, they possess
uniquely adapted physical characteristics, and knowledge and behaviors passed down
from one generation to the next, in order to survive harsh desert conditions (Eloff, 2010;
Ishida et al., 2016). In fact, they are only one of two groups of desert-dwelling elephants
known in the world (the other being in Mali). It is apparent from both the literature and
data collected for this research that the desert-dwelling elephants of the Namib are
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endowed with a cultural heritage that distinguishes them from their African savannah
relatives. Their particular way of life is learned, not genetically acquired. Thus, many
consider the desert denizens unique beings in their own right, worthy of high
conservation priority. There is a fear that if they are extirpated from the region, there is
no way to replace their population by introducing their savanna relatives who have not
learned desert survival skills to the region (Ishida et al., 2016). In Figure 4, you can see
Sylvia of the G6 herd uniquely adapted to survive her arid home with scarce vegetation
and water as a result of learned knowledge and behaviors passed down from her family.

Figure 4. Sylvia of the G6 herd learned survival skills necessary to live in the desert.
The elephants of the Namib have learned to adapt and survive in the inhospitable
desert environment through learned behaviors, passed down generationally. The
“ecological memory” of desert-dwelling elephants is essential in their endless struggle for
food and water (Payne, 2003). Elephants generally live in matriarchal societies – that is,
herds are led by the eldest female family member of the group. This is true for all African
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savanna elephants. However, in the Namib Desert, matriarchs hold the greatest
knowledge of water and food sources, pathways between sources, and dangers that span a
much larger home range and migratory distance than others (Ishida et al., 2016; Leggett,
2006). They know where natural and manmade sources for survival lie, and how to get
there. During my time in the field, it was common to see elephant tracks leading up to
various water sources and between different water points. They also know where to go to
stay away from human habitation when danger lurks. It is this knowledge, and the
transfer of it generationally, that is crucial to survival in the extreme climatic conditions
they are faced with. Interviewee N3 explained the elephants’ knowledge of the landscape
for survival:
…And they know the place well. I remember during rainy season, you can follow
them, and they could never walk through farms. They just know where you can
find the farm, where you pass, and which farm you can go to during the night and
drink. But also, elephants know well the water points where they can go and
drink. They know where they can find streams… They know many streams where
they can spend daytime and few farmers would come there. This is their place.
Desert-adapted elephants of the Namib can go several days without water and
have learned to dig for water in dried up riverbeds. They can smell water deep
underground and dig with their tusks, trunks, and feet to retrieve it (Eloff, 2010; Ramey,
Ramey, Brown, & Kelley, 2013; Rice & Gibson, 2001). Interestingly, even when a
surface water source is available, Namibian elephants will dig wells to access less
contaminated drinking water (Ramey et al., 2013). Digging for water has been found
among other African elephant populations during dry seasons (Stommel, Hofer, Grobbel,
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& East, 2016), but is not a sustained practice. The desert-dwellers have also been known
to store water in their pharyngeal pouch (a small pouch behind the tongue) and use it as a
reserve to cool down when temperatures reach high degrees, extracting the water with
their trunks to drink and spray it on their bodies and behind their ears. While all savanna
elephants have a pharyngeal pouch, it is quite rare for them to use it because water
sources are typically more regularly accessible (Leggett, 2004; Leggett, 2009).
Finally, the desert-adapted elephants of the Namib are considered by some to be
conservationists in their own right. Participants in this research discussed how they
appear to understand the scarcity of resources in the environment and actively seek to
protect them for their survival, passing knowledge down from one generation to the next.
For example, mothers teach their young not to destroy trees. This is unlike their savanna
relatives across Africa that are notorious for destroying trees in their pursuit of food
(Elephant-Human Relations Aid, 2019).
Theme 2: Lack of human knowledge on how to live with elephants. Community
members who were moved to Damaraland under the South African regime, or who were
born thereafter, had no experience living with elephants. So, when elephants migrated
back to the Southern Kunene Region in the post-independence era, people did not know
what to do and were fearful. Many still are today, although tolerance levels are increasing
in some areas were education and practical mitigation solutions are being implemented.
Those that moved to the area did not inherit generational or indigenous knowledge, nor
did they possess practical knowledge on elephant behaviors and safety. Interviewee N2
explained further:
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…and because under the South African regime a lot of people were forced to
come and live in this area here called Damaraland. And these people had not
coexisted with elephants in the past, so they didn't know anything about elephants'
behavior and how to live peacefully with them. You know how to build your
house and how to behave, you know, on a normal day or when there are elephants
around. And that from the beginning, you know, created a lot of fear in the
people. They do believe that elephants will come and kill them…. even the people
that were born here and saw elephants when they were kids, did not grow up with
elephants.
Subtheme 2-A: Indigenous and generational knowledge holds a key to coexistence
between humans and elephants. Humans and elephants coexisted in the Kunene Region
for centuries. Participants spoke of indigenous groups such as the Damara and Himba
who lived peacefully with elephants, possessing beliefs about the continuities and
interdependencies that exist between humans and nature. The Damara were among the
first tribes in the southern region – hence, the name Damaraland – and lived amongst
elephants and other wildlife without the conflicts of today. Traditional beliefs held onto
the “natureculture” concept – that is, the inseparability of nature and culture and
interconnections that bind us all in our shared existence. Other tribes, like the Himba,
possess beliefs and practices that also transcend human-nature dichotomies and pay
respect toward their elephant neighbors. For example, two participants spoke of how the
Himba believe that they cannot breathe air that elephants did not breathe first – meaning
that they share the same oxygen; they are interconnected. The traditional knowledge held
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is important to understand human-elephant coexistence relationships of the past and how
they might inform the future.
Aside from indigenous knowledge, there are elders in Damaraland who remember
elephants in their younger years and tend to have more tolerant attitudes toward living
with them today. Participants spoke of how these elders are not as fearful of elephants as
younger generations, as they possess historical knowledge and generational knowledge
passed down to them from their families. For example, participants noted that elders
reported speaking calmly to elephants when they got too close and the elephants
responded receptively. This is contrary to behaviors of those without a lack of
generational knowledge about living with elephants, often disrupting elephant movement
with aggressive or loud responses (e.g., chasing, throwing objects, shooting).
Generational knowledge was linked to both tolerance and coexistence.
Subtheme 2-B: Practical knowledge about elephant behaviors and safety are
important to fostering positive relations between humans and elephants. There are many
misunderstandings about elephants among community members in the Southern Kunene
Region, leading some to advocate for extreme measures to be taken such as government
relocation or killing of elephants. A lack of practical knowledge among communities
about elephant behavior and how to protect themselves and their homesteads leads to
severe consequences for both humans and elephants alike. For example, human behaviors
like chasing, shouting, throwing objects, and shooting elephants are ineffective actions.
Not only can they lead to elephant aggression towards humans due to feeling threatened,
but elephants can get injured or separated from their herds while fleeing. Often, such
reactions are carried out at just the sight of elephants, without an understanding of their
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normal behaviors and movements through the landscape such as walking by one’s farm
on their way to a nearby spring.
EHRA is providing a community education program in the Southern Kunene
Region called the PEACE (People and Elephants Amicably Co-Existing) Project. This
project empowers people through providing practical knowledge of elephant behaviors
and safety, as well as experiential learning opportunities. After learning about elephants
and their behaviors (e.g., how to identify them, what their behaviors mean, social
structures, their ecological role in the environment, etc.) and how to behave safely in the
presence of elephants (e.g., remaining quiet, moving away slowly, clapping hands or
flickering a flashlight from a safe distance to get elephants off of farms, keeping water
and seed pods out of homes, etc.), community members go out into the field with guides
to track and observe elephants in their natural environment. This education program is
tailored to different groups including communities, schools, game guards, government
staff, and lodge staff – ensuring that all are equipped with the knowledge that they need
to be safe, effective, and perhaps a bit compassionate toward their elephant neighbors. It
aims to create uniformity in safe behaviors among individuals and groups in the region.
Theme 3: Human population growth and increased livestock farming puts
pressure on natural resources, creating competition among humans, livestock, and
elephants. Human population growth due to settlement and resettlement under the South
African regime, and then post-independence, has put pressure on the fragile environment.
Coupled with an increase in livestock farming, competition over scarce natural resources
among humans, livestock, and elephants has become a major source of conflict and an
issue of concern for conservation. Subsistence pastoralism prevails in the Southern
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Kunene Region of Namibia. Livestock farming is the primary livelihood of rural
community members and the dominating economic force in the region (Jones, 2001). The
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (2016) report that agricultural
households in Kunene account for 76.5%, and those relying on livestock livelihoods
make up 72%.
It is common to see farmers husbanding their cattle, goats, and sheep in the arid
environment, permitting them to graze freely on the open lands and drink from the
springs. Doing so creates competition with elephants and other wildlife that rely on
natural resources in the environment, which are already scarce, in order to survive. Not
only are human and nonhuman inhabitants competing in their need for food and water,
but natural resource depletion is having a tremendous impact on the delicate ecosystem.
For example, pumping water out of the ground in order to support human and livestock
populations has contributed to drying out the ground and destroying vegetation that
others rely on. Interviewee N3 shares his thoughts on livestock farming impacts on both
conflict and conservation:
…the desert is completely stressed. We speak of more named things like plants
and insects and livestock, but the most suffering person here and the crying
human here, is the desert itself. It is given so much pressure. There's a lot of
livestock now coming in. And there is no more rain here… the desert itself
couldn't support the wildlife in the area. But I still believe even if the situation is
like this, wildlife could still survive if there wouldn't be a lot of livestock
competing with it. So, you go to the springs and the river and its cattle and
donkeys… they are just roaming, and they're feeding day and night. And they are
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just destroying everything. So, I think that created a huge competition between
livestock and wildlife.
Theme 4: Water is the most precious commodity and greatest source of humanelephant conflict in Damaraland. Growth in human populations and livestock farming,
combined with long periods of no rainfall and drought, has made water the most precious
commodity among all who reside in the Namib. With natural water sources such as
springs and rivers increasingly parched, manmade boreholes and water structures have
been developed on farmsteads and near villages to sustain the needs of community
members and their livestock. These structures also attract desert-dwelling elephants who
roam the parched landscape in search of water. Many of these structures now include a
dam, or artificial drinking pool, that provides a source of water for elephants. However, if
water is not readily accessible, it is not uncommon for elephants to damage the
infrastructure in their pursuit to quench their thirst (see Figure 5). Elephants will use their
tusks and trunks to pull and break pipes, water pumps, windmills, and tanks. When water
points are damaged, it can take months if not years to repair – leaving all who rely on the
water sources desperate. (Elephant-Human Relations Aid, 2019; Ramey et al., 2013).
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Figure 5. EHRA staff speaking to a farmer about his water point, damaged by an
elephant. Thirsty livestock look on, no water to pump into their trough.
EHRA works in partnership with the Ministry of Environment and Tourism
(MET), conservancies, and the Rural Water supply offices in the region to identify
farmers needing assistance with building, maintaining, and protecting these manmade
water structures. The water point protection program aims to balance the needs of
communal farmers with those of elephants, both whom rely on adequate water to thrive
and survive. Generally, the government supplies materials like the bore, water pump,
tank, and lines for the water point and EHRA builds (or repairs) protection walls around
the structure. Volunteers are instrumental in generating funds to build protection walls
and providing manpower, as can be seen in Figure 6. Water points are provided free of
charge to farmers through government assistance, funding through EHRA volunteers, and
charities.
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Figure 6. EHRA volunteers building a water protection point at a local farm.
While tracking and monitoring elephants along the Ugab, I witnessed firsthand
how water not only provides sustenance, but is a great source of joy when stumbled upon.
In the Tsiseb Conservancy area, close to the White Lady Lodge, we were tracking the G6
herd. We followed them from a rocky and rugged location where they were feasting on
dry vegetation, to a shadier location where they spent time cooling off under large trees
and dustbathing in the hot mid-afternoon sun. Soon after, some of the elephants started
walking off one by one. Curious to see where they were heading, we drove in their
direction and lo and behold – they were drinking and splashing around at a water point as
seen in Figure 7. They used their trunks to gather and drink the water, while also
throwing it wildly into the air and over their bodies. It appeared as though they were
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experiencing a sense of joy and fulfillment as they splashed around enthusiastically with
one another.

Figure 7. Members of the G6 herd enjoying water at a local manmade water structure.
The water points are lifesavers for so many, yet they can become a financial
burden on poor rural farmers. This burden contributes to human-elephant conflict. While
the water points are funded, it is still the responsibility of the farmer to buy the fuel
required to pump the water. Diesel fuel is expensive, and it is a cost that many farmers
cannot endure long-term. The more elephants frequent a farm, the higher the cost to
pump the water. EHRA helps farmers with fuel when they can, but it is not sustainable.
One solution identified is using solar-powered energy rather than diesel fuel.
Some structures are now being built with this in mind, but there are many more existing
water points that would need replacement. Purchasing and installing solar panels is a
large upfront cost, but the long-term outcomes could be extremely beneficial to humans,
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elephants, and livestock. When water is readily available at the water points, elephants do
not damage the structures; thus, reducing conflict with farmers.
Theme 5: Hunting as a means of resolving conflict and promoting conservation
is controversial and potentially detrimental. Hunting desert adapted elephants is a
controversial topic when it comes to both human-elephant conflict and conservation. In
response to human-elephant conflict, there are times when trophy hunt permits are
distributed based on a “problem elephant” declaration. Further, the government issues
hunting quotas to conservancies based on annual game counts, and these quotas may
allow for elephant hunts.
Many believe that the desert elephants of the Namib are vulnerable. The desert
elephant population that calls the Southern Kunene Region home is small (approximately
sixty-one elephants in the Ugab-Huab river systems), and there are only three male bulls
of breeding age that remain. This is a major conservation concern. Prime male bulls play
a huge role in elephant societies, mentoring and keeping young bulls in line, offering
companionship and protection to herds, and passing down strong genes for long-term
survival of the species. These bulls are often targeted in hunts, hindering progress being
made to conserve desert elephants in the region.
In Damaraland, trophy hunts are used as a response to human-elephant conflict,
and also as a means of economic gain within conservancies. Although a very
controversial topic, trophy hunting is often promoted as a conservation aid when
regulated and controlled properly (Di Minin, Leader-Williams, & Bradshaw, 2016).
While research does support the notion that trophy hunting brings in funding and
incentives for conservation to a certain extent (Lindsey, Roulet, & Romañach, 2007),
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there is also ample research pointing to the ethical, socio-cultural, and ecological
considerations that question the legitimacy of the role trophy hunting plays in
conservation (Batavia et al., 2019; Ripple, Newsome, & Kerley, 2016; Sheikh &
Bermejo, 2019).
Controversy surrounding trophy hunts and including desert elephants in hunting
quotas in the Southern Kunene Region is high. While research points to the
irreplaceability and uniqueness of these beings (Ishida et al., 2016), they are not provided
special protections due to their genetic links to savanna elephants. The MET responded to
public outcry in 2014 with a press release that said, “Strictly speaking, there is no such
thing called ‘Desert Elephants.’ All our elephants are African Elephants (Loxodonta
africana)…elephants are no longer rare in Namibia, but only potentially valuable” (MET,
2014, p. 2). This perspective is in contrast to others who believe the desert elephant
population in Damaraland should be protected.
Subtheme 5-A: Ambiguous problem elephant declarations in response to conflict
threaten the existence of desert-adapted elephants. Community members sometimes
complain to the government about “problem” elephants, pressuring them to act. If the
MET receives enough complaints, it is likely that they will declare the elephant(s) a
“problem animal” and permit a trophy hunt. Trophy hunts due to “problem animal”
declarations are separate from the quotas granted to conservancies based on annual game
counts and other conditions (e.g., environmental factors). Several participants indicated
that these declarations are not always reserved for those truly deemed dangerous,
threatening conservation of the species.
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Elephants deemed “problem animals” are generally male bulls. Yet, there are only
three male bulls of breeding age (Voortrekker, Bennie, and Cheeky) left in the Ugab after
two mature bulls (Tsaurab and Tusky) were trophy hunted in 2017, along with a male
juvenile (Kambonde). There was controversy surrounding the hunt for Kambonde, that
ultimately led to the death of Tsaurab as well. While many agreed that Kambonde was a
danger due to the destructive behavior he developed (albeit, due to the irresponsibility of
humans), several people believe that there was no valid reason for Tsaurab to be killed –
other than political or financial gain. Several years ago, there was a hunt permit granted
to kill the iconic Voortrekker, causing an uproar that ultimately led to the cessation of the
hunt due to a group of dedicated advocates raising enough money to pay off the cost of
the kill.
“Problem” elephant declarations are supposed to be reserved as a last resort. They
are often exercised when alternatives to resolving a conflict have been exhausted and the
situation becomes dangerous. In these circumstances, the government issues a permit to a
hunter who pays a large fee to shoot an elephant. The money generated, and the meat of
the elephant, is often given to the affected community member(s) as a form of restitution
for damages (e.g., if an elephant destroys their homestead). While there are cases when
“problem” elephant declarations are supported by communities and conservationists, they
are not always used as a last resort, can be inhumane, used as political tool, and threaten
vulnerable species like the desert elephants of the Namib whose numbers are few.
Subtheme 5-B: Desert elephants should be granted exemption from conservancy
hunting quotas. Given the fragility of the desert-adapted elephant population in
Damaraland, many believe that they should be granted a special status that keeps them
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out of conservancy hunting quotas. Especially with only three male bulls of breeding age
left in the region, and high calf mortality rates, elephants in the region are considered
incredibly vulnerable. Further, several participants expressed concern over inaccurate
annual game counts that determine conservancy hunting quotas.
Theme 6: Tourism can be both a facilitator and barrier to conservation. The
breathtaking landscapes, spectacular wildlife, and general “wildness” of the Southern
Kunene Region attract thousands of visitors a year from around the world. Communal
conservancies that establish enterprises through community-based tourism and campsites
and joint ventures can contribute positively to the socio-economic status of their
members. For instance, conservancy members are empowered to take control of tourism
development and tourism creates jobs. Ideally, money generated from tourism activities
trickles down to the community, providing a sustainable livelihood. Not only that, but it
incentivizes local people to conserve wildlife and the environment. Although the desire to
conserve is largely economically motivated, many individuals develop a deep connection
with the land and wildlife. Therefore, tourism can facilitate conservation in many ways.
On the other hand, tourism can be a barrier to conservation when it is not
controlled or regulated well. Participants expressed concern over “uncontrolled” tourism.
Tourists who drive around Damaraland on their own to explore landscapes and observe
wildlife may create unintentional harm. Some negative impacts of tourism include
pollution, causing further land degradation by driving off-track, and disturbing or scaring
off wildlife (Ashley, 2000).
Subtheme 6-A: Tourism as a sustainable livelihood and support for conservation.
As was discussed earlier, subsistence farming is the major source of livelihood for most
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people in Damaraland. Livestock farming puts a lot of pressure on natural resources and
contributes to conflict with wildlife. Money generated from tourism activities within
conservancies are not necessarily trickling down to the farmers. Yet, there is great
potential to engage farmers in tourism as an alternative to livestock farming. If more
farmers were engaged in tourism ventures, and were reaping the benefits of such
activities, there would be more motivation to coexist with and conserve elephants. Not
only that but a reduction in livestock farming would positively impact the too heavily
grazed environment.
Subtheme 6-B: Uncontrolled tourism negatively impacts conservation of
elephants and the broader ecosystem. While tourism can have great socio-economic
benefits to conservancies and local peoples and contributes to the desire to protect
wildlife, its effects on the land and wildlife can be damaging if not controlled. Tourism in
general can lead to environmental impacts like land degradation, pollution, pressure on
valuable natural resources like water, and can disturb wildlife (INTOSAI Working Group
on Environmental Auditing (WGEA), 2013; Kurleto, 2014; Mbaiwa, 2003). Interviewee
N2 stated his frustration with uncontrolled tourism in Damaraland:
Tourists are a problem. Uncontrolled tourism is a huge problem here with people
collecting wood and making fires for themselves, driving off road and just
collecting bones and feathers and horns and things. And just by their presence
also are driving animals out of certain areas or from water points. Uncontrolled
tourism is terrible… Also, tourists driving too fast and hitting animals on the
roads happen a lot.
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Tourist activities were blamed by some for the behavior of Kambonde, the young
bull who became destructive towards homesteads in search of human food. While he was
characterized as a bit of a rambunctious and inquisitive young guy his whole life, he was
never aggressive or destructive until he started getting a taste for human food. Some
reported that the carelessness of tourists leaving food out in open dustbins was the reason
behind his behavior. As a result, human lives were put at risk as Kambonde demolished
houses with residents inside in search of food and his life was ultimately ended early by a
trophy hunter.
Theme 7: Elephants as allies, not just assets to be managed. There is a dominant
perspective held in Namibia that is both beneficial and detrimental to conservation. Since
the establishment of conservancies, desegregation of humans and wildlife was put at the
forefront, along with a commitment to balance the needs of rural communities with that
of wildlife. Conservancies are given the right to manage wildlife within their boundaries
however they see fit, as long as it is regulated and sustainable. This has provided an
incentive for members of conservancies to conserve the desert elephants, as they are
generating money through tourism activities. While this is positive for conservation, the
perspective of desert elephants as assets to be managed rather than beings in their own
right, with their own cultural heritage, can be problematic. It is the elephants that are
ultimately attracting thousands of people a year to the region, bringing benefits to the
local communities. In this way, they are allies.
The ecological role of elephants as it pertains to maintaining ecosystems and
biodiversity has been well documented in the literature (Bunney, Bond, & Henley, 2017;
Campos-Arceiz & Blake, 2011; Fritz, 2017; Western, 1989). The ecological role that the
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desert elephants play makes them allies in conservation and maintaining a balanced
ecosystem. They dig for water and create pathways to resources that other wildlife (and
humans) benefits from, as well as spread and fertilize seeds to help vegetation grow.
These behaviors are important to the survival of many other species in the region. In this
way, they are also allies.
This leads to research question two, which explores the shared histories of desert
elephants and humans in the Namib. The remarkable shared histories and connections
between humans and elephants who call the Southern Kunene Region home provides a
glimpse into the ways each have shaped each other’s lives and the connections they hold.
It also provides insight into possibilities for coexistence.
RQ2: What are the shared histories between humans and elephants that have
defined their mutual existence over time?
The shared histories between humans and elephants in the Kunene Region are
vast and complex. Given that many human residents of today do not possess the historical
knowledge of living with elephants due to forced relocations to homelands under colonial
rule, and because elephants fled the region for many years, there is a lot of lost
understanding of how humans and elephants have co-evolved and shared their lives.
Here, I provide prominent themes that emerged regarding the shared histories of humans
and elephants derived from interviews, documents, observations and field notes, and
visual data. A summary of the major themes, as well as a list of codes corresponding to
each theme, can be found in Table 5.
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Table 5
Major themes and codes, RQ2: Namibia
RQ2: What are the shared histories between humans and wild elephants that have
defined their mutual existence over time?
Theme 1: Indigenous beliefs, knowledge, and
practices are important to human-elephant
relationships
Theme 2: Stress, warfare, and survival during
colonial times
Theme 3: The ecological relationship between
humans, elephants, and the broader ecosystem is
strong
Theme 4: Social and emotional relationships
between humans and elephants of the Namib

Codes: Generational or indigenous
knowledge; past coexistence; shared
histories: cultural/religious; shared
histories: ecological
Codes: Shared histories: historical
connections; shared histories: social,
emotional, behavioral
Codes: Shared histories: ecological;
effects on broader ecosystem
Codes: Shared histories: social, emotional,
behavioral; identification and naming;
experiential understanding

Theme 1: Indigenous beliefs, knowledge, and practices are important to
human-elephant relationships. Namibia’s indigenous population makes up
approximately 8% of the country’s population and includes the San, Himba, Nama,
Zemba, and Twa, along with their sub-groups. While the Southern Kunene Region has
brought in a variety of tribal groups through relocation and resettlement over the years,
the most prominent indigenous groups are the Himba and Herero, who have close ties.
Himba and Herero peoples are traditionally pastoralists (the Himba being semi-nomadic),
and while origins are shared, they possess distinct cultural practices and traditions
(International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs, 2011). While the Himba are often
thought of as traditionalists and Herero as modernists, both take great pride in their role
as cattle herders. Cattle are considered sacred, are a huge part of their cultural heritage,
and a significant part of their identity as peoples (Rice & Gibson, 2001).
The Himba, as was touched upon earlier, have strong ties to the land and believe
that all species belong to it. Both N2 and N4 highlighted a belief that the Himba hold –
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that they cannot imagine breathing the air that elephants did not breathe first; that they
share the same oxygen. The Himba also followed elephants with their cattle to water
sources, allowing the elephants to drink first and then bringing their cattle to drink. This
implies the importance of elephants in their shared space and becoming; their coevolution, if you will.
Herero elders remember a time when they shared the land with their elephant
neighbors pre-independence. Knowledge passed down generationally was lost when
elephants fled during colonial times, not returning until many years later. Yet, there are
still those who hold knowledge about living peacefully with elephants. Some participants
spoke of elders talking calmly to elephants when they came to their homesteads. This
type of knowledge is being transferred in some ways. EHRA staff reported using this
approach after hearing stories from elders, with good success. Elders who lived with
elephants in their younger years were reported as generally more tolerant of elephants
today.
Also residing in the region, are the Damara. While their origins are a bit unclear,
the Damara are understood to be some of the most ancient inhabitants of Namibia
alongside the San and were traditional nomadic hunter-gatherers. Today, in the Southern
Kunene Region, many are subsistence agriculturists. For centuries, the Damara shared
their lives and land with elephants, respecting the fact that humans and nonhuman
animals alike are part of nature. When they did hunt, it was for subsistence and not out of
anger, conflict, or for sport. They were conservators of the land, only utilizing what they
needed and believing in the need to share resources.
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Other ethnic groups found in Damaraland, and elsewhere in Namibia, also possess
traditional knowledge and beliefs about living with elephants. Many groups hold their
own beliefs about elephants that are expressed in song, dance, and folklore. They often
relate their own character to that of wildlife in these various art forms, portraying
commonalities that they share with nonhuman animals or telling stories about their
relationships. These stories can include insights into cultural beliefs and practices about
living with elephants and among nature. The elephant is often used as a symbol of
wisdom and strength, providing a positive perspective of elephants that humans can relate
to, or aspire to be.
The Himba, Herero, and Damara ethnic groups, as well as many others in and
around Kunene, have shared their lives and land with elephants for centuries. Indigenous
beliefs about nature-culture continuums, knowledge about elephant behaviors and safety,
and practices that foster coexistence with elephants are often lost or not fully understood.
Verbal transmission of knowledge generationally is commonplace. With modernization,
indigenous knowledge is threatened without deliberate actions to preserve and honor it.
Documenting and safeguarding this transfer of knowledge could prove to be useful in
HEC mitigation and conservation efforts.
Theme 2: Stress, warfare, and survival during colonial times. While most would
think of refugees and disenfranchised groups as human groups, these descriptions also
apply to elephants during times of colonialism and war. Under German colonial rule,
ethnic groups such as the Herero and Nama were almost completely exterminated
through genocide in the early 1900s as they fought to reclaim their ancestral lands and
freedoms. Those who were not captured or killed, fled (Pennington & Harpending, 1991).
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Under the South African mandate, and the apartheid system of segregation, already
marginalized tribal groups were further disenfranchised by being placed in “bantustans”
(homelands) with even further restrictions on land use than were imposed during German
rule (Adams & Devitt, 1992).
The twenty-three-year Namibian War of Independence, 1966-1989, was led by
the South West Africa People’s Organisation (SWAPO) in Namibia, but also included
neighboring Angola and Zambia. Both humans and elephants were negatively affected
during this time. Several studies have reported that elephant populations in northwestern
Namibia pummeled due to poaching and other violent effects of war, (Owen-Smith,
2010; Viljoen, 1987) and unhealthy social structures developed as a result (Leggett,
Brown, & Ramey, 2011; Leggett, Fennessy, & Schneider, 2003; Lindeque & Lindeque,
1991). Elephants that lived in the Southern Kunene Region who were not killed fled and
were not to be seen again until many years later. All interviewees spoke of this time
period and made parallels between human and elephant survival. Interviewee N2
indicated:
During the war, the elephants that didn't get killed moved away from the area like
the humans trying to escape the deaths of the war.
Similarly, N3 detailed:
So, and then during the war, that's where the problem started. So many wildlife
leaving to Angola, just like humans. Like with elephants, people say they are
similar to humans. Like many people went to be refugees in Angola, wildlife also
in this area moved up north and elephants even crossed the borders… I checked
with many old people in the area, and they say soldiers would anger the whole
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day running without water and food. They would find a herd of elephants or lions
and they just shoot… And they just leave all the wildlife dead… And only after
independence, when the war ended, elephants started coming back in the area.
Theme 3: The ecological relationship between humans, elephants, and the
broader ecosystem is strong. The ecological role of elephants as it pertains to
maintaining ecosystems and biodiversity has been well documented in the literature
(Fritz, 2017; Western, 1989). EHRA’s PEACE Project training materials delve into the
ecological role that the desert-dwelling elephants of the Namib play including breaking
branches that smaller animals (such as livestock) can feed on; seed dispersal and
pathways to water sources; dung that provides food for rodents, monkeys, and birds,
homes for insects, and fertilizer for seeds (see Figure 8); and digging for water
underground that also benefits humans and other wildlife. Without these uniquely
adapted elephants in the region, the ecosystem could falter.

Figure 8. Elephant dung provides homes for insects, food for small animals, and fertilizes
seeds for vegetation to grow.
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Theme 4: Social and emotional relationships between humans and elephants of
the Namib. Human attitudes towards elephants are changing for the better among those
who are learning more about them. Education initiatives such as EHRA’s PEACE Project
are providing opportunities for community members to learn more about elephant
behaviors, social structures, emotions, and intelligence both in a “classroom” setting and
during observations in the field. Individuals who previously possessed strong hatred
towards elephants are now learning to coexist through these efforts, and even enjoying
their presence to some extent. Participant recognition of the similarities between human
and elephant social and emotional lives is contributing to feelings of connectedness and
empathy. For example, elephants show affection for one another much like humans do as
can be seen in Figure 9. Interviewee N4 explained how women play a strong role in
Namibian society and often when they observe the matriarchal societies of elephants in
the field, and how mothers interact with their children, it strikes a chord. Observing these
types of social-emotional relationships are easy to relate to one’s own.

Figure 9. Sylvia of the G6 herd and Ulysseb of Mama Afrika’s herd sharing a moment of
affection in the Ugab.
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In addition to recognizing social-emotional connectedness, community members
are learning to identify some of their elephant neighbors by their unique physical
characteristics, personalities, and names. While naming elephants can be viewed as
anthropomorphic and is frowned upon by the Namibian government, it provides a way
for humans to relate to and understand them in their shared environment. It creates a
sense of familiarity and elicits a feeling of compassion. Interviewee N4 explains why she
believes social-emotional parallels and familiarity has been helpful in evoking positive
feelings toward elephants:
It is the way that they're having the same emotions as us. You know, grief and
happiness. I think when people understand that, I think that makes a big
difference. It humanizes elephants a bit. And, I know the government doesn't like
it when the elephants are named because they're not supposed to become local
celebrities and then maybe one day get trophy hunted. But I actually do argue that
it's giving people a way to sort of relate to the elephants and make them a little bit
less scary. You know, they like to know then – “Oh, that's Voortrekker! Oh, that's
so nice.” I remember one guy, when Mama Afrika died - who was the matriarch
of that herd, and then this guy said, "We should be having a funeral for Mama
Afrika, shouldn't we? So sad she's died." And they'd heard a baby had died and
people were really nice. Actually, I think they were generally a bit sad about it.
Even as a participant observer, and not a resident of the region, I became
accustomed to the individual elephants and herds that call Damaraland home, hearing
their names often and seeing them over multiple encounters. Even as an outsider, I began
feeling a strong connection to these beings and could relate to their social-emotional
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interactions. After observing the H2 herd in the Huab one day, I reflected in a memo on
the playfulness of a baby calf chasing a bird, the innocence of him as he slept surrounded
by the protection of his herd, and the beautiful mother-child bond that reminded me of
my own relationship with my son. It elicited feelings of pure joy as I watched them, but
also a sense of sadness. Mother to mother, I empathized. I imagined how stressful it must
be to raise, protect, and provide for one’s child in such harsh environmental conditions. I
imagined how scary it must be to carry on every day not knowing what dangers lay
ahead.
Case: Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka is an island nation in Asia, located just southeast of India in the Indian
Ocean. Formerly known as Ceylon, now officially known as the Democratic Socialist
Republic of Sri Lanka, it has a rich cultural history and boasts diverse ecosystems from
coastal and marine to jungle and rainforest environments. Many beautiful animals call the
forests and jungles of Sri Lanka home including the Sri Lankan elephant, leopard, sloth
bear, toque macaque, jungle cat, fishing cat, and rusty-spotted cat, among many others. It
has been dubbed one of thirty-five “biodiversity hotspots’ in the world due to its high
level of concentrated endemism (indigenous species unique to the region), but critically
elevated habitat loss (Conservation International, 2017; Critical Ecosystem Partnership
Fund, 2017; Myers, 1988, 1990). Conservation efforts are urgently important in hotspots,
as species are largely irreplaceable (Conservation International, 2017).
The Sri Lankan elephant (Elephas maximus maximus), a subspecies of the Asian
elephant, calls the island nation home. While their population is difficult to estimate and
past methodology has been flawed (Santiapillai, 2013), the Sri Lankan elephant is listed
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as endangered on the IUCN Red List (IUCN, 2017). Recent estimates range from 2,5004,000 (World Wildlife Fund, 2013) to 5,879 (Santiapillai & Wijeyamohan, 2013) left in
the wild. They are mostly found in the “dry zone” of Sri Lanka, covering approximately
60% of the island (Fernando, De Silva, Jayasinghe, Janaka, & Pastorini, 2019; Fernando
et al., 2011). In pre-colonial times, however, their population was believed to be
somewhere in the 12,000 (McKay, 1973) to 20,000 (Jayewardene, 1994) range. Although
the Department of Wildlife Conservation (DWC) has made great strides to protect land
for these wild animals, “almost 70 percent of the elephant’s range lies outside the system
of protected areas” (Santiapillai & Wijeyamohan, 2016, p. 236). Not only that, but human
residents live in 69.4% of the elephant’s range, making human-elephant conflict
inevitable (Fernando et al., 2019). In a study by Fernando et al. (2019), nearly 79% of
humans who live among elephants indicated strong to moderate problems with them.
Annually, an average of seventy human lives and two-hundred elephant lives are lost due
to human-elephant conflict in Sri Lanka (Fernando et al., 2011).
Sri Lanka has a long, documented history of independent governance as well as
colonial rule. In its earliest recorded history, the cultural and religious beliefs of the
people of Sri Lanka favored the protection of fauna and flora, respecting all forms of life
– a premise embedded in Buddhism and Hinduism (Fernando et al., 2011; Ministry of
Mahaweli Development and Environment, 1999). Approximately 70% of the population
is Buddhist, 13% Hindu, 10% Muslim, and 7% Christian (Department of Census and
Statistics, 2012). The elephant, especially, is very important to Sri Lankan culture – “a
symbol of physical and mental strength, intelligence, responsibility, good luck, and
prosperity” (Fernando et al., 2011, p. 93) – even to this day. Mythology regarding
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elephants, embedded in ancient Buddhist and Hindu texts give life to beliefs and practices
that influence modern-day culture (Cannon & Davis, 1995). Ancient Sinhala manuscripts
define an elephant caste system, categorized by physical attributes linked to good (e.g.,
honor and fame) and bad (e.g., misfortune and death) outcomes for owners. To an extent,
this knowledge is still exalted today (Cannon & Davis, 1995; Fernando et al., 2011).
The practice of capturing and taming elephants has been an integral part of Sri
Lankan culture for thousands of years, pre-dating colonial times. Methods of capturing
and taming are incredibly cruel, breaking the elephant’s spirit and causing physical and
psychological harm – sometimes death (Cannon & Davis, 1995; Sarnacki, 2012; Tennent,
1867). Yet, it is a highly valued practice and is often debated as a method to be
considered for contemporary elephant management of problem or “rogue” elephants, as
well as elephant conservation, in the country (Athauda, 2006; Bandara & Gunaratne,
2006; Jayewardene, 1993; Scigliano, 2002). While capturing wild elephants has rapidly
declined for various social (e.g., less accepted globally), economic (e.g., machinery less
expensive for labor), and ecological (e.g., decline of wild elephants) reasons, captive
elephants are still frequently used in religious processions and tourism. Capturing or
killing an elephant in the wild is a crime, punishable by fine or imprisonment; however,
illegal capturing is still thought to exist (Fernando et al., 2011). Today, there are
approximately 112 captive elephants that live with private owners and in Buddhist
temples, and many more that live in the DWC’s Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage and
Elephant Transit Home, and the National Zoological Gardens (Fernando et al., 2011).
Mahouts, elephant keepers, are the holders of ancient knowledge regarding
elephant caste, control, and well-being. Traditionally, they were well-respected and their
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knowledge highly valued. A virtuous mahout is one who shares a deep connection with
and understanding of the elephant in his care, possesses great wisdom and exudes great
pride in caring for such a sacred being (Cannon & Davis, 1995). Today, the mahout
culture has changed significantly. You will still find mahouts alongside captive elephants
throughout Sri Lanka, as seen in Figure 10, but their role is on the decline with less
demand for work. While mahouts of the past passed down ancient knowledge and
practice generationally, this is not always the case today, calling the skills and ethics of
some modern-day mahouts into question (Cannon & Davis, 1995; Katupotha &
Kodituwakku, 2018).

Figure 10. Captive elephant Kumari, rescued from a life in logging, walking with her
mahout.
Under colonial rule by the Portuguese, Dutch, and then British, the socio-political
landscape changed and so did cultural perceptions. In the ancient time of the kings,
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elephants were protected, but that changed with each successive regime. Colonial powers
were initially attracted to Sri Lanka due to its spices and elephants (Santiapillai &
Wijeyamohan, 2016). Elephants were captured and exploited in a variety of ways during
each ruling period – in war, as commercial exports for profit, as laborers, and later in
hunting for sport (Cannon & Davis, 1995; Fernando, 2000; Katupotha & Kodituwakku,
2018; Santiapillai & Wijeyamohan, 2016).
It is often said that when left alone, elephants live peacefully in the environment
with all other species and are important in maintaining ecological balance (Cannon &
Davis, 1995). It is human disturbance that has created imbalance. At the turn of the 20th
century, large-scale deforestation occurred with the development of plantations,
prompting the beginning of the country’s environmental destruction and loss of
biodiversity (Santiapillai & Wijeyamohan, 2016; Vidyaratne, 2015). This trend continued
even when Sri Lanka gained independence again in 1948, as the human population
continued to soar and so did the need to produce more food (Ministry of Mahaweli
Development and Environment, 1999; Santiapillai & Wijeyamohan, 2016). In addition to
population growth and habitat loss, Sri Lanka entered a violent twenty-six-year civil war
(1983-2009) that only recently came to an end with the Sri Lankan military defeating the
insurgent Tamil Tigers. The negative social, economic, and ecological impacts of the
armed conflict were damaging (Alahakoon & Santiapillai, 1997; Dudley et al., 2002;
Gaynor et al., 2016). Further, it has been argued that a growing trend toward secularism
among civil society has contributed to the erosion of cultural/religious values that
historically held biodiversity conservation in high esteem (Ministry of Mahaweli
Development and Environment, 1999).
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Sri Lanka’s Department of Wildlife Conservation (DWC) was established in 1949
to enforce the Fauna and Flora Protection Ordinance (FFPO), preserve biodiversity, and
ensure the protection of wildlife – especially wild elephants (DWC, 2017). Today, the
DWC is responsible for establishing and managing Wildlife Protected Areas (WLPAs)
such as nature reserves, national parks, jungle corridors, intermediate zones, and
sanctuaries. Currently, these areas cover 13% of Sri Lanka’s land area (DWC, 2017). The
DWC’s efforts are complemented by other private and non-governmental organizations
in Sri Lanka dedicated to wildlife conservation, such as the Sri Lanka Wildlife
Conservation Society.
For decades, the government’s response to human-elephant conflict has been to
drive elephants to protected areas and out of human-occupied land. The DWC’s main
strategies are translocation, elephant drives, Elephants Holding Grounds (EHGs), and
constructing electric fences around protected spaces (Fernando, 2015; Fernando et al.,
2011). Some argue that these mitigation strategies are at a cost to elephant conservation
(Fernando et al., 2015; Fernando et al., 2019; Fernando & Pastorini, 2011). Critical
habitats for elephants in Sri Lanka include human-dominated landscapes, not just
undisturbed and protected land (Fernando et al., 2019). When driven into protected areas,
or translocated, there are not enough resources to sustain elephant populations, putting
them at risk of starvation and death. It also puts other species and ecosystems at risk since
elephants confined to small landscapes can decimate resources that all life forms rely on
(Fernando, 2015). Further, it is impractical as the Sri Lankan elephant is free-roaming
and can easily leave the bounds of a park, potentially bringing human-elephant conflict to
a new area (Fernando, Leimgruber, Prasad, & Pastorini, 2012; Fernando et al., 2005).
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Therefore, ecologists and conservationists are now arguing for a human-elephant
coexistence-oriented model to mitigate conflict and conserve elephants rather than a
segregation approach (Fernando et al., 2019). At the time of this writing, elements of this
coexistence model (e.g., imparting knowledge among communities, eliminating elephants
drives, etc.) were included in the National Policy for Elephant Conservation and
Management, but have yet to be fully implemented (DWC, 2019; Fernando et al., 2019).
Today, human-elephant conflict (HEC) in Sri Lanka is high. Land clearing for
agricultural purposes continues to threaten elephant habitats. In their search for food,
elephants crop raid farmers, who often retaliate violently (Fernando et al., 2011; United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP), 2012). Both elephant and human deaths and
property destruction have steadily increased each year (UNDP, 2012). The number one
cause of elephant mortality is gunshot wounds by farmers – natural causes are a very
small percentage (Fernando et al., 2011). HEC has critically hindered conservation efforts
despite growth in favorable attitudes toward environmental protection and conservation
of endangered elephants (UNDP, 2012). Fernando (2000), noted, “the origin of the
present high level of human-elephant conflict (HEC) in Sri Lanka can be attributed to the
attempt at pursuing these two fundamentally incompatible objectives [agricultural
development and conservation]” (p.39).
The Wasgamuwa region that lies within the North-Central and Central Provinces
of Sri Lanka is the geographical focus of this case study. The Accelerated Mahaweli
Development Programme, the largest irrigation and agricultural development project in
Sri Lanka, resettled families downstream in the Wasgamuwa area to start paddy and
“chena” (slash-and-burn) cultivation in the 1970s. Prior to this, the land was primarily
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thick jungle and forest with only three villages; it was prime habitat for elephants. Today,
there are thirty-nine villages. With the development project came the establishment of
Wasgamuwa National Park in 1984 in the Matale and Polonnaruwa Districts, in order to
protect displaced wildlife including the elephant (Ishwaran, 1993). Yet, despite electric
fences surrounding the park in areas where villages exist, elephants frequently visit paddy
fields surrounding the park in their search for food (Premarathne & Gunaratne, 2006).
The park offers limited resources for which the elephant population can thrive. The
project has been criticized for not considering the effects on the environment and wildlife
populations, including disturbance of ancient elephant corridors that have been used for
hundreds if not thousands of years (Cannon & Davis, 1995; Fernando et al., 2011;
Jayewardene, 1993).
Despite ongoing conflict between humans and elephants in Wasgamuwa, locallevel community efforts are showing promise for coexistence. Innovative strategies that
empower community residents to live peacefully on their shared land with elephants
exhibits the need for tailored responses to HEC. While this research focused on the
human-wild elephant relationship, it is difficult to ignore the significance of the humancaptive elephant relationship in exploring issues of conflict and coexistence in the
country. The Sri Lankan elephant is deeply embedded in the cultural-religious fabric of
society and is highly revered. Residents often associate positive feelings towards their
elephant neighbors, despite considering them a nuisance – much of this having to do with
their religious and cultural beliefs. Villagers worship Buddhist and Hindu deities that
represent the elephant such as Saman and Ganesh – symbolizing health and good fortune.
Temple elephants adorned in lavish costumes during the annual Kandy Esala Perahera
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festival are glorified; the noble “tusker” who fills the sacred role of casket bearer of the
relic of the tooth of the Buddha venerated (Sarnacki, 2012). Captive elephants who have
shared their lives with humans for centuries are considered companions. These culturalreligious-social aspects of the human-elephant relationship provide insight into the
possibilities of fostering peace with wild elephants. This is in addition to practical locallevel strategies that empower communities with knowledge and voice and consider the
elephant “voice” as well. There are fascinating shared histories between humans and
elephants in Sri Lanka broadly, and Wasgamuwa specifically, to be explored. Profound
shared histories between humans and elephants in the region (and country) have shaped
their mutual existence over time and space, providing a foundation to explore the
possibilities of future coexistence.
RQ1: What is the current landscape of the human-elephant-conservation nexus in
the Wasgamuwa Region of Sri Lanka?
The human-elephant-conservation nexus in the Wasgamuwa Region of Sri Lanka
is seemingly simple, but highly complex. There are multiple layers of human-elephant
relationships that span the social, cultural/religious, and ecological. The human-captive
elephant relationship in Sri Lankan society is often highly regarded, while the humanwild elephant relationship is often reduced to an impossibility. The juxtaposition of these
two relationships is important to explore in the context of human-elephant conflict in
shared landscapes.
Human development projects and encroachment have driven wild elephants from
their natural habitats and disrupted movement through their ancient corridors. Resources
within confined protected areas are not enough to sustain the elephant population. Often,
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they wander into villages seeking convenient and tasty meals despite their understanding
of the dangers that lurk. Villagers are fearful – for their lives and livelihood. The biggest
culprits of crop raiding are male bulls. Farmers’ response to elephants in their paddies
and home gardens is often not a welcoming one. Gun shots, poison, and hakka pattas are
often used, resulting in increasingly aggressive responses from their recipients. Problem
bulls may be killed, translocated, or placed into Elephant Holding Grounds (EHGs), all of
which put them at risk of death and further complicating the issue of conservation as the
gene pool decreases.
Nevertheless, villagers believe that both elephants and people have a right to live
on the land. Locally tailored strategies are being implemented and communities are
becoming empowered to take responsibility for their own welfare as well as that of their
elephant neighbors. Many villagers relate positively to the elephant in a number of ways
– spiritually, culturally, socially, and psychologically – all providing a premise for
coexistence. Further, older generations and indigenous peoples possess knowledge that
proves peaceful coexistence is possible. Tapping into these positive linkages and wisdom
can set a foundation for future coexistence strategies. Doing so is important, as the
relationship, between humans and elephants, is inextricably linked to the conservation of
the elephant that is so highly venerated in Sri Lankan culture. Here, I share prominent
emergent themes from an analysis of interviews, observations and fieldnotes, documents,
and visual data. A summary of the major themes and subthemes, as well as list of
associated codes, can be found in Table 6.
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Table 6
Major themes, subthemes, and codes, RQ1: Sri Lanka
RQ1: What is the current landscape of the human-elephant-conservation nexus in the
Wasgamuwa Region of Sri Lanka?
Theme 1: The Sri Lankan elephant is considered
both a national treasure and a nuisance
Theme 2: The greatest contributor to humanelephant conflict is agricultural development and
human encroachment, stemming from the
Mahaweli Development Project
Subtheme 2-A: Elephant corridors not considered
in development

Codes: Sri Lankan elephant as unique
being; shared histories: cultural/religious;
elephants in captivity; crop damage
Codes: Human encroachment and
development; agricultural farming; habitat
loss; local-level, practical solutions;
ancient elephant pathways; national parks;
not enough resources in protected spaces;
elephant adaptation for survival

Theme 3: Crop raiding, the most detrimental
effect on humans, is an outcome of elephant
habitat loss
Subtheme 3-A: Electric fences as both favorable
and unsustainable
Subtheme 3-B: Natural deterrents such as
biological fences are promising
Subtheme 3-C: Compensation for damages may
improve relations between farmers and elephants
Theme 4: Garbage dumping in and near elephant
habitats
Theme 5: We both have a right to live here

Codes: Crop damage; elephant adaptation
for survival; electric fences; fencing
people in; bio-fences; compensation for
damages; not enough resources in
protected spaces

Codes: Waste management and open
dumping; elephant adaptation for survival;
effects on broader ecosystem
Codes: Equal right to live; segregation

Theme 1: The Sri Lankan elephant is considered both a national treasure and a
nuisance. Since ancient times, the Sri Lankan elephant has been deeply ingrained in the
cultural, religious, and social lives of the people. These deep-rooted connections have
shaped modern society. Mostly used as beasts of burden (e.g., war and work) throughout
history, elephants have suffered tremendous physical and psychological pain and their
numbers in the wild have dwindled – first through sport hunting during colonial times
and then through habitat loss. Yet, they are often believed to be sacred beings, shaped by
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religious thought. While the constitution of Sri Lanka allows for freedom of religion, it
provides special privilege to that of Buddhism, the majority religion in the country
(Parliament Secretariat, 2015). The associations of elephants in Buddhism teachings and
practice are vast, with the Buddha himself becoming an elephant in incarnations (Cannon
& Davis, 1995; Wisumperuma, 2012). The elephant is often considered an earthly
manifestation of the Buddha, carrying out sacred roles and traditions in Sri Lankan
society. You can see representations of the elephant in art and architecture almost
anywhere; especially within the ornate temples prominent throughout the country (see
Figure 11). The people of Wasgamuwa hold many of these cultural and religious beliefs
in high esteem. Yet, the wild elephant is generally considered a nuisance.

Figure 11. A man paying homage inside the Pallemaluwa of the Sri Dalada Maligawa –
Temple of the Sacred Tooth Relic in Kandy. The shrine is decorated with large elephant
tusks.
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Buddhist and Hindu deities representative of the elephant have played a
significant role in the lives of the people of Wasgamuwa. The religious attachment to
elephants has been integral to their existence. Many references among those interviewed
were made to Saman and Ganesh – prayers and pujas offered to them seeking protection
and good fortune. Often, the protection sought after is from wild elephants destroying
their crops. When crop damage from elephants is minimal, it is often the belief that
protection was granted. Saman, especially, is believed to be the guardian of the region.
Interviewee S2, via the translator, explained:
So, we do a puja when we harvest paddy. So, the very first harvest - let's say that
you've got this much paddy like now - we give it to Saman god as a puja. We
make a special puja at the paddy fields. We prepare milk rice from that first
harvest. And we believe that since an elephant is a vehicle of Saman, and because
you're offering things to Saman god, that also elephants won't destroy our crops.
There is that belief and connection. I really believe that. You have this many
elephants in the area, but how many crop damage? So, because of the puja.
Ganesh, the elephant-headed god, is thought to remove obstacles and is the
embodiment of intelligence and wisdom. Statues of Ganesh surrounded by offerings can
be seen throughout the region (see Figure 12). While some villagers in the Wasgamuwa
area have reported moving away from worshipping Ganesh, there are many who still pray
for the deity’s help. Interviewee S6, via the translator, indicated:
I’m a believer and think the Lord Ganesh, you know, really helps us. So, because
in his area, on the other side of the river, so the local god is Lord Ganesh. So,
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even though we are Buddhist, we believe in Ganesh. So, Ganesh is an elephant.
So, we believe that Ganesh would help us.

Figure 12. Lord Ganesh statue where worshippers stop to pray and provide offerings.
Yet, despite these strong religious and cultural connections, wild elephants are
generally considered a nuisance among villagers who compete with them for space.
Particularly, elephants that go into the villagers’ paddy fields and home gardens are
viewed as pests. Even encounters in open spaces are considered a nuisance, generated by
fear. Several villagers reported that they know it is not right to kill or harm elephants, as
it goes against their religious beliefs, but at times they have to for protection.
Theme 2: The greatest contributor to human-elephant conflict is agricultural
development and human encroachment, stemming from the Mahaweli Development
Project. While it is well-known that development and human encroachment are the
biggest contributors to human-elephant conflict in Sri Lanka (Fernando et al., 2011
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Fernando & Pastorini, 2011), the Mahaweli Development Project that began in the 1970s
was reported as the biggest contributor to the conflict in Wasgamuwa. The project,
formally known as the Mahaweli Development Programme, was launched to create
irrigation systems and hydropower for cultivation in the dry zone of Sri Lanka and settle
200,000 families for agricultural production (Ishwaran, 1993; Jayewardene, 1993). In
order to do so, 900,000 acres of wild land had to be cleared and converted (Jayewardene,
1993). The biggest impact this had was on the wild elephants that called these jungles
home. As land clearing continued, and families settled in, elephants were pushed further
and further into fragmented land that could not sustain their resource requirements
(Jayewardene, 1993). As a response to this problem, the government established
Wasgamuwa National Park and attempted to push all elephants into this protected, but
confined space. However, there were not enough resources or space within the park to
sustain their requirements. As a result, they began returning to their once inhabited land
in search of food and water at the displeasure of the settlers. The newly settled families
chased the elephants away first by using loud noises like firecrackers and light or fire, but
progressively turned to more aggressive means such as homemade guns and trap guns
(Fernando et al., 2011; Jayewardene, 1993). The majority of participants spoke of guns
and other violent deterrence measures often in their stories. With little room to forage, the
elephants continue to return to their previous lands and come into conflict often with
villagers.
Several interviewees believe that the Mahaweli Development Project was the
beginning of human-elephant conflict in Wasgamuwa. Newly settled families had little
tolerance for elephants, as they had never experienced them before. It was noted by
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interviewee S10 that prior to the development project, there were only about three
villages with human inhabitants in Wasgamuwa and the rest was wildlife land. Elephants,
during that time, lived peacefully on the land. Now, there are thirty-nine villages and
elephants often come into conflict with farmers and villagers with little open space to
roam.
Subtheme 2-A: Elephant corridors not considered in development. Ancient
elephant corridors are pathways created by elephants to get from one habitat to another
and are essential to seasonal migrations. They are “key” to elephants’ survival in their
search for food and deeply embedded in their memories. Corridors can also be created by
humans, particularly when implementing development projects, so that wildlife have
passageways between protected areas. With the Mahaweli Development Project, elephant
corridors were not considered properly in the plan (Jayewardene, 1993). Interviewee S10
stated:
And there is no consideration of the elephant corridors, and there's no
consideration of how they're living, where they're living. The people do wildlife
land encroachment. So, then they increase the human and elephant conflict, as
well as human and wildlife conflict [generally]… Why they are coming back is
because they know this land belonged to them. They know their corridors. They
know the paths. That is why they are coming… They come, breaking any kind of
barriers.
In Wasgamuwa, there is a particular elephant corridor that leads from
Wasgamuwa National Park to the “tank” (irrigation tank) as it is referred to. It is a crucial
pathway to food and water for elephants but is also used by people residing within two
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villages established in the region. Elephants and humans travel through the corridor every
day, as I observed often while sitting in SLWCS’ tree huts situated along the corridor. It
is a conflict-prone situation, one which had escalated violently in recent years. People
have harassed and shot elephants in the corridor in attempts to chase them away, only to
be met with equally aggressive responses (e.g., charging people). SLWCS staff,
observing from their tree huts, were able to intervene when several men were shooting at
elephants in the corridor in 2013. As a result of that intervention, conversations with
villagers led to a negotiation – let the elephants pass peacefully and we will provide
transportation for safety.
The EleFriendly bus was born as a response to the corridor conflict in May 2016
(see Figure 13). SLWCS was able to raise funds through corporate partners to bring this
mitigation tool to life. The bus service primarily targets school children who are the most
vulnerable, as they must walk long distances through the corridor to get to and from
school. However, as I rode the bus one morning, I quickly learned that SLWCS will not
turn villagers (e.g., adults going to work) down if they can make the space. SLWCS staff
report that school attendance has significantly increased since the service started. SLWCS
also notes additional benefits: (a) farmers are able to spend more time and earn more
money tending their gardens, free from the daily burden of patrolling the elephant
corridor to keep children safe; (b) the children are learning to love rather than fear
elephants; and (c) wild elephants are free to roam their ancient corridor (SLWCS, 2018).
This locally-tailored initiative is making coexistence possible along the corridor.
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Figure 13. SLWCS' EleFriendly bus, transporting children safely to school through the
elephant corridor.
As development in the region continues there is concern regarding the effects it
will have on human-elephant relationships going forward. Even knowing where elephant
corridors exist, settlements are still being built close to them. This contributes further to
the conflict between humans and elephants as the “landscape ecology” is not being
considered. Without local-level efforts like the EleFriendly bus described above,
coexistence is at risk. Interviewee S10 provided a recent example in Wasgamuwa:
In here, especially in Wasgamuwa region, they built 25 homes in 2015, in the
elephant corridor. And we wrote to the government, and a few other civil
organizations wrote, that this idea is good, but the placement is not good. You are
going to set up this project in the wrong place. Please put it in a different place.
But they didn't listen.
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Theme 3: Crop raiding, the most detrimental effect on humans, is an outcome
of elephant habitat loss. Crop raiding is the number one complaint among farmers in
Wasgamuwa whose entire livelihood can be wiped out by an elephant(s) in one night,
after months of cultivation. Most often farmers are referring to their paddy fields (i.e.,
rice cultivations) in their complaints, but many also have home gardens (where they grow
things like bananas, mango, and other foods) that get crop raided as well. From
September through March of every year, farmers in Wasgamuwa spend every waking
hour tending to their paddy. This is their lifeline – food for their family and a source of
income to sustain through the rest of the year. Research has shown that elephants often
raid paddy fields at the final stage of cultivation, when rice is ready to be harvested, and
it typically happens at night (Santiapillai & Read, 2010). In the village of Pussellayaya,
where SLWCS is based, a survey revealed that 64% of households experienced crop
and/or property damage from elephants (UNDP, 2012). This can be absolutely
devastating to farmers and their families, legitimizing their anger and fear.
All of the villagers interviewed associated human-elephant conflict with crop
raiding. Figure 14 shows an elephant that emerged from a forest patch in the distance and
a farmer watching intently, ready to defend his paddy field. Crop raiding was also
associated with property damage, such as broken houses as a result of elephants trying to
get rice packs. Often, property damage was a result of not having enough food in the
paddy fields and/or home gardens to satisfy the elephant’s hunger. Elephants have a keen
sense of smell and will break walls to get to food stored inside homes if desperate
enough. Interviewee S2, through the translator, stated:
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They normally come into your home gardens. So, like normally they eat the
bananas. So, if we can't chase them away by that time, they will go to the fields
and eat paddy and other stuff. And of course, like at night, is when they try to
come. So, everything that we plant, elephants destroy here. They try to get our
rice packs by breaking the walls and other stuff… when elephants come, if there's
enough food in the home garden, then they don't normally break the houses. If
they can't find enough food, in the paddy fields or in your home gardens, that's
when elephants normally break through the houses in search of food.

Figure 14. A farmer watches intently, ready to defend his paddy, as an elephant emerges
from the forest.
Elephants have lost their land and resources and are learning to adapt to human
habitation for survival – including raiding paddy fields and home gardens in their quest
for food. Forest patches are small compared to expansive agricultural lands, with only a
small strip of grasslands or perhaps an electric fence typically separating the two. Going
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back to agricultural development plan snafus, paddy fields can be seen backing right up
to Wasgamuwa National Park – the elephants’ protected space – creating tempting and
easy access for elephants that are searching for food (see Figure 15). While there are
electric fences separating the park from the paddy, they are not real deterrents.

Figure 15. Paddy fields backing up to the border of Wasgamuwa National Park.
Subtheme 3-A: Electric fences as both favorable and unsustainable. Electric
fences have been set up throughout Sri Lanka to help mitigate human-elephant conflict,
and Wasgamuwa is no exception. These fences emit a low voltage electric shock if
elephants come into contact with them, with the purpose of confining elephants to
protected lands and deterring them from human habitation. As of 2011, the DWC created
over 1,200 kilometers of electric fencing as a mitigation tool (Fernando et al., 2011).
However, criticisms of electric fence implementation by the DWC include a lack of
landscape planning and poor maintenance, rendering them ineffective many times. For
example, interviewee S1 explained that 60% of DWC electric fences have elephant
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habitat on both sides; therefore, elephants are on both sides of the fences. He noted, “they
built electric fences without considering the main aspects of the landscape.” This includes
where existing fences lie as well as how elephants move through the landscape.
Government-erected electric fencing is put up with the intention of keep elephants
out of human-occupied land. However, it is the human that has encroached on the
elephant’s land. Given this, and knowledge of elephant migratory behaviors, SLWCS
came up with the idea of fencing the people in, not the elephants. This idea takes both the
protection of people and elephants into account. Over a three-year period, SLWCS
formed a community-based organization to test this concept – erecting the first fence
around the Pussellayaya Village and conducting ongoing scientific research on the
effectiveness of this initiative, as well as collecting data to document human-elephant
interaction and elephant movement over time. Ultimately, the concept was effective at
mitigating conflict in the short-term but would not be a long-term, stand-alone solution.
Despite flaws, villagers appreciate the electric fences and view them as a
favorable solution to human-elephant conflict. Most villagers interviewed reported that
the electric fences have made a positive difference in their lives. SLWCS staff and
volunteers monitor the electric fences around Wasgamuwa frequently, noting any signs of
elephant movement around the fences and fence damage in order to create an action plan
(see Figure 16). Prior to the electric fences, farmers were more fearful and helpless
against elephants entering their villages and paddy fields. Even though elephants do
break through the barriers from time to time, farmers are more at ease knowing there is
an obstruction and that they can go about their day-to-day activities a bit more freely. S4,
through the translator, explained how he used to see many more elephants in his village
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prior to the electric fence than after, and as a result his attitude toward them has changed
for the better.

Figure 16. SLWCS staff and volunteers monitoring an electric fence for damage and
signs of elephant movement around it.
Villagers often viewed the electric fence as both a conflict mitigation tool and
means for elephant conservation. They believe the two are considered inextricably linked
– without the electric fence, human-elephant conflict will continue, and conservation will
be unattainable. Villagers who were actively involved in maintaining their village’s
electric fences appeared to believe in the value of the fences. A lack of community
involvement in maintaining the fences was seen as a problem as indicated by S9 through
the translator:
People need to take responsibility of helping the people who are maintaining
electric fence right now. In the past, I remember when you see a fallen electric
post, people actually used to go and erect it and fix them. Now, they don't care…
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So, we need to understand that we live in an area where you have elephants. So,
then the people - like when you have paddy or cultivation - you have to get
together and protect the electric fence and maintain the electric fence; support the
electric fence. Then, we can reduce the conflict or damage.
Subtheme 3-B: Natural deterrents such as biological fences are promising. While
some researchers have indicated that biological fences (bio-fences), using natural and
sustainable environmental materials as barriers, have largely been unsuccessful in Sri
Lanka (Fernando, 2015) this does not appear to be the case for farmers in Wasgamuwa.
Both agave and cacti fences were grown at national parks and farms in Sri Lanka without
good success (Fernando et al., 2008). However, SLWCS began Project Orange Elephant
several years ago in Wasgamuwa and farmers are now reporting positive results.
Project Orange Elephant began in 2006 after SLWCS researchers conducted a
small study with captive elephants in Sri Lanka to identify fruits and vegetables that they
dislike. What they learned was that the elephants had an aversion to citrus fruits like
oranges and lime (SLWCS, 2018). From there, SLWCS conducted a pilot project in one
village, working with farmers to plant and nurture orange trees around their paddies and
home gardens, eventually expanding to fifteen villages around Wasgamuwa. The purpose
of this project is to benefit both the elephants and farmers. Using a natural buffer like
orange trees, elephants are deterred from entering farmers’ paddies and home gardens
and are not harmed as they move through the landscape. On the other hand, farmers have
been provided not only a buffer to protect their rice and other crops, but the economic
benefit of having another product to sell. This can offset the cost should their paddies be
destroyed or supplement their rice harvest income.
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SLWCS has found the orange trees to have some level of success so far. The
majority of farmers who have cultivated the orange trees over the course of several years
have reported favorable outcomes. According to interviewee S3, 95% of farmers that are
part of this project have had no elephant incidences since the orange trees grew.
Interviewee S10 reported similar outcomes, indicating that farmers who constantly
experienced elephant damage prior to the orange trees, experienced no damages three
years later after the trees grew. Elephants still roam near the farms, but tend to walk past
the ones with orange trees. The project has empowered farmers with resources and
knowledge important to building good relationships between humans and elephants
sharing space.
The biggest drawback to this bio-fence approach is that it takes three years for
orange trees to grow big enough to become a deterrent to elephants and for farmers to
begin garnering the economic benefits of the oranges. This requires lots of care and
patience during the process. Since the benefits are not immediate, farmers can become
impatient and frustrated, giving up on the process. While SLWCS staff and volunteers
help farmers plant and maintain the trees, it is ultimately the responsibility of the farmer
to ensure their orange trees are thriving.
SLWCS follows a process to ensure the project is as successful as possible. First,
they determine which farmers are most at risk of crop raiding. They use data collected
from their research on elephant movements and crop raiding to determine the highest risk
candidates. Some questions they ask themselves are: Is the farmer affected by elephants
coming to their farm? Do they have enough water and infrastructure to participate? Do
they have the ability and willingness to take care of the plants long-term? It is important
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that the right farmers are selected for this project, or it will likely fail. SLWCS helps to
plant and maintain the plants, as well as monitor the farms on a periodic basis – including
collecting data at baseline and when the trees reach fruition. However, it is ultimately the
responsibility of the farmers to nurture the plants and ensure success for their future.
Once farmers are selected for the project, SLWCS works with them to plan the landscape
design and begin planting. GPS points are used to identify elephant entry points to the
farm. Once the trees are planted, SLWCS goes out with volunteers about every three
months to check on the farms, help with weeding, and collect data such as number of
plants, growth, and GPS locations. Figure 17 shows SLWCS staff and volunteers at a
Project Orange Elephant farm where they are weeding and documenting the status of the
plants.

Figure 17. SLWCS staff and volunteers tending to young orange trees at a local farm.
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Subtheme 3-C: Compensation for damages may improve relations between
farmers and elephants. There has been research done on the importance of compensating
farmers for damages caused by elephants, particularly as it pertains to coexistence and
conservation (Bandara & Tisdell, 2002a; Bandara & Tisdell, 2002c; Bandara & Tisdell,
2003; Fernando et al., 2011). This issue frequently came up in interviews and documents.
The Sri Lankan government currently pays Rs 100,000 in the case of human death, but
there is no compensation for destruction of crops and property (Fernando et al., 2011).
When a farmer’s entire livelihood can be ravaged by an elephant in one evening, it fuels
anger and resentment. Often, retaliation is violent. In order to foster coexistence, farmers
need to feel that their futures will be secure if an elephant damages their crops or homes.
S1 explains how he thinks a proper compensation scheme would change farmers’
attitudes towards elephants:
So, if we can come up with an insurance scheme or some other scheme to
compensate for crop damage, there would be a kind of, you know, attitudinal
change. Like, I mean a positive change toward the elephant. So, now people don't
get any compensation for crop loss.
For their long-term survival, elephants have had to adapt to human habitation.
Farmers, too, need to adapt to living with elephants. They need to feel empowered and
supported in order to feel coexistence is possible, otherwise conservation will not be
possible.
Theme 4: Garbage dumping in and near elephant habitats. Elephants pushed
out of their habitats and in search for food are raiding municipal and open trash sites
around Sri Lanka, in addition to farms (see Figure 18). Not only does improper waste
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management have serious effects on human health, but also on wildlife and
environmental health (Newsome & Van Eeden, 2017). Elephants foraging for fruits,
vegetables, and other biodegradable waste often consume toxic waste, including
polythene. At least six elephant deaths have been attributed to the consumption of plastic
in Sri Lanka (Dutta, 2018). One of my informants showed videos of elephants harassing
waste workers in garbage trucks and not letting people pass through roads until they were
provided food, among other learned behaviors of survival.

Figure 18. A herd of elephants eating at a municipal trash site in Sri Lanka.
When I first heard of this issue, I hardly believed the extent of it until I saw it with
my own eyes. Touring four different trash sites in the Central and North Central
Provinces, both municipal and open, elephants were found rummaging through mounds
of biodegradable and non-biodegradable matter at every single one. What was even more
shocking was that it was not only elephants scouring these sites – I observed a variety of
animals including dogs, monkeys, cattle, and birds among others doing the same (see
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Figure 19). At some sites, electric fences were erected, but it did not stop elephants in
their pursuit. At others, the sites were completely open, utilized by local residents as
dumping grounds. A fire burning plastic at one sent flames and smoke into the air (see
Figure 20).

Figure 19. A large male bull, cattle, dogs, and other animals eating at a trash site.

Figure 20. A lone elephant rummaging through an open trash site on the side of the road,
plastic burning.
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As with farms, elephants are turning to trash sites for survival as humans encroach
further onto their land and decimate their habitats. More research needs to be done on
elephant behaviors, movement, and health as it relates to these human-created spaces, as
well as how their scavenging may contribute (or not) to local crop raiding and human
health. Some have suggested that if waste is managed properly, perhaps it could be used
as a way to avoid crop raiding and provide “supplemental feeding” to elephants
(Fernando et al., 2008). For instance, if organic waste can be separated from toxic waste
and placed into an area for elephants to forage, it may have benefits to both elephants and
people. Again, no formal research has been done on this. However, in the current climate
of open waste dumping and poor management, there are serious concerns for elephant
conservation.
Theme 5: We both have a right to live here. Despite conflict between humans
and elephants in Wasgamuwa, farmers generally believe that both humans and elephants
have a right to live on the land; therefore, they must coexist. When asked if they felt
humans and elephants both had a right to live in Wasgamuwa, every interviewee said yes.
In some cases, they said elephants have more of a right. Farmers in this region do not
hate elephants. They may not be happy with them due to crop raiding, but they do not
want to see them eradicated. They just want to find a way to keep elephants out of their
paddy fields and home gardens. This type of attitude is promising in terms of both the
possibilities for coexistence and conservation. Interviewee S4 through the translator
stated:
We need elephants, but not in the villages. If they can stay away from human
habitation or human landscape without coming into the home gardens - so paddy
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fields - then we can exist peacefully. The elephants, they have a right. Why we
live here? So, it's a right that we and elephants both have.
RQ2: What are the shared histories between humans and elephants that have
defined their mutual existence over time?
The shared histories between humans and elephants in Sri Lanka generally, and
the Wasgamuwa Region specifically, are vast and complex. Although this research
focused on the human-wild elephant relationship, there are strong social, cultural, and
religious connections to the captive elephant in Sri Lanka. So much so that it cannot be
ignored. Most captive elephants were captured from the wild, so captive and wild
elephants share that connection with one another – although it is rare for captive and wild
elephants to intermingle. There is a physical separation placed between the “groups” of
elephants that is somewhat symbolic of the human-elephant relationship. The captive
elephant is highly valued and kept close to the people of Sri Lanka; positive associations
abound. The wild elephant is kept at a distance, generally considered a nuisance, and
often associated negatively. The shared histories between humans and elephants in Sri
Lanka are fascinating yet somber. Understanding how these beings shaped each other’s
lives over time and space, and what it means for the potentiality of coexistence and
conservation, is worth exploring. Here, I provide prominent themes that emerged
regarding the shared histories of humans and elephants derived from interviews,
documents, observations and field notes, and visual data. A summary of the major
themes, as well as associated list of codes, can be found in Table 7.
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Table 7
Major themes and codes, RQ2: Sri Lanka
RQ2: What are the shared histories between humans and wild elephants that have
defined their mutual existence over time?
Theme 1: Religious and cultural shared histories
are the most profound

Codes: Shared histories: cultural/religious;
elephants in captivity

Theme 2: The social-historical significance of
elephants in captivity

Codes: Shared histories: social, emotional,
behavioral; Shared histories: historical
connections; elephants in captivity
Codes: Generational or indigenous
knowledge; past coexistence; shared
histories: cultural/religious; land
cultivation sharing

Theme 3: Generational and indigenous
knowledge of living with elephants and land
cultivation practices that foster coexistence

Theme 1: Religious and cultural shared histories are the most profound. The
majority of the people of Sri Lanka follow Buddhist teachings and traditions, which
includes the people of Wasgamuwa. Elephants are venerated in Buddhism; therefore,
they are revered in Sri Lanka. The elephant is seen as an earthly manifestation of the
qualities of the Buddha including wisdom, strength, patience, and protection. In Jataka
tales (stories of the births of Buddha), Buddha himself is incarnated as an elephant
several times (Cannon & Davis, 1995; Scigliano, 2002; Wisumperuma, 2012). Elephants
are often considered symbols of good luck and prosperity (Fernando et al., 2011). Some
of the villagers of Wasgamuwa once believed that if an elephant walks across your paddy
during early cultivation, it will bring good fortune to your family. Figure 21 shows
elephant footprints across a paddy field in early cultivation. Interviewee S1 spoke of this
cultural/religious belief:
In the past, people believed for example, when they prepare their lands for paddy
cultivation, if an elephant walks through the paddy, it's a good thing. So, you'll get
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a huge house. That kind of belief people had. People actually waited for
elephants.

Figure 21. Elephant footprints through a paddy field were once thought to bring good
luck.
In present day Sri Lanka, elephants are prominent in Buddhist temples and
religious processions called peraheras. The most famous procession of all is the Kandy
Esala Perahera, an extravagant celebration held annually to pay homage to the Sacred
Tooth Relic of Lord Buddha, which is housed at the Sri Dalada Maligawa temple in
Kandy (see Figure 22). The temple is adorned with décor representative of the elephant
including large tusks, statues, paintings, and gold trimmings as can be seen in Figure 23.
The tooth relic is believed to have been retrieved from Buddha’s remains in India and
brought to Sri Lanka some time later, venerated by a succession of kings and eventually
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housed at the Dalada Maligawa (Sarnacki, 2012). It is said that whoever possesses the
Sacred Tooth Relic of Buddha is the rightful ruler of the land; therefore, much political
conflict has surrounded its proprietorship.

Figure 22. The Sri Dalada Maligawa, Temple of the Sacred Tooth, Kandy.

Figure 23. Inside the New Shrine Room of the Dalada Maligawa, elephant décor is
ubiquitous.
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The Kandy Esala Perahera is a very special event for many Sri Lankans. For
Wasgamuwa villagers, most have never seen the procession in person. Yet, they honor
not only the Sacred Tooth Relic, but the holy bearers of this cherished piece of Lord
Buddha – the elephants. Although interviewee S3 expressed deep displeasure over the
plight of elephants (e.g., captive, chained, abused, forced into obedience) that are part of
the Kandy Esala Perahera, she does associate very positive feelings with the “sacred
casket bearer” of the Tooth Relic. Referencing noble physical attributes that are part of
the ancient elephant caste system, there is ancient knowledge infused in modern society.
She speaks of Raja, a highly venerated casket bearer who confidently carried the Tooth
Relic until his passing in 1988. She strongly believes he understood his sacred role and
took great care in carrying out his duties:
But, about this Perahera festival the one thing I really liked was this one elephant
who was taking the Tooth Relic of Buddha in Kandy Perahera Festival. I have
heard stories of that particular elephant that, you know, all the elephants cannot
do that. It has to be a sacred one. There has to be several characteristics for the
particular elephant. His trunk should attach and touch the floor, his tail should
touch the floor, his penis should touch the floor. There are several characteristics.
So, and the other thing is, the elephant who was doing that [Raja], knew that his
job was sacred.
The people of Wasgamuwa worship various deities representative of the elephant,
especially Saman and Ganesh. Saman, particularly, is considered a guardian of the land
and all who inhabit it. In the depiction of Saman, he is accompanied by a white elephant.
He is thought to be a god that heals and brings rain for agriculture (Cannon & Davis,
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1995). It is not uncommon to find villagers preparing pujas (offerings) for Saman. Often,
they ask Saman to protect them from elephants in the wild. Ganesh is also revered and
offered pujas. The elephant-headed god is believed to be the Lord of intelligence.
There is a paradox within the religious shared histories between humans and
elephants. On one hand, elephants are venerated and thought to be earthly representations
of Lord Buddha. On the other, they are mistreated, controlled, and dishonored. Sri
Lankans, at least in Wasgamuwa, feel that elephants need to exist and generally associate
positive feelings with them being in the peraheras. Yet, they are also sorrowful over the
plight of these sacred beings. That is, captive sacred beings. This feeling of sorrow does
not always transfer to the plight of wild elephants. Interestingly, many pray to gods
representative of elephants such as Saman and Ganesh, asking for protection from their
elephant neighbors. Perhaps drawing on these shared religious and cultural histories
would be beneficial to fostering coexistence between humans and elephants and
ultimately conservation.
Theme 2: The social-historical significance of elephants in captivity. Many
interviewees associated positive feelings with elephants in captivity and believe that the
human-elephant relationship within this context is special – today and historically. Since
ancient times, elephants have been used in war, for work, and in sport in Sri Lanka. Like
humans, elephants are highly social beings with complex social structures. They form
social bonds and pass down knowledge. They have a strong sense of family, caring for
and nurturing the youngest members of the herd, and protecting and consoling one
another in times of hardship. Males are reared by the females in the family unit until they
reach their teenage years, and then guided by strong, mature bulls that teach them how to
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behave in elephant society (Bradshaw, 2009). Their social behaviors and intelligence so
similar to our own is fascinating to almost anyone who understands them. It provides a
sense of connection and relatedness; a reason to protect these majestic beings. At the
same time, these characteristics and qualities have also enticed humans to capture and
train elephants to integrate into human society in Sri Lanka for centuries. Elephants have
been embedded in Sri Lanka’s social society since the time of kings and queens.
Interviewee S10 recalled historical connections to elephants in captivity,
including a story of King Dutugemunu, a former Sinhalese ruler who used elephants in
war. Positive feelings towards the king for saving Sri Lanka were extended to the
elephants that helped him. He also expanded on this discussion, describing how elephants
were likely instrumental in constructing what is now considered ancient ruins in the
country. Interviewee S3 also spoke of early shared histories that included elephants in
war, as transporters, in agricultural work, and helping to construct castles.
Although captive elephants still exist in Sri Lankan society, most interviewees
related strong social bonds between humans and elephants to the past. This is consistent
with some of the literature that states bonds between owners and elephants and mahouts
and elephants are not as authentic as they once were, mostly due to a loss of tradition
(Katupotha & Kodituwakku, 2018). Interviewee S10 explained how the people who took
care of temple elephants (mahouts) and owners of elephants in captivity used to possess
strong social bonds with one another in earlier days. He emphasized that humans and
elephants in captivity once had a good relationship, but the bonding experience is no
longer the same as it once was.
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When interviewees were asked if there were any individual elephants or herds that
they were fond of, or any special memories of elephants growing up, many spoke of
captive elephants. While the question was intended to understand if there are any positive
associations with the wild elephants they share their land with, many referred to their
experiences seeing or interacting with captive elephants. For example, interviewee S1
recalled childhood memories of working elephants and temple elephants that he believes
formed his attachment to Sri Lankan elephants:
But, in my village those days we used to have sawmills. And each and every
sawmill those days, had at least one elephant - a working elephant. Alright, so I
remember when I was little, my neighbor's son used to be a mahout and he used to
bring an elephant to our village. So, it was kind of a big thing seeing the elephant
because we didn't have a perahera like in the Kandy Temple because we are from
a Catholic environment. So, didn't have temples with elephants, right? So, I kind
of got the attachment I think since I was little. And then, my dad is from rural
Kandy and he was Buddhist, and every time we used to go to his place through
Kandy, he used to take me to the Kandy Temple. There, I saw elephants and I
used to buy these kind of elephant statues.
The majority of interviewees spoke fondly of captive elephants in religious
processions like the Kandy Esala Perahera, as was mentioned previously. Many in
Wasgamuwa have never seen the processions in person, but they still feel a great
religious attachment to the elephants who participate in these activities. To them,
elephants are an important part of religion and culture in Sri Lanka. One interviewee even
said that Sri Lanka cannot exist without elephants.
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It is easy to see how one can grow fond of elephants in captivity, even when
understanding the way that they got there and what they have had to endure since is quite
tragic. I visited a project that “rescues” captive elephants from harsh conditions to give
them a better life; better but not ideal. There, I met a 47-year-old female elephant named
Kumari (see Figure 24). The physical signs of a hard life were written all over her body,
yet the gentleness of her touch and spirit that shone through her personality was really
magnificent. She was a former log worker. Visible scars around her legs and neck from
heavy chains, and a permanently injured rear leg, were representative of her life in
logging. Interestingly, as we walked together through the local village, we passed fruit
stands where villagers smiled and enthusiastically offered Kumari fruits freely from their
stands as she walked by. Kumari happily accepted every time. Villagers smiled and
waved, indicating that she was an accepted and treasured member of the community – not
a nuisance, like is often thought of wild elephants. For me, it was an amazing experience
to be so close to such a majestic being and have the opportunity to interact with her, but
at the same time I felt a level of sadness and regret that she lives this life without the
companionship of a herd in the wild, free from the constraints imposed on her by
humans.
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Figure 24. Kumari bathing in a local river with the assistance of her mahout.
Theme 3: Generational and indigenous knowledge of living with elephants and
land cultivation practices that foster coexistence. Generational and indigenous
knowledge of living with elephants in Sri Lanka generally, and Wasgamuwa specifically,
can provide insight into the possibilities of coexistence and conservation today.
Interviewees spoke of a desire to explore traditional agricultural practices and crop
protection that may be useful in mitigating conflict and supporting conservation. Older
generations of farmers in Wasgamuwa coexisted somewhat peacefully with elephants in
the past and the Vedda (indigenous group) have shared remote lands with elephants for
centuries. As more and more people settled into the region with no prior experience
living among wild elephants, and modern influences made their way into traditional
society, the human-elephant relationship became more hostile.
Older generations used more non-violent methods to ward off elephants. Current
responses to elephant encounters, whether on the farm or out in the open landscape, are
often aggressive. Farmers reported using various methods used to scare off (or kill)
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elephants including thunder flash (firecrackers), fireballs, shouting, throwing objects,
shooting them with guns, using trap guns, making hakka patas (mixture of explosive
materials placed in a fruit or vegetable that explodes in the elephant’s mouth), poisoning
them, among others. Indirect methods used in hunting other animals also affected
elephants such as with the use of snares. However, older generations of farmers used to
use light devices and talk to the elephants that came to their homes and paddies. They
were also more willing to share their land and cultivation with wildlife rather than keep
them completely segregated.
Some feel that generational knowledge and a sense of community has been lost in
Wasgamuwa. Due to this, it is making coexistence between humans and elephants
difficult. Community members used to get together to help one another when an elephant
was coming into their village and took responsibility over maintaining deterrents like
electric fences. That community spirit, to some, has diminished. As a result, both humans
and elephants are suffering more. Not only that, but a lack of respect for elephant
neighbors has contributed to a more aggressive relationship on both sides. Interviewee S9
provided his perspective on this matter through the translator:
We can have a peaceful time with the elephants if everyone gets together, when
we have elephants in the village, and try not to harass elephants. But be very, very
kind to them in a way that tries to push them away without harming them. That
way, they don't become very aggressive… The new generation of young guys,
they don't know how we actually used to live with elephants - how we [villagers]
got together and chased the elephants away peacefully. So, that knowledge did not
pass to the new generation. If we educate them, then we can easily stop elephants
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from getting hurt. It’s good to understand and also share the experiences we had
in those days with them… I want to see people get together like before. We need
to understand that we live in an area where you have elephants.
The practice of sharing cultivation with wildlife is a traditional practice that
several interviewees spoke of. The Vedda, an indigenous group in Sri Lanka, practiced
this method. The idea behind this practice is that both humans and elephants (and other
wildlife) would benefit from what the farmer was growing. The farmer would cultivate
on their land, but also throw seeds into the wild to cultivate for the wildlife. It was a
mitigation method used so that wildlife would not destroy the farmers’ crops. Interviewee
S10 recalled a conversation with a member of the Vedda community regarding this type
of shared cultivation:
…Do you have the Vedda and elephant conflict in the past? So, the Vedda said,
Yeah we had, but we controlled." So, how you control? So, then he said, "While we
are cultivating something, we cultivate the same thing for the elephants or other
wildlife." So, then the Vedda community, when they cultivate something - like let's
say rice - they cultivated for the elephants. They threw seeds to the wild to grow
automatically, in the rainy season… They have that taste in there. Why they need to
come here and eat then? Rice, or banana, or whatever.
Namibia and Sri Lanka
In the previous sections, the cases of Namibia (Damaraland) and Sri Lanka
(Wasgamuwa) were presented individually. For each case, major themes regarding the
human-elephant-conservation nexus in each region were examined, as well as shared
histories between humans and elephants that were of significant importance within their
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local contexts. While there were similarities across the cases, it was important to describe
them individually given the uniqueness of relationships within each region.
Here, I explore the final research question looking at common themes across
Namibia and Sri Lanka to answer the third research question. More-than-human
theoretical and methodological frameworks could potentially aid in enhancing humanelephant relationships and support conservation efforts. By understanding how humans
and elephants have lived and interacted over time and space, and how each are uniquely
affected by one another and their environment, we are given the opportunity to explore
new ways of transforming conflicts and supporting conservation. Further, “bringing in”
the nonhuman animal into the stories being told and doing our best to give them a “voice”
is important. The most prominent and recognized conflict resolution theories, models,
and practices, while incredibly valuable and pragmatic, are generally geared toward
human-human conflict and/or are human-centered in cases of conflict involving nature.
Yet, it is not only the human who has contributed to and been affected by relationships
with elephants. It is the elephants, and other beings in nature, too.
RQ3: What value is there in utilizing more-than-human theoretical and
methodological frameworks to enhance human-elephant relationships and support
conservation efforts?
Applying more-than-human theoretical and methodological frameworks can be
useful in understanding the complex interdependencies and continuities between humans
and elephants by decentering the human as the unit of analysis. It can break down
nature/culture, animal/human dichotomies that fail to consider how both humans and
nonhuman animals have shaped each other’s lives over time. Methodologically, it brings
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the nonhuman into consideration as a subject rather than just an object of inquiry
(DeMello, 2012; Hurn, 2012; Locke, 2017; Wilkie, 2015).
There are many ways that applying a more-than-human framework in theory and
practice can help foster interspecies relationships and ultimately contribute to
conservation. Considering the relationship, and broader environmental context, of
humans and elephants allows for a more holistic understanding of the conflict. Examining
shared histories over time, understanding the needs of both humans and elephants within
the current context, and applying solutions that are tailored to the needs of both are
important for fostering coexistence. Storytelling, transfer of knowledge, and experiential
opportunities helps move towards an understanding of entanglements, interdependencies,
and value in relation with nonhuman others. Here, I provide prominent themes that
emerged in relation to the ways a more-than-human understanding can help foster
coexistence and support conservation efforts. Findings were derived from interviews,
documents, observations and field notes, and visual data. A summary of the major themes
and codes can be found in Table 8.
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Table 8
Major themes and codes, RQ3: Namibia and Sri Lanka
RQ3: What value is there in utilizing more-than-human theoretical and methodological
frameworks to enhance human-elephant relationships and support conservation efforts?
Theme 1: Understanding shared histories,
particularly as it relates to indigenous/generational
knowledge of living together with elephants in place,
can be useful in fostering coexistence

Codes: Generational or indigenous
knowledge; past coexistence; shared
histories: cultural/religious

Theme 2: Drawing on the common characteristics
that humans and elephants share fosters compassion
and empathy

Codes: Shared histories: social,
emotional, behavioral; experiencing
connectedness

Theme 3: Understanding the elephant side is equally
as important as understanding the human side of the
relationship

Codes: Elephant as being; more-thanhuman understanding

Theme 1: Understanding shared histories, particularly as it relates to
indigenous/generational knowledge of living together with elephants in place, can be
useful in fostering coexistence. Understanding shared histories, especially indigenous or
generational knowledge of living in harmony with nature can be an important component
in fostering coexistence. Drawing on how humans and elephants have lived together in
the past can impact how they live together in the future. Understanding that we live
together with others in place – with all beings impacting and impacted by one another –
challenges anthropocentric worldviews that are so embedded in life today. Recognizing
that all species have intrinsic value separate from extrinsic value helps develop a sense of
compassion.
Understanding indigenous knowledge and cultural beliefs about nature can be
useful in learning how to live with elephants peacefully and why it is important to do.
Cultural heritage extends beyond the human, encompassing relationships with elephants
and all of nature. Many examples of this were provided in the individual case study
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findings. For example, in Namibia, indigenous beliefs and practices are thought to be
useful in working with communities. Teaching about cultural heritage and relationships
among humans and elephants provides people of today an understanding about what their
elders believed and how it might transfer into modern society. Interviewee N4 noted:
…on indigenous belief systems around elephants because we thought it might be
a good way to also train people, you know, if we can actually say this is what
your elders thought; this is actually what your culture believes about elephants.
And trying also to put that belief system back in place.
In Sri Lanka, understanding indigenous practices, especially around agricultural
cultivation and sharing space with elephants, can provide knowledge to both villagers in
terms of how to coexist and conservationists in terms of creative solutions that take the
needs of people and elephants into account. A concern, of course, is that the land was
once occupied by few people and many elephants and now it is the opposite. Where there
was more room to share, there now is less. Modern society has become one of individual
struggle, survival, and prosperity, but traditional ways of being in place can help ground
peoples’ understanding of co-becoming with our nonhuman neighbors. While some
traditional practices may be difficult to apply in modern-day society, they can certainly
be adapted.
Interviewee S3 explained one way they are beginning to think about traditional
adaptations in society today, as it relates to agriculture. An organization called Centre for
Conservation and Research (CCR) is beginning to construct temporary fences around
paddy fields that can be taken down after harvesting so that elephants can forage the land.
This provides elephants with freedom of movement and a source of food (both leftover
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harvest and grass) that are important to their survival and may reduce crop-raiding
behaviors at other farms and homes.
In Namibia and Sri Lanka, drawing upon the shared histories of humans and
elephants and indigenous and generational knowledge, are important efforts to foster
coexistence. Coexistence among humans and elephants is critical in conservation efforts.
The shared histories, of course, are different in each region. Cultural beliefs and practices
vary, as do environmental conditions. Therefore, it is important to adapt these
understandings and knowledge to local contexts in ways that are meaningful.
Theme 2: Drawing on the common characteristics that humans and elephants
share fosters compassion and empathy. Humans and elephants share many things aside
from their relationships in place. Understanding how we are more alike than different can
help foster coexistence and a desire to protect. Part of this process is being provided the
opportunity to experience elephants outside of the conflict situation. Community
engagement in learning and doing helps build this bridge.
In Namibia, interviewee N4 explained how once fearful community members
changed their attitudes completely about their elephant neighbors after having gone
through EHRA’s PEACE Project where they learned about elephants both in a
“classroom” setting and experientially in the field. The experience of observing elephants
in their natural environment and relating to their social and emotional characteristics has
helped foster more positive relationships.
In Sri Lanka, SLWCS takes great strides to engage community members – many
of whom have experienced human-elephant conflict and had poor attitudes toward
elephants – in their work. Many community members who had violent relationships with
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elephants in the past now live peacefully with them after joining the Society. Not only
that, but they have become ambassadors for elephants in their villages. Much of this is
owed to exposure. By going out to observe elephants regularly and collect data alongside
ecologists and conservationists, they have come to realize that elephants are a lot like
humans in terms of social-emotional interactions and intelligence. In fact, they belong in
place and are not as scary as once thought. Interviewee S4, through the translator,
explained how he has changed since joining SLWCS:
I’m working as an ambassador now. Especially, I educate people in the village.
So, for example, I tell people that like, ‘When we go to the National Park, we stay
very close to the elephant, and you don't know man, like, they don't harass us or
injure us. They're like us. So, you guys should not disturb the elephants.’
Theme 3: Understanding the elephant side is equally as important as
understanding the human side of the relationship. Understanding the elephants’ ways
of life can help humans adjust their lives to avoid conflict. For example, in Namibia,
elephants walk very long distances each day in search of food or water in dry desert
conditions. Elephants stop at known sources of water whether it be natural springs or
manmade water points along their journey. When elephants stop at homesteads, it is not
because they want to harm humans – it is simply because they want water. Even when
elephants break homes, it is not because they want to harm humans. Again, they are
looking for water. When humans understand this, they may not panic and shoot at
elephants just passing by to the nearby spring; they will pump water into the dams for
elephants so that they can drink and leave satisfied, not feeling the need to break the
infrastructure; and if they cannot pump water because they do not have money for diesel
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or their facilities are damaged, then they should know not to leave water in their houses
because elephants can smell it.
Understanding the broader context that surrounds human-elephant relationships,
the broader ecosystem, is important as well. Even though the human-elephant
relationship as a unit is important, the conditions that surround the unit are just as
significant. Interviewee N1 spoke of how humans, livestock, and elephants suffer during
times of drought. When there are great pressures on the environment and resources are
scarce, elephants may come to homesteads more in search of food or water. Knowing
this, humans can protect their resources, their homes, and their lives by adjusting their
behaviors.
In terms of holistic conservation efforts, understanding elephant behaviors is
important to helping both elephants and people coexist. EHRA and SLWCS utilize
research to track elephant movements, behaviors, and conditions – and this information
informs their work with communities. For instance, in Sri Lanka, the broad government
response to human-elephant conflict has been to confine elephants to protected lands
without enough suitable resources to sustain themselves, by erecting electric fences.
Another response has been to translocate “problem elephants” to locations far away from
their homeland, often translocating the “problem” along with the elephant for other
communities to deal with. That’s not to mention the incredible stress that the elephant is
put under being rooted from his home. SLWCS understands elephants, their intelligence,
their pathways, and behaviors. They also understood that people need to protect their
livelihoods. Taking into consideration elephant needs and behaviors, as well as that of
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humans, they have come up with unique strategies to tackle conflicts and foster
coexistence such as the “fencing people in” concept discussed earlier.
Three-year research on the “fencing people in” concept led to the conclusion that
it would not a permanent solution because fences were not being maintained properly by
villagers and elephants were still breaking through for food. They then adjusted their
response based on this new information related to both human and elephant behaviors.
SLWCS researched what crops were unattractive to elephants and began implementing a
pilot study based on the findings – Project Orange Elephant. Again, they used knowledge
of elephant behaviors, movements, and entry points into farms to design the landscape for
the project. They also considered the human side such as who was most at risk of crop
raiding; who had the wherewithal to maintain the plants and take responsibility over their
future, and so forth. To date, this project has been successful and is being implemented in
more and more villages.
Similarly, EHRA tracks elephant movements and migration patterns to better
predict which farms and homesteads need attention and protection. They also track each
individual elephant in the region to aid in conservation of the species, getting accurate
counts and understanding their behaviors and personalities. On the human side, they
consult with farmers about their needs and elephant-related damages and visit water
structures in the community to assess conditions. EHRA is then able to tailor their
response based on knowledge of both humans and elephants. They also educate
community members on elephant life, behaviors, ways to protect themselves and their
homesteads, and why it is important to coexist and conserve.
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Summary
This chapter presented findings on the human-elephant-conservation nexus and
shared histories between humans and elephants within two individual case studies – one
on Namibia (Damaraland) and one on Sri Lanka (Wasgamuwa). The third research
question regarding the use of more-than-human theoretical and methodological
frameworks in transforming human-elephant conflicts and supporting conservation
efforts was explored thematically in both Namibia and Sri Lanka cases. Data sources
included participant and naturalistic observations, interviews, visual data, and documents.
Data was coded and triangulated to pull out the major themes in response to each
research question.
In Namibia, several themes and subthemes were prominent regarding the current
landscape of the human-elephant-conservation nexus. The major themes were: (a) the
desert elephant as a being with a unique cultural heritage, (b) a lack of human knowledge
on how to live with elephants, (c) human population growth and livestock farming as the
source of resource pressure, (d) water as the most precious commodity and greatest
source of conflict, (e) the controversial use of hunting as a means for resolving conflict
and promoting conservation, (f) tourism as both a facilitator and barrier to conservation,
and (g) elephant as allies not assets to be managed. In terms of shared histories, dominant
themes included: (a) the importance of indigenous and generational knowledge in
fostering coexistence; (b) stress, warfare, and survival during colonial times; (c)
ecological relationships; and (d) social and emotional parallels.
In Sri Lanka, several themes and subthemes were prominent regarding the current
landscape of the human-elephant-conservation nexus. The major themes were: (a) the Sri
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Lankan elephant as both a national treasure and nuisance; (b) agricultural development
and human encroachment as the biggest contributor to human-elephant conflict,
stemming from the Mahaweli Development Project; (c) crop raiding, the biggest
detriment to humans, was created by habitat loss; (d) garbage dumping in and near
elephant habitats; and (e) both humans and elephants have a right to live on their shared
land. In terms of shared histories, the most significant themes included: (a) religious and
cultural, (b) social-historical significance of human relationships with captive elephants,
and (c) the importance of indigenous and generational knowledge in Wasgamuwa.
For the third research question that looked within Namibia and Sri Lanka cases as
a whole, the three major themes included: (a) understanding shared histories, particularly
as it relates to indigenous/generational knowledge of living together with elephants in
place, can be useful in fostering coexistence; (b) drawing on the common characteristics
that humans and elephants share fosters compassion and empathy; and (c) understanding
the elephant side is equally as important as understanding the human side of the
relationship. These cross-cutting themes provide some of the ways more-than-human
theoretical and methodological frameworks may be useful in fostering coexistence
between humans and elephants and supporting conservation efforts. However, these
findings are not intended to be all-encompassing – only exploratory.
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Chapter 5: Discussion, Analysis, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Introduction
In this chapter, I discuss the research findings presented previously utilizing a
more-than-human, Posthumanist framework. A cross-case analysis of the individual case
studies – Namibia (Damaraland) and Sri Lanka (Wasgamuwa) – is presented, including
the similarities and differences regarding the current landscape of the human-elephant
conservation nexus and shared histories of humans and elephants that have defined their
mutual existence over time. An analysis and discussion of findings as it pertains to morethan-human theoretical and methodological considerations in transforming humanelephant conflicts and supporting conservation efforts are also discussed. The findings are
discussed in terms of the literature presented in chapter two, as well their relevance
within a more-than-human paradigm embedded in Posthumanist thought. The limitations
and implications of the study, as well as its contribution to the field of conflict studies,
are examined. Finally, conclusions, regarding the findings and need for further research,
are presented.
A More-than-Human Theoretical Orientation
In chapter two, a more-than-human paradigm was presented and used to guide
this research study. This study explored the human-elephant-conservation nexus in
Namibia and Sri Lanka from a more-than-human perspective, grounded in Posthumanist
thought. Posthumanist scholars aim to suspend the dualities of nature versus culture,
nonhuman versus human that is often ever-present in the social sciences. Rather, they
seek to better understand indivisible “naturecultures” (DeMello, 2012; Hurn, 2012;
Locke, 2017; Wilkie, 2015). The aim of this research was not only to understand the
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nature of the human-elephant-conservation landscape in each region as it is today, but
also to dig deeper into the continuities and interdependencies of humans and elephants
that have defined their mutual existence over time. Further, it explored how using a morethan-human framework may support those working to transform human-elephant
conflicts and enhance conservation efforts.
Utilizing a “more-than-human” lens in both the collection and analysis of data
was a key component in telling the stories of each place. To the extent possible, I
included the elephant as a meaningful actor. In order to do so, traditional data collection
methods were adapted to bring thoughtful consideration to elephants in the research
design and advance the Posthumanist agenda. As suggested by Hamilton and Taylor
(2017), non-language-based data collection methods were consciously integrated into the
research design to explicitly “bring in” the elephant as part of the research and not write
them out of the analysis. While I did not seek to engage elephants as active research
participants who can provide verbal or written insight into their own experiences, I did
make a conscious effort to consider them as subjective and intersubjective beings who
share social, psychological, cultural, political, and ecological “becomings” with their
human counterparts in my data collection and analysis. I tuned into the sensory
experience when I had opportunities to observe elephants in the wild (and in captivity),
suspending reliance on language alone. What I was seeing, hearing, smelling, and feeling
provided a more intimate experience during observations than just jotting down ordinal
data. These observations were linked to visual data that complemented human language
in interpretation.
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Discussion of Findings and Cross-Case Analysis
Here, the major themes and subthemes within each case and across cases are
summarized and discussed. As noted above, data was collected from multiple sources
including participant and naturalistic observations, interviews, visual data, and
documents, and existing literature was used to support or expand upon findings for each
case to ensure the stories were cohesive. Traditional methods were enhanced to include
the elephant to the extent possible as a subject in the research, particularly in nonlanguage-based data collection methods focused on the sensory and visual. Even with
traditional methods aimed at human participants, questions were asked and reframed to
elicit information with regard to the elephant as a meaningful actor in conflictcoexistence relationships and conservation efforts.
RQ1: What is the current landscape of the human-elephant-conservation nexus in
Namibia (Damaraland) & Sri Lanka (Wasgamuwa)?
The current landscape of the human-elephant-conversation nexus in Namibia
(Damaraland) and Sri Lanka (Wasgamuwa) were explored individually. Given the
complexity of human-elephant conflict-coexistence relationships, tailored approaches to
conservation in response to the current climate, and the uniqueness of each case given
cultural, social, political, historical, and ecological factors, it was important to examine
each context separately. Nevertheless, the findings offered an opportunity to dig deeper
into the similarities and differences across cases and what they may mean for conflict
transformation and conservation support.
Major themes within each case provide a picture of the human-elephantconservation nexus in each region. In the case of Namibia (Damaraland), the major
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themes derived from the data were: (a) the desert elephant as a being with a unique
cultural heritage, (b) a lack of human knowledge on how to live with elephants, (c)
human population growth and livestock farming as the source of resource pressure, (d)
water as the most precious commodity and greatest source of conflict, (e) the
controversial use of hunting as a means for resolving conflict and promoting
conservation, (f) tourism as both a facilitator and barrier to conservation, and (g) elephant
as allies not just assets to be managed. In the case of Sri Lanka (Wasgamuwa), the major
themes derived from the data were: (a) the Sri Lankan elephant as both a national treasure
and nuisance; (b) agricultural development and human encroachment as the biggest
contributor to human-elephant conflict, stemming from the Mahaweli Development
Project; (c) crop raiding, the biggest detriment to humans, was created by habitat loss; (d)
garbage dumping in and near elephant habitats; and (e) both humans and elephants have a
right to live on their shared land.
Desert-dwelling elephants of the Namib and Sri Lankan elephants hold a special
place in their respective regions and are of high conservation priority. Interviewees
discussed the importance of elephants in place often. However, the reasons why these
majestic beings are considered important in each region differed. Elephants of the Namib
were described as unique beings in their own right, with a distinct cultural heritage unlike
other African savanna elephants. They have adapted physically to the harsh desert
conditions and possess knowledge and behaviors passed down generationally for longterm survival. With so few remaining in the region, especially male bulls of breeding age,
there is a great concern that if they are extirpated, it will be for good. Given their
extraordinary adaptation to their environment, many believe that other elephants without
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the same desert survival skills cannot be introduced to the region successfully. Sri Lankan
elephants, on the other hand, were considered special primarily due to their cultural and
religious importance in the country. While conservationists spoke of wild elephant life
histories tied to the land, villagers often associated them with their cultural/religious
significance. The people of Wasgamuwa hold many cultural and religious beliefs about
the elephant, revering them as symbols of strength, wisdom, and good fortune. Elephants
are seen as a necessary part of Sri Lankan culture, both in the wild and in captivity. There
is a long history of humans and elephants sharing their lives in war, work, and religious
activities. In a way, their importance is tied into one’s own rather than separately in their
own right. In Namibia, elephants were never captured and tamed or integrated into the
social and cultural lives of human society in the way they are in Sri Lanka. Rather,
elephants are viewed as denizens of the natural world shared with humans.
These differences have implications for conflict transformation and conservation
in each place. For example, in Namibia elephants have always been wild. Their
relationships with humans exist within the natural world and their uniquely adapted
behaviors make them worthy of conservation alone. However, in Sri Lanka, the most
revered relationships with elephants have existed in captivity and they are seen as worthy
of conservation because of humans’ deep cultural and religious attachments to them.
Drawing on these distinct differences in place are important factors when discussing the
importance of coexistence and trying to gain buy-in for conservation.
Elephants as subjects rather than just objects in this research are important to note,
especially as it relates to the findings above. As mentioned in chapters two and three, it
was a mission of mine to not write the elephant out of the stories. In both Namibia and
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Sri Lanka, elephant presence was strong. Observational data noted the presence of
elephants across the landscapes – footprints, dung, broken branches – and also spoke to
the naturality of the elephant in their home range where they have unrestricted access.
For example, one night as we slept in our sleeping bags high upon a tree platform at our
base camp in Damaraland, we were awoken by a herd making their way along the Ugab
riverbed, waking ever so silently, feasting from the trees above our heads, reaching high
up into the night sky with their trunks, and then retreating into the moonlight as they
continued on their journey of life and survival. It was not just an extraordinary
experience, but it was one that represented their being in place and in relation to others.
EHRA staff noted the next morning that the elephants knew we were there, but they also
knew we were not a threat. They made a choice to come that close. Every night, the
desert-dwelling giants roam the landscape a great distance in search of food and water.
They avoid places of conflict to the extent possible. We know this from the scientific
literature. What is not explored in existing literature, are these moments – the moments
that exist where human and elephant lives intersect naturally in the landscape not only in
times of conflict, but in everyday life. These are important stories to document and tell as
conflict mitigation and conservation plans are considered. They provide insight into
elephant lives that are contrary to the typical “nuisance narrative” that will be discussed
next.
Despite the Namib elephants and Sri Lankan elephants considered as important
beings within each place, they are also considered nuisances by rural farmers who
contend with them for resources and space. Given the environmental differences in each
place, farming practices are very different. In Damaraland, the majority of farmers rear
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livestock. Given the aridity of the environment, not many crops are grown, so they
mostly rely on their livestock for subsistence. In Wasgamuwa, however, the majority of
farmers cultivate crops. Some farmers also raise cattle, but given the fertile environment
and annual rainy season, they mostly subsist on rice grown in expansive paddy fields and
other crops grown in their home gardens. Given these differences in subsistence farming,
human-elephant conflict looks different in each region.
In Damaraland, the major source of conflict – and reason farmers consider
elephants a nuisance – is over water scarcity. Given the parched landscape, elephants
frequent farms in search of water. They drink from manmade water points at local farms,
consuming large amounts of water that can become a financial burden and often damage
pipes, water pumps, windmills, and tanks if water is not readily available. Farmers get
angry and frustrated with the elephants because they need water for their families and
livestock. In times of drought, water is even more critical. Wildlife and livestock alike
have perished because of a lack of water. To farmers, their livelihood is at stake. When
structures are damaged, it can take months or even years to repair. On the other hand,
increased human population growth and livestock farming have put severe pressure on
natural resources available to elephants in the landscape. They often go days without
drinking water and have come to rely on these manmade structures as part of their
survival in a similar way that humans have.
In Wasgamuwa, crop raiding is considered the major source of conflict and reason
why farmers consider elephants a nuisance. A farmer’s entire livelihood can be wiped out
by an elephant(s) in one night, after months of cultivation. Often, farmers sleep high up in
tree huts at the end of each day to keep a lookout for elephants, ready to defend their
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livelihood by any means possible. Similar to farmers in Damaraland, there is a fear of
losing one’s livelihood. The personal and economic costs of living with elephants are
considered high. In both places, there is a lack of compensation for elephant damages –
something that farmers desperately desire. Compensation schemes may make coexisting
with elephants more tolerable. On the other hand, elephants have lost their land and
resources and are learning to adapt to human habitation for survival. Forest patches and
confined protected spaces like Wasgamuwa National Park cannot support the resource
needs of elephants. They venture into their existing lands – now human-occupied lands –
in order to sustain their needs.
A commonality among the themes in Namibia and Sri Lanka is the need for
locally tailored conflict mitigation and conservation efforts that balance both the needs of
people and elephants. Mumby and Plotnik (2018) posited that, “The human dynamic is
only one piece, of course; there is a crucial need for a more comprehensive, ecological
and psychological understanding of the elephants’ behavior and its environmental
context” (p. 5). EHRA and SLWCS’ approach favors this. There is also an understanding
that both humans and elephants are both contributors to and recipients of the conflict in
their respective regions. While both countries have fairly strong national policies and
laws regarding conservation, there is not a one-size-fits-all approach when it comes to
mitigating human-elephant conflict even among regions within the same country. Every
conflict has unique actors (human and elephant), contexts, and environments that need to
be considered. EHRA and SLWCS, while both favoring community-based, locally
tailored, and practical efforts that consider both human and elephant needs, approach
conflict within their regions in different ways.
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Given that water is the main source of conflict in Damaraland, EHRA has focused
efforts on building protection walls around water structures in conjunction with the
government in order to protect human livelihood needs as well as elephant livelihood
needs. This is a major conflict mitigation tool. The walls are deep enough and wide
enough to prevent elephants from damaging structures, but still provides them with
access to water. Yet, more research needs to be done on the long-term effectiveness of
these structures in both meeting the needs of both parties and fostering coexistence. They
also monitor water structures, farms, and elephant movement to assess risk level and
make plans for action. EHRA also believes in getting to “know” the elephants in the
region. They have spent numerous years tracking, monitoring, and observing the
individuals and herds within the Ugab-Huab river systems. Each elephant has their own
identity and personality. They believe that obtaining and understanding this information
is critical in guiding response to conflict and supporting conservation. Further, they use
this information to educate and empower community members through their PEACE
Project. This education program provides opportunities for learning about their elephant
neighbors, why they are important in Damaraland, how to protect themselves and their
homesteads, and what they can do to help live peacefully in a more-than-human world.
Given that crop raiding is a major source of conflict in Wasgamuwa, SLWCS has
spent years researching, monitoring, tailoring, and reassessing their efforts to help protect
farmers’ livelihoods while taking the needs of elephants into consideration. For example,
elephants’ migratory and resource needs, behaviors, and so forth. Several methods are
being used to mitigate human-elephant conflict at the national level, mostly with little
success. Much of this is attributed to not taking elephant behavioral ecology into account.
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Electric fences, translocation, elephant drives, and elephant holding grounds (EHGs) are
often the go-to methods implemented at the national level. Yet, they have all been found
to be largely unsuccessful and quite traumatic for elephants due to a lack of consideration
regarding their behaviors, resource needs, social structures, and emotions. SLWCS
created a “fence people in” rather than wildlife in, concept. They began piloting this
concept in the early 2000s, with the idea of protecting people and their crops in a
confined space while allowing elephants to continue their movement through the
landscape needed for survival. While it was shown to prevent conflict in the short-term,
they have found it to be unsustainable in the long-term. So, they began researching other
approaches such as bio-fences.
Bio-fences, particularly those of citrus fruits such as oranges, have yielded
positive results in Wasgamuwa villages. These natural deterrents offer no physical or
psychological harm to elephants and provide economic benefits to farmers, in addition to
protection of their crops. Much thought goes into land planning and planting, including
understanding elephant behaviors surrounding migration patterns and entry points.
Although this initiative has been successful at individual farms in Wasgamuwa, Mumby
and Plotnik (2018) were weary of its broader success until more information is gathered
about individual elephant needs and behaviors. They suggested that mitigation strategies
like these often assume crop raiding is done because the elephant is looking for food
rather than other factors such as migration needs, demography, dispersal patterns and so
forth. They strongly advocated for getting to “know” the individual elephants and herds
within the area to best learn how to meet their needs in mitigation. Like humans,
individual elephants have different personalities and behaviors that need to be considered.
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While SLWCS does monitor the elephants in Wasgamuwa, there are over two hundred as
opposed to the sixty-one or so that EHRA monitors in the Ugab-Huab. Further, the
environment is more difficult to navigate as there is forest, jungle, and thick vegetation as
opposed to the dry, open landscape of the Namib. This makes the task of knowing the
elephants on an individual basis a bit trickier.
Another similarity across Damaraland and Wasgamuwa in terms of humanelephant conflict is human settlement onto wild lands. In both regions, non-native settlers
moved in with little to no prior knowledge or experience living with elephants. Human
encroachment onto wild lands put pressure on natural resources that elephants rely on for
survival, forcing them to turn to human habitation for water and food. While the
conditions surrounding settlements (and resettlements) were different in each region,
conflict exacerbation was the same as it relates to natural resource depletion and lack of
knowledge about elephants and safety. In Namibia, settlement and resettlement under the
South African regime – and then post-independence – brought people to Damaraland that
had not lived with elephants previously. Not only that, but during the war for
independence, elephants who were not killed fled the region not to be seen again until the
mid-1990s. When they returned, led by the iconic bull Voortrekker, human inhabitants
were fearful of their new neighbors. In Wasgamuwa, the Mahaweli Development
Programme of the 1970s was launched to create irrigation systems and hydropower for
cultivation in the dry zone of Sri Lanka and settle 200,000 families for agricultural
production. As families with no prior knowledge of elephants began to encroach on
elephant habitat in Wasgamuwa, they were also fearful of elephants due to a lack of
understanding. While the circumstances surrounding the settlements/resettlements
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differed, the implications are the same. It is important to consider the landscape when
creating human habitation in wild lands. Land use planning is essential, as well as
understanding elephant behavioral ecology when developing land for human settlement
and use. Mumby and Plotnik (2018) even go as far as to argue that that there is a strong
need to balance human needs with elephants needs by bringing the cognition, life
histories, and behavioral ecology of elephants into assessments of the HEC landscape and
conservation strategies. Elephants need to be considered thoughtfully in planning
otherwise conflict is inevitable, and conservation is challenging, as can be seen in both
regions.
There were some distinct differences in each region as it pertains to the humanelephant conservation nexus. In Namibia, for example, communal natural resource
management and tourism ventures are major in fostering human-elephant coexistence and
conservation efforts. Natural resource management was transferred from the government
to communities through the establishment of communal conservancies with the
enactment of the Nature Conservation Amendment Act 1996. Communal conservancies
that establish enterprises through community-based tourism and campsites and joint
ventures can contribute positively to the socio-economic status of their members and are
thought to make a positive impact on the conservation of elephants (and other wildlife).
Sri Lanka, however, does not possess a conservancy model. Rather, natural resource
management is carried out by the government. Further, while tourism is becoming more
popular in Sri Lanka, it is not as well-established as it is in Namibia. While Namibia’s
conservancy model has its flaws (e.g., some conservancies are more successful than
others; benefits do not always trickle down to rural farmers; elephants considered
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resources to be managed rather than beings in their own right), it also provides great
benefits such as empowering communities to coexist with wildlife on their shared land.
Similarly, tourism was found to be both a facilitator and barrier to conservation
depending on how well it was controlled.
This leads to the next difference between Namibia and Sri Lanka – legal hunting.
Hunting was not a major theme in Sri Lanka, although poaching is a problem in the rural
countryside (not necessarily of elephants). It is illegal to hunt elephants in Sri Lanka, as it
is against the Fauna and Flora Protection Ordinance. This is likely why it did not come up
as a major theme in the data. However, in Namibia, legal hunting is used as a conflict
mitigation and conservation tool. Whereas in Sri Lanka, “problem elephants” are
generally translocated, in Namibia they are often targeted for trophy hunting.
Translocation in Sri Lanka, while attempting to spare the lives of elephants, has not
necessarily been effective in human-elephant conflict mitigation, nor conservation
(Fernando et al., 2012). Trophy hunting in Namibia, while supported by some literature
as a meaningful conservation tool (Di Minin et al., 2016; Lindsey et al., 2007), is also
controversial in terms of ethical, socio-cultural, and ecological considerations that bring
into question the legitimacy of its use as a conservation mechanism (Batavia et al., 2019;
Ripple et al., 2016; Sheikh & Bermejo, 2019).
This latter literature complements the concerns of those trying hard to conserve
the uniquely adapted elephants of the Namib. The findings of this research, at least as it
pertains to the communal lands of Damaraland where the elephant population is small,
suggests that hunting (whether trophy or communal) is controversial and potentially
detrimental as both a means of conflict resolution and conservation. First, male bulls are
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generally targeted and there are only three left of breeding age in the Namib. Such a
method creates disruptions in the social structures and relationships among elephants,
also affecting the gene pool, and ultimately having implications for long-term survival of
the species (Fritz, 2017). Second, problem elephant declarations are thought to be
ambiguous and not always reserved for truly dangerous situations but are also used for
political and economic gain. Further, elephants feel emotions in a similar way that
humans do, which leads to the question of ethics.
Finally, another major distinction is that of garbage dumping and issues of
human-elephant conflict and conservation in Sri Lanka. This problem was not present in
Damaraland, although not unheard of in southern Africa (Wilson & Park, 2013). More
research needs to be done on the effects of garbage dumping, both in terms of conflict
and conservation. There have been no studies to date in Sri Lanka, specifically. One
existing study mentions the problem of garbage dumping on environmental, wildlife, and
community health (Newsome & van Eeden, 2017) from a global perspective, with
mention of Sri Lanka and its elephants. Yet, in Sri Lanka, elephants pushed out of their
habitats and in search of food are raiding municipal and open trash sites in addition to
farms. News outlets have reported incidences of elephant deaths from polythene (Dutta,
2018), which is definitely a conservation concern. I observed elephants at every one of
the four trash sites I visited in the field. In addition to a lack of literature on waste
dumping practices impacting elephant health, there is no literature on how it affects
human-elephant conflict with residents of nearby villages. Elephants are habituating to
human establishments as a source of survival and it is extending well beyond farmlands.
Elephants at trash sites appear to have become an epidemic with little to no solutions and
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needs to be researched further. Again, the elephant perspective needs to be considered in
research and practice, otherwise future attempt at mitigation will likely become moot.
RQ2: What are the shared histories between humans and elephants that have
defined their mutual existence over time?
Like research question one that explored the human-elephant-conservation nexus
of each case individually, the shared histories between humans and elephants in Namibia
(Damaraland) and Sri Lanka (Wasgamuwa) were also explored as unique cases. Given
the complexity of human-elephant relationships and the uniqueness of each case given
cultural, social, political, historical, and ecological factors, it was important to examine
each context separately. Nevertheless, the findings offered an opportunity to dig deeper
into the similarities and differences across cases and what they may mean for conflict
transformation and conservation support.
Major themes within each case provide a picture of the shared histories between
humans and elephants in each region, as well as other important connections that bind
them. In the case of Namibia (Damaraland), the major themes derived from the data
were: (a) the importance of indigenous and generational knowledge in fostering
coexistence; (b) stress, warfare, and survival during colonial times; (c) ecological
relationships; and (d) social and emotional parallels. In the case of Sri Lanka
(Wasgamuwa), the major themes derived from the data were: (a) religious and cultural,
(b) social-historical significance of human relationships with captive elephants, and (c)
the importance of indigenous and generational knowledge in Wasgamuwa.
The most prominent cross-case theme was that of indigenous and generational
knowledge. As mentioned in the discussion above, Namibia and Sri Lanka share a history
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of human settlement (and resettlement) onto wild lands. This resulted in a loss
generational and/or indigenous knowledge about living with wildlife, especially
elephants. Indigenous and generational knowledge provide insight into how humans and
elephants lived peacefully for centuries. Given the unique cultural and environmental
contexts, this knowledge differs in each region.
Indigenous knowledge as it relates to managing human-elephant conflict,
influenced by myths and folklore, has been studied to a certain degree (Moore, 2009).
While Moore (2009) found traditional knowledge among the Kwhe in Namibia to be
useful and adaptable even in the modern-day world, she did note that socio-political
influences such as elephant conservation policies in the country may make it harder to
apply some of this knowledge. With modernization, indigenous knowledge is threatened
without deliberate actions to preserve and honor it. It is important to do so, so that future
generations can learn from their elders. This type of knowledge, whether aligned with
scientific data or just traditional folklore, can be important in fostering positive humanelephant relationships and conserving elephants and the land by learning from the past.
While not in Damaraland, Namibia does have some initiatives to connect elders with
younger generations, such as the Kwhe Academy where tracking skills and ecosystem
knowledge are passed down through workshops (World Wildlife Fund, 2013). These
types of initiatives could be seen as useful in Damaraland and Wasgamuwa as well.
In Damaraland, elder Himba, Herero, and Damara peoples hold beliefs that honor
the nature-culture continuum, knowledge about elephant behaviors and safety, and
practices that foster coexistence with elephants. The Himba belief that they cannot
imagine breathing the air that elephants did not breathe first was mentioned multiple
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times by participants. This implies the importance of elephants in their shared space and
becoming; their co-evolution. They also followed elephants on their paths to water,
waiting patiently for them to dig wells and drink, and then bringing their cattle over to
drink too. To them, elephants are an important and necessary part of the landscape. The
Damara historically shared their lives and land with elephants, respecting the fact that
humans and nonhuman animals are part of nature. When they hunted, it was for
subsistence and not out of anger, conflict, or for sport. They were conservators of the
land, only utilizing what the needed and believing in the need to share resources. Elders
in Damaraland speak of their relationship with elephants pre-independence. Non-violent
mitigation methods such as talking to the elephants were commonplace. This method,
interestingly, was also common among elders in Sri Lanka.
In Wasgamuwa, many villagers spoke of ways that they used to coexist with
elephants in the past, using nonviolent mitigation methods such as light sources and fires,
and talking to elephants. Some feel that a sense of community has been lost in
Wasgamuwa. Others spoke of indigenous knowledge and practices, especially in terms of
agriculture, that would be useful if adapted today. One such method is sharing cultivation
with wildlife. Of course, there are implications in today’s world where land is less
abundant than it once was, but some are beginning to research how traditional
agricultural practices can be (and are being) adapted to the modern world in successful
ways (IUCN, 2016; Pastorini et al., 2013). Understanding how humans and elephants
coexisted in wild lands throughout history, and adapting traditional agricultural practices
to modern society, may help in both fostering coexistence between farmers and elephants
and ultimately in conservation efforts.
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While cultural shared histories of humans and elephants are embedded in the
discussion of indigenous and generational knowledge across places, the cultural-religious
importance of human-elephant relationships in Sri Lanka was perhaps the most important
to consider in the region. The religious importance of elephants in Damaraland did not
come up as a theme, although spirituality connected to nature and wildlife in terms of
cultural beliefs were mentioned from time to time. Negi (2005) noted,
Committed to the ideal of nonviolence, Buddhism also attaches great importance
to wildlife and the protection of biodiversity. Respect for life in the natural world
is essential, and by living simply one can be in harmony with other creatures and
learn to appreciate the interconnectedness of all that lives. (Negi, 2005, p. 91)
Such principles are perhaps why the religious significance of elephants is felt deeply in
Sri Lanka, as opposed to Namibia where Buddhism is not a major religion. The majority
of the people of Sri Lanka follow Buddhist teachings and traditions, which includes the
people of Wasgamuwa. Elephants are venerated in Buddhism; therefore, they are revered
in Sri Lanka. The interconnectedness of all beings and nonviolence are at the core
Buddhist teachings.
In Wasgamuwa, all interviewees spoke of a strong religious attachment to
elephants. Saman and Ganesh are deities that villagers pray to often; both are
representative of the elephant. Interestingly, pujas and prayers offered are often requests
for protection from wild elephants. Temple elephants, and those who participate in the
annual Kandy Esala Perahera, are revered and honored. Wild elephants, on the other
hand, are considered nuisances, often shot at, harassed, and in some cases killed. One
participant stated that 90% of the elephants in Wasgamuwa have gunshot wounds. The
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freedom of the wild elephant is feared in many ways. Capture and taming of the wild
elephant for religious (and other) purposes is an ancient tradition that is still respected,
and at times advocated for, by many in Sri Lanka today.
Yet, there is a paradox within human-elephant relationships from a religiouscultural perspective in Sri Lanka. On one hand, elephants are venerated and thought to be
earthly representations of Lord Buddha. On the other, they are mistreated and abused in
their training to participate in religious ceremonies and processions. In Wasgamuwa,
religious and cultural attachments to the elephant are strong. Wild elephants are seen as a
nuisance, but villagers also generally believe that they have a right to live on the land –
perceivably due to their religious beliefs and cultural practices. Many participants also
associated positive feelings with elephants in the peraheras, and in some cases stated that
elephants are needed specifically for this purpose. Yet, many expressed sorrow over the
plight of these sacred beings despite their desire to continue the tradition. That is, captive
sacred beings. This feeling of sorrow does not generally transfer to the plight of wild
elephants. Perhaps drawing on the shared religious and cultural histories of humans and
elephants could be used in conflict transformation and conservation efforts in Sri Lanka
to convince people that these earthly, god-like beings belong to the land and deserve to be
conserved according to religious teachings and belief systems. Perhaps partnerships
between conservation and religious institutions could also be explored, as has been
suggested by McLeod and Palmer (2015).
Tied into religious-cultural shared histories, the social-historical shared histories
of humans and elephants in captivity, was a major theme in Wasgamuwa. In Damaraland,
social-historical shared histories were non-existent because elephant keeping has not been
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a practice in Namibia. In Sri Lanka, wild elephants have been captured from the wild and
tamed for war, work, and religious activities since ancient times. Like humans, elephants
are highly social beings with complex social structures. They form social bonds and pass
down knowledge. They have a strong sense of family, caring for and nurturing the
youngest members of the herd, and protecting and consoling one another in times of
hardship. While these characteristics often provoke an immense desire to protect these
majestic beings, they have also enticed humans to capture and train elephants to be part
of human society in Sri Lanka for centuries. Elephants have been embedded in Sri
Lanka’s social society since the time of kings and queens.
There are major differences between human and wild/captive elephant
relationships, but also parallels to consider that could benefit conflict mitigation and
conservation efforts. I found myself, in my own observations and interactions with a
captive elephant named Kumari in Sri Lanka, both fascinated and excited to be in such
close proximity to this amazing being yet somber and regretful that this was what her life
had become and that she would never experience the freedom of the herds I have
observed in the wild. Her physical scars of working in the logging industry were everpresent. I stood there trying to imagine what her life, reduced to that of a beast of burden,
was like and how it affected her psychologically in addition to physically. I wondered if
she was separated from her mother in capture, what that must feel like for both of them,
and if she remembers her family. For many, like Kumari, the reality is that they can never
be released into the wild again. Some organizations need to care for these elephants and
provide them with good lives. I began wondering how the positive associations with
human-elephant relationships in captivity could translate to human-elephant relationships
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in the wild. Perhaps drawing on these shared social histories of how man and elephant
have worked together for centuries as allies and friends could be beneficial in efforts
aimed at fostering coexistence between humans and elephants in the wild. Perhaps
partnerships between organizations and private owners of captive elephants and
conservation organizations can be nurtured to support conservation efforts in the wild.
Stress from warfare and colonial rule was a reality for both humans and elephants
in Damaraland. While shared stress and warfare as a result of the recent 26-year civil war
was brought up in conversations with the people of Wasgamuwa, it was more associated
with the northern part of the country. Therefore, it was not a major theme in
Wasgamuwa. However, the Namibian War of Independence negatively affected humans
and elephants in Damaraland. Elephants that lived in the Southern Kunene Region that
were not killed fled and were not to be seen again until many years later. People, too,
were hurt, killed, or otherwise disenfranchised if they did not flee. Research has found
that elephants adjust their behaviors, movements, and “language” based on threat in
human-dominated areas, and seek refuge in safe places when violence is high such as
with poaching and war (Ihwagi et al., 2018; Soltis, King, Douglas-Hamilton, Vollrath, &
Savage, 2014; Wittemyer, Keating, Vollrath, & Douglas-Hamilton, 2016). Through
human-led activities such as war and poaching, elephants are often cut-off from the
resources and pathways they need to survive. Recently, there has been an upheaval of
elephants seeking refuge in Botswana using what is believed to be ancient elephant
corridors from neighboring Namibia, Zambia, Zimbabwe, and Angola where their lives
are at higher risk of poaching (Elephants Without Borders, 2016). Human and elephant
lives disrupted by colonial rule and war created a lot of stress for both parties.
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Understanding these shared histories provides insight into the many ways that human and
elephant lives have shaped and been shaped by one another. They offer a better
understanding of issues leading up to modern-day conflict and conservation. Further, they
offer talking points in conversations about coexistence and conservation that may be
relatable and elicit compassion.
The ecological shared histories of humans and elephants, was a major theme in
Damaraland, but not in Wasgamuwa. While the ecological role that elephants play in the
environment was mentioned in some discussions, the general feeling in Wasgamuwa was
that it was not at the top of the list. Particularly for conservationists working with local
community members, the ecological shared histories were viewed as less important in
gaining cooperation in conflict mitigation measures and conservation. On the other hand,
EHRA’s PEACE Project in Damaraland pays significant attention to the many ways
elephants are a “keystone” and “umbrella” species for conservation, teaching local
communities about their role in the environment as engineers and conservators.
Elephants play a huge ecological role in the environment by digging holes for
water and creating pathways to resources that other wildlife (and humans) benefit from,
spreading and fertilizing seeds to help vegetation grow, and maintaining balance within
the ecosystem that all living beings rely on to survive. Historically, they lived in peace
with indigenous groups in Damaraland that regarded the elephant as highly valuable in
their own right and a great resource for their own survival. Contrary to these findings,
researchers still grapple with whether or not too many elephants are bad for the
environment (Kuiper & Parker, 2014). Yet, others have found that when elephant
populations are found to impact ecosystems negatively, it is generally due to human
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activities and interventions that have created unnatural dynamics (Kuiper & Parker, 2014;
Mamboleo, Doscher, & Paterson, 2017). This is important to understand – that it is
generally not the elephants themselves causing negative impacts on the environment but
rather human disturbance. Unfortunately, when shared ecological histories are not well
understood, methods such as culling or trophy hunting become a favored response to
“conservation.”
Finally, a major theme in Damaraland was social-emotional parallels drawn
between humans and elephants and how this benefits coexistence and conservation
efforts. In Sri Lanka, this was not an explicit theme in terms of shared histories, but as
will be discussed in the next section, drawing on common characteristics between
humans and elephants can be useful coexistence and conservation efforts using a morethan-human framework. Human residents of Damaraland, particularly those who
participated in EHRA’s PEACE Project, often have a change of heart about their elephant
neighbors once they better understand them and get to know them. Experiential learning
is a major component, as EHRA takes community residents and school children out in the
field to track and observe elephants in their natural habitats – removed from any conflict
situation they may have experienced. Participants often draw parallels between
themselves and the elephants they are observing. For example, in Damaraland, women
maintain strong roles in society. Female schoolteachers brought out into the field loved
observing the matriarch-led herds and the social interactions among individual elephants,
especially between mother and child. They were able to relate the complexity of elephant
behaviors and emotions to their own, inspiring a sense of compassion and feelings that
these elephants are special.
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Mumby and Plotnik (2018) indicated that “the needs, societal context, culture and
behavior of individuals and groups of people are essential factors in the human-centered
models” (p. 1) of conservation, and that these factors should also be considered of
individual elephants and herds. Tracking, monitoring, and documenting the life histories
of elephants in the Namib have been part of EHRA’s mission. The transfer of knowledge
to community, government officials, conservancy game guards, and so forth has been an
essential part of their process. It both builds compassion and a sense of responsibility
over these beings whose lives depend on humans. It also allows for better understanding
and accuracy among those doing game counts of who the elephants are and how they
move through the landscape. There is no research that I have come across looking at the
effects of elephant naming and ability to identify them in the wild on community conflict
and coexistence, or the desire to conserve. It would be worth exploring.
RQ3: What value is there in utilizing more-than-human theoretical and
methodological frameworks to enhance human-elephant relationships and support
conservation efforts?
This research question sought to explore the broad value in utilizing more-thanhuman theoretical and methodological frameworks to enhance human-elephant
relationship and support conservation efforts across in Namibia and Sri Lanka. The major
themes derived from the data were: (a) understanding shared histories, particularly as it
relates to indigenous/generational knowledge of living together with elephants in place,
can be useful in fostering coexistence; (b) drawing on the common characteristics that
humans and elephants share fosters compassion and empathy; and (c) understanding the
elephant side is equally as important as understanding the human side of the relationship.
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While these themes represent similarities across cases, there are also differences that fall
under each theme that will be discussed.
As was evident in both the individual case studies of Namibia and Sri Lanka,
understanding and documenting shared histories between humans and elephants over
time can be useful in coexistence efforts. This is particularly true as it pertains to
indigenous and generational knowledge of living together with elephants in place. Larsen
and Johnson (2017) explained, “Coexistence begins in place – the places we come from
and call home, the places we care for and struggle over, the places that sustain us, the
places we share” (p. 1). Understanding shared histories and indigenous or generational
knowledge of living in harmony with nature can be an important component in fostering
coexistence. Drawing on the ways humans and elephants have lived together in the past
can impact how they live together in the future. Understanding that we live together with
others in place – with all beings impacting and impacted by one another – challenges
anthropocentric worldviews that are so embedded in life today. Recognizing that all
species have intrinsic value separate from extrinsic value helps develop a sense of
compassion.
While the examples of indigenous and generational knowledge in Namibia and
Sri Lanka differed as discussed in research two findings, all held onto the notion that such
knowledge holds a key to coexistence and conservation. This is not necessarily a new
concept, as literature linking indigenous knowledge with biodiversity and coexistence
with wildlife is vast (Moore, 2009; Painemilla, Rylands, Woofter, & Hughes, 2010). Yet,
it cannot be considered broadly. Every indigenous group maintains a unique set of
experiences, practices, and knowledge related to their cultural and environmental
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contexts. This knowledge can hold useful information that could benefit others who are
struggling to coexist peacefully with elephants in their respective regions. Empowerment
of indigenous communities, or communities that maintain traditional knowledge and
practices, is important. They often understand the continuum of nature-culture and hold
onto beliefs and practices that can support humans and elephants living together in place.
They have knowledge of “co-becoming” with elephants, and how the interdependencies
that bind all life forms in a system must be maintained. The documentation and transfer
of this knowledge could provide value in fostering coexistence and strategizing
conservation plans within each unique place.
Another major theme across cases was that of the common characteristics that
humans and elephants share in fostering compassion and empathy. Humans and elephants
share many things aside from their relationships in place. Both are intelligent and socially
complex beings, sharing similar emotions, behaviors, and social structures. Elephants,
like humans, live in complex societies and share strong social bonds with family and
friends. They possess deep knowledge of life and survival, passing their wisdom down
generationally. They feel the whole range of emotions from anger to joy to grief.
When in conflict, it is easy not to see the similarities we share. Without a common
language, it is easy to ignore. Yet, when we take the time to observe these similarities, it
can spark a sense of compassion and empathy. Through understanding how we are more
alike than different, it can help foster coexistence and a desire to protect. In both Namibia
and Sri Lanka, humans in conflict with elephants began to see both elephants as
individuals and elephants in relation differently when given opportunities to observe
them outside of the conflict situation. Engaging communities in local conservation work,
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educating them on elephant behaviors and safety both in and out of the field and taking
them out on drives to view these majestic beings in the landscape gives them a different
perspective. For example, several members of the SLWCS were formerly intolerant of
elephants but have come to understand elephants better through engagement. When they
go out on drives, elephants are observed foraging the land, interacting with their loved
ones, and generally paying no mind to them as observers. This coupled with the expertise
of ecologists, ethologists, and guides who understand elephant behaviors and
personalities – either as a whole or individually – provides opportunities for new ways of
thinking about relationships in the shared landscape.
In Damaraland, every elephant has a name. The life histories of many of these
elephants are well-known through monitoring over time. An example of this is the mighty
Voortrekker who led Mama Afrika’s herd back to the Ugab after years of absence from
the region. His story is one of bravery and perseverance. He is an icon and enjoyed by
many near and far. When community members are able to identify their elephant
neighbors by physical characteristics, personalities, and name, they are better able to
relate to them. Not only this, but they are better able to identify who is and is not a threat.
Finally, understanding the elephant side is equally as important as understanding
the human side of the relationship. While there is still a long way to go, scholars and
conservationists are starting to acknowledge the need to cross disciplinary boundaries
when it comes to assessing human-elephant conflict and implementing conservation plans
(Fritz, 2017; Mumby & Plotnik, 2018). It is the only way to get to the root of the problem
and come up with sustainable solutions. This notion aligns well with Posthumanist
thought and the need for multispecies research.
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Both EHRA and SLWCS believe in holistic conservation efforts that consider
both the human and elephant. While conservation is driven by the people, without an
understanding of elephants and their “culture” or way of life, it is difficult to develop
effective solutions. Both utilize research to track elephant movements, behaviors, and
conditions – and this information informs their work with communities. When villagers
become knowledgeable about elephants, their behaviors, what they are looking for when
they come to homesteads or farms, how they react to human behaviors, and so forth, they
are better equipped to protect themselves and their livelihoods. Conservationists, too, are
better able to implement strategies based on elephant and human needs, behaviors, and
relationships in place. It helps them explore and implement very practical solutions. That
is, at the local or community level. Human-elephant relationships may share similarities
across contexts in many ways, but each relationship is also a unique experience
influenced by shared histories, ecological factors, cultural beliefs and practices, and so
on. Decentering the human in assessing human-elephant conflict situations provides a
bigger picture perspective.
Theoretical and Methodological Considerations in Multispecies Research
More-than-human theoretical and methodological frameworks are evolving within
the humanities and social sciences, disciplines that have traditionally maintained
humanistic epistemologies and ontologies. Social science research has excluded the
subjective lives of animals even when their stories greatly impact understanding of the
problem at hand. In the case of human-elephant conflict-coexistence relationships and
shared histories, it would be an injustice to only consider the human side. It would also be
an injustice to consider either party as completely independent of the other. In this study,
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continuities and interdependencies were considered in the questions being asked and the
stories being told. However, it was not always an easy feat. While multispecies
methodologies were included in the design, focusing a lot of time and attention on
sensory and visual data, ultimately it was all human-generated.
Multispecies methodologies that “bring in” the nonhuman animal (in this case, the
elephant) are new and evolving. While researchers are experimenting with multispecies
methodologies that may be considered radical (e.g., the nonhuman as an active
participant in the research), most are simply extending and enhancing traditional
qualitative methods in order to accommodate our nonhuman animal counterparts
deliberately in research designs and analyses. In this study, I took the latter approach. As
elephants cannot participate in traditional research methods (e.g., interviews, focus
groups, surveys), the elephant as a subject of inquiry had to be brought into the research
in alternative ways (Hamilton & Taylor, 2017; Kirksey, 2014). Expanding on traditional
methods creatively – in terms of how we conduct fieldwork and how we analyze and
write the story (e.g., experiential learning, visual data gathering, decentering the human
narratively) is super important when engaging in multispecies research.
Working within traditional social science methodologies, I carried out naturalistic
observations that were both factual and reflective, linking them to visual data. I tapped
into my senses – what I was seeing, hearing, smelling, feeling – to allow for a more
intimate understanding of what I was experiencing in relation to the elephant. In
participant observations, I included thoughts and considerations about the elephant side
even if they were not present. In interviews, I solicited information that did not just focus
on human needs, concerns, desires, and perspectives – but I asked questions about how
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they were in relation to elephants, what individual elephants and herds they know, like or
dislike and why, how the elephants suffer, and so on. Finally, I made it a priority not to
eliminate the elephant as a meaningful actor in the stories being told. Still, as I look back
at all of the data collected, there is still so much left to say. There are more to the stories,
especially from the elephant side, that need to be told. When coding and categorizing, the
human voice came out stronger most of the time even when the elephant “voice” was
deliberately included throughout.
Finally, there is a great need for interdisciplinary scholarship in assessing
multispecies landscapes and exploring more-than-human worlds. De-compartmentalizing
disciplines and combining areas of expertise to understand interspecies relations over
time and space is an important part of multispecies research and other fields of inquiry
that are now considering the nonhuman as a relevant actor (Locke, 2013). Coming from a
social sciences background, a conflict resolution scholar, my expertise does not lie in the
natural sciences. In this study, I was lucky enough to have ecologists, conservationists,
biologists, expert guides, and so forth at my fingertips. Their expertise was indispensable
in helping me better understand elephant behaviors and movements, as well as the overall
landscapes that I was lucky enough to observe and be part of. Together, we bounced
interesting thoughts and ideas off of each other whether it was about research or practice
– engaging one another in new ways of thinking. These types of partnerships are what the
future of multispecies research needs. These are also the kinds of partnerships needed to
assess human-elephant conflict-coexistence landscapes and develop meaningful
conservation plans that take the social and natural into account.
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Limitations
The most notable limitation of this research study is the sample of interviews.
There was a disproportionate difference in sample size between Namibia (n=4) and Sri
Lanka (n=10). Further, there was a difference in the participants’ roles in their
communities across places. In Namibia, the interviews focused on those working in
human-elephant conflict mitigation and conservation. Although some interviewees were
also community members, they experienced human-elephant relationships differently
than other members of the community. In Sri Lanka, six interviews were conducted with
those working in human-elephant conflict mitigation and conservation and four were
villagers from the surrounding communities. Two of those working in the field are also
villagers in Wasgamuwa, while four others live and work in Wasgamuwa most of the
time but are not originally from there. Ideally, a larger sample size – especially in
Namibia – would have yielded findings that were more reliable and generalizable. A
more evenly distributed sample of conservation workers and villagers in each place
would have also offered opportunity to understand the landscapes from more diverse
perspectives. Despite this, the interviews were in-depth and provided a great deal of
information about the research topic. Interviews were also a small part of the larger
research design that included participant observations, naturalistic observations, visual
data, and documents. Given that this study was designed using a more-than-human
framework, the data and analysis did not solely rely on the human “voice.” Data
triangulation was used to derive major themes and ensure validity.
Another limitation is the length of time required for qualitative research studies of
this kind and time actually spent in the field. Given time constraints, I was able to spend
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four weeks in each place. While my time in each place was incredibly productive and I
was in the field almost every day collecting data, observing, and participating in humanelephant conflict mitigation and conservation work, it would have been more ideal to stay
longer in each place. Part of this is due to the length of time it takes to build relationships
and gain trust. Also, the human-elephant conflict and conservation landscape in each
region are incredibly complex. It would have been helpful to spend more time getting to
understand the complexity in situ.
In Sri Lanka, there was a language barrier. The primary language spoken is
Sinhala and I only speak English. While many people that I encountered and worked with
spoke English, and I had a translator, there may have been missed opportunities for
learning during fieldwork because of the language barrier.
Finally, although this may be considered both a limitation and advantage, day-today activities in the field varied and were quite unpredictable. Given the nature of the
work EHRA and SLWCS engage in, and the needs of the local communities, every day
was different in terms of interactions and actions. At times, planned activities were
changed based on new information, local needs, or unexpected obstacles. Similarly,
going out into the field to track and observe elephants did not necessarily equate to
sightings – the wild elephants in these communities are free roaming and uncollared, after
all. This required a level of flexibility and adaptability throughout the research process, as
there was not often a clear understanding of what would be encountered in the field or
what would bring organizational staff away from their time with me. Despite the
unknown, every day was a rich experience and contributed better to my understanding of
how complex it is learning and working within landscapes of human-elephant conflict.
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Recommendations
In general, the utilization of a more-than-human framework in the analysis of
human-nonhuman landscapes both in research and practice is sorely needed. In humanelephant conflict mitigation, methods often seek to separate human lives from elephant
lives through deterrence measures with a high cost to elephants. The design and
implementation of such measures often do not take elephant behaviors, motivations,
cognition, life histories, and other characteristics into account. Unfortunately, this leads
to ineffective and unsustainable outcomes, further frustrating and angering people
affected by conflict and causing disruptions to the social structures and ecological needs
of elephants.
This leads to my next recommendation – a need for interdisciplinary research and
partnerships in practice. As suggested by Locke (2013), de-compartmentalizing
disciplines and combining areas of expertise to understand interspecies relations over
time and space provides a rich opportunity to explore the complex interdependencies and
continuities among species that define their mutual existence. In the case of humanelephant conflict and issues of conservation, there is a great need for social scientists,
ethologists, and ecologists to join forces. In order to understand the human side, elephant
side, and the interconnectedness of multispecies and what it means for coexistence or
conservation requires different levels of expertise. For a comprehensive assessment of
interspecies conflict and plans for conservation, combining knowledge across fields of
study would provide the best outlook.
More experimentation with multispecies methodologies is needed in order to
develop a more well-defined approach. Currently, very little research exists specifically
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on how to do multispecies research. The most comprehensive book that I have come
across is Hamilton and Taylor’s (2017) Ethnography after Humanism: Power, Politics,
and Method in Multi-Species Research. Even this only provides an eclectic array of ideas
and strategies for “bringing in” the nonhuman animal but does not provide a
straightforward approach. It does not seem that one exists just yet.
While in Sri Lanka, an unexpected layer of human-elephant conflict became a
major theme: that of garbage dumping. To date, there has been no formal research done
on the effects of municipal and open garbage dumping specifically on elephant health and
behaviors, as well as how their scavenging might contribute (or not) to local crop raiding
and human health. Research should also explore viable options taking the needs of
humans and elephants into account, such as separating biodegradables from polyethene
and other toxic waste within these trash sites knowing that elephants forage there.
Further, as elephants continue to adapt to human habitations and created spaces due to
their own habitat loss, more research needs to be done on the implications of this from
both sides.
In Namibia, the construction of boreholes and water structures are a key
mitigation tool. Ideas of making these structures stronger and more cost-effective are
currently being explored. There needs to be more research and monitoring done on the
effectiveness of these water points on mitigating human-elephant conflict and satisfying
the needs of farmers and elephants, as well as effects on the landscape.
In Damaraland, the elephant population is quite small and the individual elephants
and herds are fairly well-known, at least to those monitoring and tracking them.
However, many in the community, across the conservancies, and at the lodges are
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beginning to learn the elephants’ names and how to identify them. To some, they feel that
associating elephants with their names and getting to know their personalities helps ignite
compassion and empathy. It also helps to understand the elephants in the region better
such as their behaviors and patterns. Yet, there is some discontent with this practice,
particularly from the government. There is no research that I have come across that looks
at how naming elephants, and subsequently getting “know” them by name and
identification, impacts human-elephant relationships and the desire to conserve. This
would be an interesting topic to explore.
Contribution to the Field of Conflict Studies
While there is an abundance of research done on human-wildlife conflict broadly,
and human-wild elephant conflict specifically, very little has paid attention to the value of
applying more-than-human theoretical and methodological frameworks. The most
prominent and recognized conflict theories, models, and practices, while incredibly
valuable and pragmatic, are generally geared toward human-human conflict and/or are
human-centered in cases of conflict involving nature. Yet, there is so much potential for
“bringing in” the nonhuman in productive and relevant ways.
This research contributes to the field of conflict studies by providing an
alternative and more inclusive way of assessing human-nonhuman conflicts, the potential
for coexistence, and needs for conservation. It looks at the interdependencies and
continuities of two distinct yet connected beings by exploring their shared histories.
Further, while there are many individual case studies on human-elephant conflict and
conservation impacts and outcomes, there are very few multi-case studies and even less
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that explore cases across cultural contexts. Finally, it dabbles in multispecies
methodologies that could be found useful in assessing multispecies landscapes.
Conclusion
“We do not inherit the Earth from our ancestors, we borrow it from our children.” –
David Brower (Brower, n.d.)
Earth’s biodiversity, which we all depend on for survival, is at great risk. More
than 24,000 plant and animal species are classified as vulnerable to extinction in the wild,
half of which are animal species (IUCN, 2017). Scientists have estimated that the rate of
extinction is one thousand to ten thousand times more than what it should naturally be at
this point in time. Human activities are the cause.
Human population growth and encroachment onto wild lands has pushed
magnificent wildlife from their homes and threatened their existence. Naturally, human
and nonhuman animals are coming into conflict more than ever before over things like
space, food, and water. Often, humans are quick to shout, “What about my needs?!” But,
I ask, what about theirs? We are the creators and manipulators of our own destiny and if
we choose to continue down a path of destruction without consideration of our
entanglements in the natural world, the outcome will be our ultimate demise.
So, what about the elephant? Elephants are often considered “keystone species,”
for the critical role they play in ecosystems. They clear land and disperse seeds, allowing
trees to grow and other wildlife to eat. If they were to become extinct, it is likely other
species would too as ecosystems would falter. Not only do they play an important
ecological role, but they are known to be cognitively and socially complex species much
like ourselves. In fact, in many places around the world – Africa and Asia – elephant and
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human lives are deeply intertwined. They share profound histories that have shaped their
mutual existence over time and continue to do so. People from all around the world travel
great distances to see these majestic beings in the wild – a wild that is quickly
deteriorating. I have been lucky enough to observe these extraordinary beings in the wild,
but I have done so with an understanding that one day my son may not.
We need to consider what it means to live in a more-than-human world. We need
to begin mending the culture versus nature, human versus nonhuman divide by
understanding the continuities and interdependencies between species in conflict and
bringing the nonhuman into consideration as a subject rather than object of inquiry. We
need to cross disciplinary boundaries to assess and identify solutions that balance human
needs with elephant needs by bringing the cognition, life histories, and behavioral
ecology of elephants into consideration. Finally, we all need to take time to understand
how we are all affected by a loss of biodiversity and how we can all do our part to stop
the madness before there is nothing left in the future our children.
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Appendix A: Research Area Map

Figure A-1. Research area map of Namibia. Note. The blue circle depicts the bounds of
research within Damaraland in Namibia that was explored.

Figure A-2. Research area map of Sri Lanka. Note. The blue circle depicts the bounds of
research within the Wasgamuwa region. The red circle depicts a larger research area
explored, particularly as it relates to the cultural and ecological aspects of humanelephant relationships in Sri Lanka.
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Appendix B: Informed Consent Form, English

NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
College of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences

General Informed Consent Form
NSU Consent to be in a Research Study Entitled
Human-Wildlife Conflict and Coexistence in a More-than-Human World: A
Multiple Case Study Exploring the Human-Elephant-Conservation Nexus in
Namibia and Sri Lanka
Who is doing this research study?
College: Department of Conflict Studies, College of Arts, Humanities, and Social
Sciences
Principal Investigator: Cynthia Castaldo-Walsh, M.A.
Faculty Advisor/Dissertation Chair: Dr. Ismael Muvingi, Ph.D.
Funding: Unfunded
What is this study about?
This is a research study, designed to test and create new ideas that other people
can use. The purpose of this research study is to explore the current landscape
of the human-elephant-conservation nexus in Namibia and Sri Lanka as it is
today, the continuities/interdependencies of humans and wild elephants that
have defined their mutual existence over time, and what it all means for fostering
coexistence and enhancing conservation efforts. This research is important
because human-elephant conflict has led to the vulnerability of both humans and
elephants in regions around the world, and has greatly hindered conservation
efforts.
Why are you asking me to be in this research study?
You are being asked to be in this research study because you have firsthand
knowledge about human-elephant conflict and/or issues concerning conservation
in your region.
This study will include about 20 people. It is expected that 10 people will be from
this region.
What will I be doing if I agree to be in this research study?
While you are taking part in this research study, you will participate in one
individual interview with the researcher that can take up to 45 minutes. The
interview may be guided by questions the researcher is interested in

3301 College Avenue • Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314-7796
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understanding and/or open-ended. The questions will generally be about your
understanding and experiences of human-elephant conflict and conservation in
your region. The interview will be audiotaped and transcribed at a later time.
Notes may be taken throughout the interview to capture key thoughts or ideas.
Are there possible risks and discomforts to me?
This research study involves minimal risk to you. To the best of our knowledge,
the things you will be doing have no more risk of harm than you would have in
everyday life.
You may find some questions we ask you to be upsetting or stressful. You do not
have to answer any questions you do not feel comfortable answering and may
stop the interview at any time.
What happens if I do not want to be in this research study?
You have the right to leave this research study at any time or refuse to be in it. If
you decide to leave or you do not want to be in the study anymore, you will not
get any penalty. If you choose to stop being in the study before it is over, any
information about you that was collected before the date you leave the study will
be kept in the research records for at least 36 months and may be used as a part
of the research.
What if there is new information learned during the study that may affect
my decision to remain in the study?
If significant new information relating to the study becomes available, which may
relate to whether you want to remain in this study, this information will be given to
you by the investigators. You may be asked to sign a new Informed Consent
Form, if the information is given to you after you have joined the study.
Are there any benefits for taking part in this research study?
There are no direct benefits from being in this research study. We hope the
information learned from this study will contribute to knowledge regarding
human-elephant conflict and fostering coexistence and conservation in your
region and others.
Will I be paid or be given compensation for being in the study?
You will not be given any payments or compensation for being in this research
study.
Will it cost me anything?
There are no costs to you for being in this research study.
How will you keep my information private?
Information we learn about you in this research study will be handled in a confidential
manner, within the limits of the law and will be limited to people who have a need to
review this information. All information collected from you will be de-identified. This data
will be available to the researcher, the Institutional Review Board and other
representatives of this institution, and any regulatory and granting agencies (if
applicable). If we publish the results of the study in a scientific journal or book, we will
not identify you. The interviews will be transcribed in the principal investigator’s private
office and while wearing headphones, to ensure privacy. All confidential data will be kept
securely in a locked drawer in the principal investigator’s office or electronically
encrypted on the principal investigator’s secure drive. All data will be kept for a minimum
of 36 months, but may be kept indefinitely.

Will there be any Audio or Video Recording?
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This research study involves audio and/or video recording. This recording will be
available to the researcher, the Institutional Review Board and other
representatives of this institution, and any of the people who gave the researcher
money to do the study (if applicable). The recording will be kept, stored, and
destroyed as stated in the section above. Because what is in the recording could
be used to find out that it is you, it is not possible to be sure that the recording will
always be kept confidential. The researcher will try to keep anyone not working
on the research from listening to or viewing the recording.
Whom can I contact if I have questions, concerns, comments, or complaints?

If you have questions now, feel free to ask us. If you have more questions about
the research, your research rights, or have a research-related injury, please
contact:
Primary contact:
Cynthia Castaldo-Walsh, M.A. can be reached at U.S.+1-516-537-2257.
If primary is not available, contact:
Ismael Muvingi, Ph.D. can be reached at U.S. +1-954-262-3023.
Research Participants Rights
For questions/concerns regarding your research rights, please contact:
Institutional Review Board
Nova Southeastern University
(954) 262-5369 / Toll Free: 1-866-499-0790
IRB@nova.edu
You may also visit the NSU IRB website at www.nova.edu/irb/information-forresearch-participants for further information regarding your rights as a research
participant.
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Research Consent & Authorization Signature Section
Voluntary Participation - You are not required to participate in this study. In the
event you do participate, you may leave this research study at any time. If you
leave this research study before it is completed, there will be no penalty to you,
and you will not lose any benefits to which you are entitled.
If you agree to participate in this research study, sign this section. You will be
given a signed copy of this form to keep. You do not waive any of your legal
rights by signing this form.
SIGN THIS FORM ONLY IF THE STATEMENTS LISTED BELOW ARE TRUE:
• You have read the above information.
• Your questions have been answered to your satisfaction about the research.
Adult Signature Section
I have voluntarily decided to take part in this research study.

Printed Name of
Participant

Signature of Participant

Date

Printed Name of Person
Obtaining Consent and
Authorization

Signature of Person Obtaining
Consent & Authorization

Date
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Appendix C: Informed Consent Form, Sinhala

NOVASOUTHEASTERNUNIVERSITY
College of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences

NSU පර්යේෂණ අධ්යයනය සදහා කැමැත්ත
සනාථ කිරීයේ ආකෘතිපත්රය
මානව සමාජයේ වැඩියයන්ම පවතින මිනිසුන් හා වනජීවීන් අතර ගැටුේ සහ
සහජීවනය: නැේියායේ සහ ශ්රී ලංකායේ පවතින අලි- මිනිස් ආරක්ෂණ ජාලය පිළිබද බහුවිධ්
ගයේශනාත්මක අධ්යයනයක්
මෙෙ පර්මේෂණ අධ්යයනය සිදුකරන ආයතන?
සාමූහිකය: ගැටුේ අධ්යයන යදපාර්තයේන්ුව, කළා විදයාලය, මානව ශාස්ත්ර හා සමාජ විදයා
ආයතන
ප්රධ්ාන විමර්ශක: සින්තියා කැස්ටලයඩා-යවාලෂ්, M.A.
පීඨ උපයේශක/ශාස්ිය නිබන්ධ්න පීඨය: Dr. ඉස්මයිල මුවින්ි, Ph.D.
අරමුදල: අරමුදල යනාමැත
යමම අධ්යයනය කුමක් සදහාද?
යමය යවනත් පුේගලයින්ටද භාවිතාකළ හැකි, නව අදහස් සකස් කිරීම සහ පරීක්ෂා කිරීම සදහා
සැලසුේ කළ ගයේශනාත්මක අධ්යයනයකි. යමම පර්යේෂණ අධ්යයනයේ අරමුණ වනුයේ අද
වන විට ශ්රී ලංකාව හා නැමීියායවහි අලි-මිනිස් සංරක්ෂණ ජාලයේ වත්මන් භූමිකාව
නිරීක්ෂණය කිරීම, ඔවුන්යේ අයනයෝනය පැවැත්ම නිර්වචනය කර මිනිසුන් හා අලි ඇුන් අතර
අන්තර්සේබන්ධ්තා සහ සහජීවනය වැඩි දියුණු කිරීම හා ආරක්ෂණ ප්රයත්න වැඩිදියුණු කිරීම
සඳහා අවශය සියලල කාළයත් සමග සේපාදනය කිරීමයි. අලි-මිනිස් ගැටුම යලෝකය පුරා
මිනිසුන් හා අලි ඇුන්යේ අන්තරායට යහ්ු වී ඇති නිසා යමම පර්යේෂණ වැදගත් යේ. යමය
පාලනය කිරීයේ උත්සාහයන්ට ද දැඩියලස බාධ්ා එලල කර ඇත.
ඔබ යමම පර්යේෂණ අධ්යයනය හා සේබන්ධ් වන යලස මා ඔබයගන් ඉලලා සිටින්යන් ඇයි?
අලි-මිනිස් ගැටුම සහ ඔයේ කලාපයේ ආරක්ෂාව සේබන්ධ් ගැටළු පිළිබඳව ඔබ දැනටමත්
දැනුවත් නිසා යමම පර්යේෂණ අධ්යනයයහි නිරත වීන යලස ඔයබන් ඉලලා සිටිමි. යමම
අධ්යයනය සඳහා පුේගලයන් 20 ක් පමණ ඇුළත් යේ. යමම කලාපයයන් පුේගලයන් 10
යදයනක් අයේක්ෂා යකයර්.
යමම පර්යේෂණ අධ්යයනය කිරීමට මා එකඟ නේ, මා කලයුත්යත් කුමක්ද?
ඔබ යමම පර්යේෂණ අධ්යයන කටයුු හා සේබන්ධ් වීයේදී, විනාඩි 45 ක පමණ ඒක පුේගල
සේමුඛ සාකච්ඡාවකට පර්යේෂකයා සමඟ සහභාගී වනු ඇත. සාමානයයයන් ඔයේ කලාපයේ
අලි-මිනිස් ගැටුේ හා ආරක්ෂාව පිළිබඳව ඔයේ අවයබෝධ්ය සහ අත්දැකීේ පිළිබඳ ප්රශ්න මු වනු
ඇත. සේමුඛ පරීක්ෂණයේ හඬ පටයක් සහ මුද්රිත පිටපතක් ප්රකාශයට පත් යකයරනු ඇත. ප්රධ්ාන
අදහස් ග්රහණය කර ගැණීම සඳහා සේමුඛ සාකච්ඡාව අතරුර සටහන් තැබීමක්ද සිදුවිය හැකිය.
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මට විය හැකි අවදානේ සහ අපහසුතාවයන් තියේද?
යමම පර්යේෂණය සඳහා ඔබට අවම අවදානමක් ඇත. අපයේ දැනුම අනුව, ඔබ කරමින් සිටින
යේ එදියනදා ජීවිතයේ දී ඔබට වඩා හානියක් සිදු යනාවනු ඇත.
ඔබව අපහසුතාවයට යහෝ අසීරුවට පත්වන ප්රශ්න කිහිපයක් අයපන් ඔබට යයාමු විය හැකිය.
ඔබට සැහැලුයවන් පිළිුරු දීමට හැකි ප්රශ්නයක් යනාලැයබන ඕනෑම අවස්ථාවක සේමුඛ
පරීක්ෂණය නතර කළ හැකිය.
යමම පර්යේෂණ අධ්යයනය කිරීමට මා අකමැති නේ කුමක් සිදුයේද?
ඕනෑම අවස්ථාවක යමම පර්යේෂණ අධ්යයනය අත්හැරීමට යහෝ එයට ඇුල වීම ප්රතික්යෂ්ප
කිරීමට ඔබට අයිතියක් තියේ. තවදුරටත් අධ්යයනය කිරීම ඔබට අනවශය යැයි ඔබ තීරණය
කරන්යන් නේ , ඔබට දඬුවේ ලැයබන්යන් නැත. අවසන් වීමට යපර අධ්යයනය නැවත්වීමට ඔබ
තීරණය කරන්යන් නේ, ඔබ අධ්යයනයයන් ඉවත්ව යන දිනට මපර රැස්කරන ලද යතාරුරු
අවම වශයයන් මාස 36 ක් සඳහා පර්යේෂණ වාර්තා යලස තබා ගනු ඇත. ඒවා පර්යේෂණයේ
යකාටසක් යලසද භාවිතා කළ හැකිය.
අධ්යයනය ුළදී මා විසින් හැදෑරූ නවය යතාරුරු යමහි දිගටම රැඳී සිටීයේ මයේ තීරණයට
යකයස් බලපාන්යන් ද?
අධ්යයනයට අදාළ වැදගත් නව යතාරුරු ඔබ ලබා ගතයහාත්, ඔබ යමම අධ්යයනයේ දිගටම රැඳී
සිටීමට අවශයදැයි යන්න යතාරුරු විමර්ශකයන් විසින් ඔබට දැනුේ යදනු ලැයේ. ඔබට
යතාරුරු ලබා යදන්යන් ඔබ අධ්යයනයට සේබන්ධ් වූ පසුව නේ, නව කැමැත්ත සනාථ කිරීයේ
ආකෘතිපත්රයකට අත්සන් කරන යලස ඔයබන් ඉලලා සිටිනු ඇත.
යමම පර්යේෂණ අධ්යයනයට සහභාගී වීයමන් කිසියේ ප්රතිලාභයක් ලැයේද?
යමම පර්යේෂණ අධ්යයනයේ ඍජු ප්රතිලාභයක් යනාමැත. යමම අධ්යයනයයන් ලබාගත්
යතාරුරු, අලි-මිනිස් ගැටුම පිළිබඳව අවයබා්් ධ්යක් ලබාගැණීමට සහ ඔයේ කලාපයේ සහ
යවනත් අයයේ සංහිඳියාව හා අ්ාරක්ෂාව වැඩි දියුණු කිරීමට දායක වනු ඇතැයි අපි අයේක්ෂා
කරමු
යමම අධ්යයයනහි නිරත වීම සඳහා මා හට යගවීමක් නැතයහාත් වන්දියක් ලබා යදනවාද?
යමම පර්යේෂණ අධ්යයනයේ දී ඔබට යගවීේ යහෝ වන්දි ලබා යනායදනු ඇත.
ය්ේ සදහා මට යකාතරේ වියදමක් වැය වනවාද?
යමම පර්යේෂණයට සහභාගී වීම සඳහා ඔබට කිසිදු වියදමක් යනාමැත.
ඔබ මයේ යතාරුරු යපෞේගලිකව තබා ගන්යන් යකයස්ද?

යමම පර්යේෂණ අධ්යයනයේ දී අපි ඔබ ගැන යතාරුරු ගනු ලබන්යන් රහසිගත ආකාරයයන් හා නීතියේ
සීමාවන් ුළය. යමම යතාරුරු සමායලෝචනය කිරීයේ අවශයතාවය ඇති පුේගලයින්ට පමණක් සීමා වනු
ඇත. ඔයබන් ලබාගත් යතාරුරු හඳුනා ගත යනාහැක. යමම දත්ත පර්යේෂකයාට, ආයතනික
සමායලෝචන මණ්ඩලයට සහ යමම ආයතනයය යවනත් නියයෝජිතයන්ට, සහ නියාමන හා ප්රදාන
ආයතනවලට (අදාළ නේ) ලබා ගත හැකි වනු ඇත. විදයාත්මක සඟරාවක යහෝ යපාතක යමම
අධ්යයනයයහි ප්රතිඵල ප්රකාශයට පත් කරන්යන් නේ, අපි ඔබව හඳුන්වා යනායදන්යනමු. පුේගලිකත්වය
සහතික කිරීම සඳහා යහඩයෆෝන් පැළඳ සිටියදී, සේමුඛ පරීක්ෂණය ප්රධ්ාන විමර්ශකයායේ යපෞේගලික
කාර්යාලයයහි පිටපත් යකයරනු ඇත. සියළුම රහසිගත යතාරුරු ප්රධ්ාන විමර්ශන නිලධ්ාරි කාර්යාලයේ
අගුු දමා ඇති ලාච්ුයේ යහෝ ප්රධ්ාන විමර්ශකයායේ ආරක්ිත ධ්ාවකයේ විේයුත් මාර්ගයයන්
සංයක්තනය කර ආරක්ිතව තබනු ලැයේ. සෑම දත්තයක්ම අවම වශයයන් මාස 36 ක් සඳහා තබා ඇති
අතර, එය දින නියමයක් යනාමැතිව තබා ගත හැකිය.

ශ්රවය යහෝ වීඩියයෝ පටිගත කිරීමක් තියේද?
යමම පර්යේෂණ අධ්යයනය ශ්රේය සහ / යහෝ වීඩියයෝ පටිගත කිරීමකි. යමම පටිගත කිරීම
පර්යේෂකයාට, ආයතනික සමායලෝචන මණ්ඩලය සහ යමම ආයතනයය යවනත්
නියයෝජිතයන්ට, පර්යේෂණ කරන්නට මුදල ලබා දුන් අයයගන් කවර යහෝ අයයකුට (අදාළ නේ)
ලබා ගත හැකිය. සටහන් සෑම විටම රහසිගතව තබා ගැනීමට වගබලා ගත යනාහැකි බැවින් යේ
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පටිගත කිරීයේදී ඔබ ඒ ඔබ බව හඳුනා ගැනීමට භාවිතා කළ හැකි නිසා ඉහත සඳහන් පරිදි වාර්තා
තබා ගැනීම, ගබඩා කිරීම සහ විනාශ කිරීම සිදු කරනු ඇත. යමම පටිගත කිරීේවලට කිසියවකු
සවන්දීම යහෝ බැලීම යනාකරන යලසට සිදු කිරීමට පර්යේෂකයා විසින් උත්සාහ කරනු ඇත.
මා හට ප්රශ්නයත්, අවශයතාවයක්, වියේචනයක් යහෝ පැමිණිලලක් තියේ නේ මා සේබන්ධ් කර
ගතයුත්යත් කාවද?
ඔබ දැන් කිසියේ ප්රශ්නයක් ඇත්නේ, අයපන් අහන්න. පර්යේෂණය සේබන්ධ්යයන් තවත් ප්රශ්න
ඇති නේ, ඔයේ පර්යේෂණ අයිතිවාසිකේ, යහෝ පර්යේෂණ සේබන්ධ් පීඩාවක් ඇත්නේ,
කරුණාකර, අමතන්න:
ප්රාථමික ඇමුේ:
සින්තියා කැස්ඩලයඩෝ යවාලෂ්( M.A.) ළඟා වීමට U.S.+1-516-537-2257.
ප්රාථමික යනායේ නේ, කරුණාකර:
ඉස්මායිල මුවින්ි( Ph.D.) ළඟා වීමට U.S. +1-954-262-3023.
පර්යේෂකයින්යේ අයිතිවාසිකේ
ඔයේ පර්යේෂණ අයිතිවාසිකේ පිළිබඳ ප්රශ්න / කාර්යයන් කරුණාකර, අමතන්න:
ආයතනික සමායලෝචන මණ්ඩලය
යනෝවා අේනිදිග විශ්ව විේයාලය
(954) 262-5369 / ගාස්ු රහිත: 1-866-499-0790
IRB@nova.edu
පර්යේෂණ පාර්ශ්වකරුවකු යලස ඔබයේ අයිතිවාසිකේ පිළිබඳ වැඩි විස්තර NSU IRB
www.nova.edu/irb/information-for-research-participants යවේ අඩවියට ඔබට ද පැමිණිය
හැකිය.

පර්යේෂණය සදහා අනුමැතිය සහ බලය පැවරීයේ අත්සන් තැබීයේ අංශය
ස්යේච්ඡා සහභාිත්වය - ඔබ යමම අධ්යයනයට සහභාි වීම අවශය යනායේ. ඔබ සහභාගී වන
අවස්ථාවකදී, ඔබ ඕනෑම යේලාවක යමම ස්යේච්ඡා පර්යේෂණ අධ්යයනය අත්හැරිය හැකිය. ඔබ
සේූර්ණ කිරීමට යපර යමම අධ්යයනය අත්හැර දැමුවයහාත්, ඔබට දඬුවේ ලැයබන්යන් නැත;
ඔබට හිමිවන ප්රතිලාභ කිසිවක් අහිමි යනාවනු ඇත.
ඔබ යමම පර්යේෂණ අධ්යයනයට සහභාි වීමට එකඟ නේ, යමම යකාටස අත්සන් කරන්න.
යමම ආකෘති පත්රයේ අත්සන් කළ පිටපතක් ඔබට ලබා යදනු ඇත. යමම යපෝරමය පිරවීයමන්
ඔයේ නීතයානුකූල අයිතිවාසිකේ ඔබයගන් ඉවත් යනාකරයි.
පහත සඳහන් ප්රකාශයන් සතය නේ පමණක් යමම ආකෘතිය අත්සන් කරන්න:
•
•

ඔබ ඉහත යතාරුරු කියවා ඇත.
පර්යේෂණ පිළිබඳව ඔයේ සෑහීමකට පත්වීමට ඔයේ ේරශ්න වලට පිළිුරු ලබා දී ඇත.
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වැඩිහිටි අත්සන් අංශය
මම යමම පර්යේෂණ අධ්යයනය සඳහා කැමැත්යතමි.
සහභාගීවන්නායේ මුද්රිත නම

අනුමැතිය සහ බලය ලබා
ගන්නා පුේගලයායේ මුද්රිත නම

සහභාගීවන්නායේ අත්සන

දිනය

අනුමැතිය ලබාගන්නා
පුේගලයායේ අත්සන

දිනය
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Appendix D: Semi-Structured Interview Protocol
I.

RQ1: Current landscape of the human-elephant-conservation nexus
First, I’m interested in understanding human-elephant conflict and conservation in this
area.
a. Tell me about your understanding of human-elephant conflict.
•
What does the conflict look like in your community/village?
•
How does it affect the people?
•
How does it affect the elephants?
•
Have you personally experienced conflict with elephants? If so,
tell me about it.
•
What would make human relationships with elephants better? That is,
how can positive relationships be fostered.
b. Tell me about your understanding of conservation (focused on elephants and/or
other).
•
What conservation efforts are underway?
•
Do you take part in conservation? If so, how?
•
How well do you feel it is working?
c. How does human-elephant conflict impact conservation?
• Can be positive or negative.
d. Are there other things that positively or negatively impact conservation in your
community?
• If so, tell me about them.
e. Do you believe elephants and humans both have a right to live here?
• Explain.

II.

RQ2: Shared histories between humans and elephants that have defined mutual
existence
Now, I’m interested in understanding the shared histories between humans and elephants
over time and how they have impacted existence today.
a. Tell me about your relationship with elephants over time.
• Positive; negative?
• From childhood to now?
• Stories that you remember growing up?
• Any individual elephants or herds that you know when you see them? Do
you have names for them? Positive or negative feelings towards them?
b. Tell me about your understanding of human-elephant relationships throughout
history.
• From earliest times you know of until now.
• How have relationships changed over time?
c. I’m interested in how humans and elephants have shared their lives over time.
Humans and elephants have lived together and shared space for centuries. And
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humans and elephants share many similar traits when it comes to social/family
structures, intelligence, and feelings.
• Tell me about your understanding of how humans and elephants have
shared their lives….
➢ Socially (e.g. human-elephant interactions – whether in the wild
or captive)?
➢ Culturally (e.g. religion, stories, symbols)?
➢ Ecologically (e.g. environment/landscape)?
➢ Politically (e.g. political policies, turmoil, etc. that have affected
both)?
➢ Psychologically (e.g. shared trauma as a result of histories and
events)?
d. How have these shared histories – social, cultural, ecological, political,
psychological – shaped human-elephant relationships?
e. How have shared histories contributed to the current conflict? How do they
impact conservation efforts?
• Can be positive or negative.
f. Has there ever been a time when humans and elephants peacefully coexisted
here?
• If so, what did that look like?
• If not, why do you think that is?
III.

RQ3: Value in applying more-than-human framework to transform humanelephant conflict and support conservation efforts
Finally, I want to know your thoughts on how understanding the shared histories between
humans and elephants discussed previously may help transform conflict and support
conservation efforts.
a. Do you think it’s important for community members and conservationists to
understand the shared histories of humans and elephants over time? If so, why?
• When you think of the many ways humans and elephants have shared
their lives and landscapes, does it make you feel differently about your
own relationship with elephants? If so, how?
• Do you think recognizing these shared histories may help transform
conflict in some way? If so, how?
• Do you think recognizing these shared histories may help conservation
efforts? If so, how?
b. Tell me about the connections between humans and elephants that you think are
most important.
• What does this mean for fostering coexistence?
• What does this mean for conservation?
c. What would you like to see happen in the future?
d. Is there anything else that you’d like to discuss, share, or highlight?

